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Abstract

The workpresented in this thesis explores and discusses the design, developmentand investigation of

laser-induced ignition (LI) systems for gasoline automotive internal combustion (IC) engines.

The use of LI systems in IC engines potentially offers great advantages over conventionalelectrical

spark ignition (SI), which includeflexibility of ignition location, improved combustion performance

andstability, reduced emissions and fuel consumption, faster combustion, reduced ignition energies,

loweridle speeds and better cold engine performance.

Initially, an open beam path LI system was designed andtested in one cylinder of the test engine, to

investigate the effects of varying specific laser parameters (beam energy, beam quality, minimum

beam waistsize, focal point volume andlens focal length) on combustion performance. The laser used

in this system was an Nd:YAGoperating at 1064 nm, which had a beam pulselength of 6 ns. A direct

comparison was made between LI and conventionalSI, where for certain laser parametersandoptical

configurations; LI was foundto be superior to SI in terms of combustionstability.

These optimal LI parameters were used to develop a novel multi-cylinder LI system, which consisted

of two Nd:YAGlasers in an open beam path optical arrangement. This system was successfully used

to ignite air-fuel mixtures in all four cylinders of the test engine from start-up without misfires. It was

assessed againstSI in terms ofthe engine’s combustion stability, which was investigated by analysing

the cycle-to-cycle variations (CCV)ofall cylinders for a range of engine speeds, air-fuel ratios and

dynamometerloads. The multi-cylinder LI system was shownto outperform the SI system for all the

engine settings tested in terms of reduced CCVs and combustion durations.

The feasibility of LI by optical fibre beam delivery was explored by investigating a large range of

optical fibres of various types and core sizes. The initial experiments studied the fibre damage

thresholds and mechanisms, the effects of bending and vibration on fibres in terms of transmission

losses and output beam quality, and the design and development of suitable optical arrangements

including launch optics and the optical plug. An assessment of the most suitable fibres was

undertaken, which were then tested online, where the beam energy was delivered to a specially

designed optical plug in one cylinder ofthe test engine. This single fibre beam delivery LI system was

shown to ignite the air-fuel mixtures, although not reliably. Therefore, this system was further

developed to increase the amountoffibre-delivered beam energy to the cylinder. This was achieved

by splitting the laser beam into three and coupling these beamsinto three optical fibres, where the

fibre output ends were combined and the output beams from these were collimated and focused by

two lenses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation for Research

One of the major concernsofthe 21st century is the amount of harmful gases that are released into the

earth’s atmosphere. This has been recognised at an international level, and governments around the

world have introduced legislation to try to reduce the levels of greenhouse gases produced by human

civilisation.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPPC) was established in 1988 to provide

governments worldwide with an objective source of information about climate change. The first

assessment report of the IPCC served as the basis for negotiating the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 1994. Three years later, the Kyoto Protocol was

adopted which set binding targets for 37 industrialised countries for reducing greenhouse gas

emissions[1].

The Stern review [2] published by the UK government in 2006, also explores the impacts of climate

change and discusses the challenges of introducing new policies to lower carbon dioxide (CO,) and

other greenhouse gases. The review identified that if harmful emissions are not actively reduced, by

2035 greenhouse gaseswill reach a concentration that is double the pre-industrial level, resulting in a

global temperature increase of over 2°C. This could lead to a catastrophic change in global weather

systems, which would inevitably have a detrimental impact on all life on earth.

Road transport generates about one fifth of the European Union’s (EU) CO, emissions, with

passengercars responsible for around 12 %. Although there have beensignificant improvements over

recent years in vehicle technology, particularly in fuel efficiency, these have not been enough to

overcome the effect of increases in traffic and car size. Despite reduced overall emissions of

 



 

greenhouse gases in the EU by almost 5 % between 1990 and 2004, CO, emissions from road

transport actually increased by 26 % [3]. The European commission has proposed that the average

new car should emit no more than 130 grams of CO) per kilometre by 2012. Therefore, automotive

manufacturers are under increasing pressure to create more efficient engines and usealternative fuel

sources to meet this target. Recent examples include the use of bio-fuels, electric and hybrid

(electric/IC) engines and the hydrogen fuel-cell. Although bio-fuels are made from sustainable

sources such as corn, palm-oil and sugar cane and produce less CO, emissions than fossil fuels

(gasoline and diesel), they require considerable areas of land to grow the large amounts needed.

Electric vehicles produce no greenhouse emissions, although it is likely that the electricity which

powers them does. However, electric vehicles can only go for relatively short distances before

requiring a time-consuming recharge. Hybrid vehicles are a good alternative as they do produce less

harmful emissions and offer better performance than electric cars. However, as they have an IC

engine as well as an electric engine, they do still burn fossil fuels. Hydrogen fuel-cell technology to

poweran electric motor has the advantage that its only emission is water. However,it is still in its

infancy of development and the current process of extracting hydrogen for a fuel source is

technologically demanding and may take manyyearsto be perfected.

Automotive manufacturers therefore believe that the IC engine will continue to remain the main form

of vehicle propulsion for at least the next 20 years [4], due to the fact that any new technology which

may bea viable alternative, such as the hydrogen fuel-cell, will take many years to implement. As a

result, automotive manufactures are continually addressing two critical aspects of engine

performance: fuel economy and exhaust gas emissions. Although modern gasoline IC engines are

more efficient and cleaner than their predecessors, due to stricter and more effective control of

operating parameters, engine designis restricted by the limitations of the conventionalspark ignition

(SI) method, particularly in new gasoline spray guided direct injection (SGDI) engines. These SGDI

engines can potentially offer up to a 25 % increase in fuel efficiency when operatedin stratified mode

[5], although this is not currently possible with spark plugs. This is mainly due to the spark having a

fixed ignition position determined by the location of the plug within the cylinder and due to the

protrusion of electrodes which disturb the cylinder geometry and can quench the combustion flame

kernel.

The use of laser ignition (LI) systems in IC engines potentially offers great advantages over

conventionalelectrical SI, as the ignition location can be positioned anywherein the cylinder. Other

benefits include: improved combustion performance and stability, reduced emissions and fuel

consumption, faster combustion, reduced ignition energies, lower idle speeds and better cold engine

performance. Furthermore, LI is non-invasive, can allow the variation of ignition energy for engine

control, and offers the possibility of multi-point ignition in both time and space. LI systems could be

easily installed into existing IC gasoline engines without significant engine design change and could

therefore be quickly implemented without the high costs of engine redesign.

 



 

1.2 Thesis Structure and Overview

This thesis has been divided into six chapters which details the design, developmentand investigation

of LI systems for gasoline automotive internal combustion engines. It begins with this introductory

chapter, which gives the reasoning for the LI research and states the main aims and objectives. This is

followed by chapter 2, which presents the background literature and a state of the art review ofLI.

This chapter details the relevant background information on the essential workings of IC engines,

lasers and optics. The fundamental principles of laser-induced gas breakdown and ignition are

described, along with the mechanismsinvolved, and a detailed literature review of LI research andits

applications.

The work presented in chapter 3 chapter examines the various aspects to be considered when

designing a LI system and experimentally investigates LI using open beam path delivery in one

cylinder of a four cylinder test engine, with the remaining three cylinders ignited by conventional

spark plugs. Three preliminary offline studies were initially performed investigating: the damage

threshold of the potential optical components for the system, the laser beam energies required to

ablate carbon deposits from an optical window,and the transmission losses experienced when a beam

propagates through a gasoline spray. The main experiment of this chapter investigated the effects of

laser parameters, specifically beam energy, mode quality and lens focal length, on the control of LI

and assesses the performanceof LI against conventionalSI.

In chapter 4, a prototype multi-cylinder LI system is presented, which was developed using the

optimal laser parameters for LI obtained from the results in chapter 3. This multi-cylinder LI system

comprised of two laser units, with each output beam split into two, resulting in four beams. These

were individually reflected into all of the test engine cylinders, each containing an optical plug, by an

open beam path optical arrangement. The performance of the multi-cylinder LI system was assessed

against conventional spark ignition in terms of the engine’s combustion stability, which was

investigated by analysing the cycle-to-cycle variations of all cylinders. Four main experiments were

performed, investigating LI over a wide range of engine speeds, air-fuel ratios and dynamometer

loads; as well as examining the combustion duration of LI and SI by analysing the mass fraction

burnedofair-fuel mixtures and assessing the lifetime durability of the optical plug components.

Chapter 5 assesses and experimentally investigates the feasibility of LI by optical fibre beam delivery.

A large range of optical fibre types of various sizes are examined, includingsilica step index, sapphire

and photonic crystal fibres. The initial experiments presented in this chapter investigated the fibre

damage thresholds and mechanisms, the effects of bending and vibration on fibres in terms of

transmission losses and output beam quality, and the design and development of suitable optical

arrangements including launch optics and the optical plug. An assessment of the most suitable fibres

was made, which were then tested online delivering the beam energy to a specially designed optical

plug in one cylinder of the test engine. This single fibre beam delivery LI system was shownto ignite

the air-fuel mixtures, although not reliably. Therefore, this system was further developed to increase

 



 

the amountoffibre delivered beam energy to the cylinder. This was achieved bysplitting the laser

beam into three and coupling these beamsinto three optical fibres, where the fibre output ends were

combined and the output beamsfrom these collimated and focused by two lenses.

Finally, a comprehensive conclusion of the presented LI research is given in chapter 6, along with

recommendedfuture investigations in LI, which were identified through the performed research and

discussion ofthe results.

1.3 Aims and Objectives

The main aim of this work was to design and develop laser-induced ignition systems for use in

gasoline automotive engines. The specific objectives of the LI research wereto:

e Design an open beam path LI system for online experimentation in one cylinder of the test

engine.

e Investigate the beam energy transmission losses of the LI system, including the energy used

for ablation of the combustion deposits from the optical plug window and energy absorbed

and scattered by theair-fuel mixture.

e Assess the effects of various laser and optical parameters, including beam energy, beam mode

quality andlens focal length, on the performanceandstability of the test engine.

¢ Design andtest an open beam path multi-cylinder LI system for igniting all four cylinder of

the test engine.

e Investigate the performance of the multi-cylinder LI system against a conventional coil and

spark plug ignition system in terms of enginestability, for a wide range of engine speeds,air-

fuel ratios and dynamometerload.

e Examine the differences in combustion duration between the multi-cylinder LI system and

conventionalcoil and spark plug ignition system.

e Assessthe feasibility of using optical fibre beam delivery in a LI system, by investigating the

damagethresholds and the effects of bending and vibration on the output beam quality for a

large variety ofoptical fibre types.

e Designandtest a single fibre beam delivered LI system in one cylinderofthe test engine.

e Develop the fibre delivered LI system by sharing the beam energy across three fibres and

combiningtheir outputs, and investigate the potential of such a system.

 



 

gasoline port fuel injection (PFI) engine from a Ford Mondeo, which has 4 in-line cylinders and 16

valves operated by double overhead camshafts, and operated in a homogeneousignition mode.

2.2.1 Spark Ignition Engine Operating Cycle

In SI engines, combustionofthe air-fuel mixtures causes the piston to moveback andforth in a cyclic

manner in each cylinder, which transmits power through a connecting rod and crankshaft to the

driveshaft. The peak crank position of the piston in the cylinder is defined as top dead centre (TDC),

and here the cylinder volumeis at its minimum, which is known as the clearance volume. When the

piston is at its lowest, the crank position is at bottom dead centre (BDC), which gives maximum

cylinder volume. The volume cleared by the piston between TDC and BDCis called the swept

volume, and the ratio of maximum to minimum volume is the compression ratio, which is typically

between 8 and 12 for SI engines [6,7].

ManyIC engines operate on a four-stroke cycle, where each cylinder requires four strokes ofits

piston, resulting in two revolutionsof the crankshaft. This is a single engine cycle, where the position

of a piston during engine operation is referred to as the crankshaft angle or crank angle (CA) in

degrees. For a single engine cycle, the crankshaft rotates 720°. The fourstrokes of an engine cycle are

knownas; intake, compression, expansion and exhaust [6], and areillustrated in figure 2-1, which is

specifically for a PFI engine.
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Figure 2-1: A typical combustion chamberof a Port Fuel Injection engine, showing the four-stroke operating

cycle: (a) Intake, (b) Compression, (c) Expansion, and (d) Exhaust.

 



 

(a) Intake Stroke

The intake stroke begins with the piston at TDC, where the CA is 0°, and finishes at BDC, where the

CAis 180°. Shortly before the stroke starts, the camshaft, which is driven by a belt or chain from the

driveshaft, rotates the timing camsthat open the inlet valves and close the exhaust valves. This can be

seen in figure2-1(a). During the transition of the piston in the stroke, fresh air-fuel mixture is drawn

into the cylinder from the inlet manifold.

(b) Compression Stroke

On the compression stroke, both the inlet and exhaust valves are closed andthe air-fuel mixture is

compressed as the piston moves towards TDC, whichis the end of the stroke. Here, the piston as at a

CA of 360°. Combustionis initiated by the spark plug towardsthe end of the stroke, which causes the

cylinder pressure to rapidly increase. The spark timing is typically between 40° and 0° before TDC to

achieve maximum brake torque (MBT), but is dependent on the engine operating point.

(c) Expansion Stroke

The expansion stroke is also known as the powerstroke, as this is where the high temperatures and

pressures of the combustion gases drive the piston down, forcing the crankshaft to rotate.

Approximately five times as much work is done during the expansion stroke compared to the

compression stroke The expansion stroke begins whenthe piston is at TDC (CA of 360°) and endsat

BDC (CAof 540°). Towards the end ofthe stroke, as the piston approaches BDC,the exhaust valveis

openedbythe timing cams, which reducesthe cylinder pressure andinitiates the exhaust process.

(d) Exhaust Stroke

On the exhaust stroke, the burned gases are forced out of the cylinder into the exhaust manifold by the

difference in pressures andthe stroke of the piston, as the piston moves towards TDC (CA of 720° or

0°). During this stroke, fuel is injected onto the back of the inlet valves inside the inlet manifold,

whichallowsthe fuel to evaporate and mix uniformly with the air to obtain a homogeneous mixture

before the intake stroke begins. Towards the end of the exhaust stoke, the exhaust valves close and the

inlet valves open, and whenthe piston reaches TDCthe cyclestarts again.

2.2.2 Cylinder Pressure and Volume

Cylinder pressure is an especially useful parameter to know for research purposes, as it is uniquely

related to the combustion process. Along with other engine parameters (such as crank angle, cylinder

volume)it can be used to access the performanceandstability of an engine.

Cylinder pressure is usually measured with piezoelectric pressure transducers, which contain a quartz

crystal. One end of the crystal is exposed through a diaphragm to the cylinder, and as cylinder

 



 

pressure increases, the crystal is compressed and generates an electric charge whichis proportional to

the pressure. A charge amplifier is then used to produce an output voltage proportionalto this charge.

Cylinder pressure, along with the corresponding cylinder volume,can beplotted together to produce a

p-V diagram,as seen in figure 2-2 for a four-stroke cycle engine. This shows the pressure and volume

of the four strokes, along with the opening andclosing timing ofthe valvesandpointofignition.
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The p-V diagram canbeused to calculate the indicated work per engine cycle, W,.,, which is obtained

by the circular integration of the pressures, p, with respect to cylinder volume, V, [6]:

W., =4paVv (2.1)

With a four-stroke engine cycle, there are pumpinglosses dueto the opening ofthe valvesin the inlet

and exhaust strokes. Therefore, there are two definitions of indicated work per cycle, whichare:

i. Gross indicated work per engine cycle, W,..,, which is the work delivered to the piston over

the compression and expansionstrokesonly.

ii. Net indicated work per enginecycle, W,,..,, which is the work delivered to the piston overthe

wholefour-stroke cycle.

2.2.3. Spark Plug Construction and Operation

Spark plugs are electrical devices responsible for igniting the compressed air-fuel mixture in all

cylinders at the appropriate point in each engine cycle, by a high voltageelectrical discharge. A cross-

sectional drawing ofa typical spark plug can be seen in figure 2-3, which showsthe main components

and construction ofthe plug.
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Figure 2-3: Cross-section of a conventional spark plug showing the main components and plug construction.

Spark plugs have three main components: a shell, an insulator, and electrodes [6]. The outer shell is

made from stainless steel and has threads at the bottom end with a captive gasket at the top of threads

to create a seal whenthe plug is screwed into the engines combustion chamber.

The spark plug insulator is usually made of alumina, as it has to have sufficient thermal shock

resistance, impact strength, as well as low porosity to limit gas absorption and high resistivity to

prevent leakage of high voltage charge at ambient and operating temperatures. The insulator extends

from the top of the outer shell down to the centre electrode, as illustrated in figure 2-3. The exact

composition and length of the insulator partly determines the heat range ofthe plug.

The electrodes are typically made from high-nickel alloys to withstand the high ignition voltages and

temperatures, which can average around 700 °C on the surface of the centre electrode. The ground

electrode (or side electrode) is welded to the bottom of the outer shell, and also runs very hot,

especially on projected nose plugs. Some spark plug designs have multiple ground electrodes that do

not overlap the centre electrode.

2.2.4 Spark Ignition System

For each spark event, a high voltage is delivered to the spark plug generated from the coil ignition

system. A circuit diagram of a conventional coil (breaker-operated) ignition system [6] can be seen in

figure 2-4. This shows that when the breaker point is closed, current flows from the battery, through

the resistor, primary winding of the ignition coil, contacts and back to the battery through ground,

which creates a magnetic field within the iron core of the coil. When ignition is required, the breaker

points are opened by the distributor cam, which interrupts the primary current flow. The resulting

decay of magnetic flux in the coil induces a voltage in both the primary and secondary windings,

where the voltage induced in the secondary windingis routed by the distributor to the specific spark

plug to producethe ignition spark [6-9].
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In a typical spark discharge, the electrical potential across the electrode gap is increased until

breakdownofthe air-fuel mixture occurs. As the high voltage from the ignition coil (~10 kV) reaches

the spark plug, a voltage difference develops between the centre and the ground (or side) electrodes.

Theair-fuel mixture between the electrodes becomes ionized when the voltage difference exceeds the

dielectric strength of the gases. At this point, ionizing streamers propagate from one electrode to the

other, and the impedance of the gap decreases radically when a streamer reaches the opposite

electrode, which rapidly increases the current through the gap (~200 A). This is known as the

breakdown phaseof the discharge andtakes place in an extremely short time duration (~10 ns). This

is illustrated in figure 2-5, which showsthe behaviour of the discharge voltage and current over time

for a typical coil spark ignition system [6].
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Figure 2-5: Voltage and currentvariation with time for a conventionalcoil spark ignition system, indicating the
various phasesand typical energy values for the main three (breakdown,arc and glow discharge)[5].

During the breakdownphase, an electrically conductive path between the electrodes is created and a
thin (~40 pm)cylindrical plasma columnis established. As the currentofelectrons surge across the
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electrode gap, the temperature and pressure of the plasma rapidly increases up to ~60,000 K and

~200 bar respectively [8]. This creates a spherical shockwave which propagates outward into the

cylinder taking around 30 % of the plasma energy. At this point the plasma column expandsandits

temperature and pressure decreases. This stage of the discharge is knownasthe arc phase. Here the

voltage drops to <100 V, as shown in figure 2-5. The arc increases in size mainly due to heat

conduction and mass diffusion, and due to these energy transfers the gas temperature in the arc is

limited to ~ 6,000 K. At this point, the spark develops into a self sustaining and propagating flame

front, where the exothermic combustion chemical reactions occur. The final stage of the discharge is

the glow discharge phase wherethe ignition coil deposits its energy into the dischargecircuit [6-10].

Conventional ignition systems deliver between 30 and 50 mJ ofelectrical energy to the spark,

although only a fraction of the energy is transmitted to the gas mixture due to the physical

characteristics of the discharge phases. The typical percentage of energy distribution for the

breakdown, arc and glow phases of the discharge can be seen in Table 2-1 [6]. About 0.2 mJ of

energy is required to ignite a stoichiometric air-fuel mixture at normal energy operating conditions,

although for leaneror richer mixtures, more energy is needed at around 3 mJ [11].

Table 2-1: Typical energy distribution for breakdown, arc and glow discharge phases.

 

 

Breakdown (%) Arc (%) Glow (%)

Radiation loss <I 5 <l

Heatloss to electrodes 5 45 70

Total losses 6 50 70

Plasma energy 94 50 30
 

Heywood[6] summarises the fundamental aspects of spark discharge ignited flames as follows:

i. Only a fraction of the total electrical energy supplied to the spark contained within the outer

surface layer of the plasmais available for initiating the flame propagation process. Highest

energy densities and temperature gradients in this layer are achieved if the ignition energy is

supplied in the shortesttime interval.

ii. A minimum radius of the spark plasma is required for inflammation of the air-fuel mixture to

occur. This radius decreases with increasing pressure and plasma expansion velocity, and the

radius increasesas the air-fuel mixture is made leaner.

iii. After inflammation, burning rates are proportional to flame surface area. Therefore discharges

and plasma geometries that produce larger and quicker inflammation zone surface areas are

advantageous.
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iv. The time over which the ignition energy can be used effectively for inflammation decreases

as the initial flame velocity increases. Therefore, ignition energy supplied after inflammation

has occurred will only have a modest impact on flame propagation.

2.2.5 Combustion Overview

The combustion process can be seen in figure 2-6, which shows cylinder pressure data for a number

of consecutive combustion cycles during the compression stroke and expansion stroke of one

cylinder. This figure also shows a non-combustion event (misfire) as a dashed red line, known as the

motored curve, whichis solely due to the compression ofthe piston.
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1600 rpm, with ignition timing at 28° before   a a ee TDC, and stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (data

Crank angle [°| taken from 1.6 litre Ford Zetec engine).

In PFI spark ignition engines, the air and fuel are mixed togetherin the inlet system, wherethe fuelis

sprayed onto therear of the inlet valves. During the intake stroke, the inlet valves open andtheair-

fuel mixture is drawn into the cylinder. Combustion is initiated towards the end of the compression

stroke by the spark plug. Following the spark discharge, there is a period during which the energy

released from the developing turbulent flame is too small for the cylinder pressure to raise due to

combustion. This period can be seen in figure 2-6 between 30° and 10° before TDC, where the

pressure curves follow that of the motored curve. The pressure then steadily rises as the flame

continues to grow and propagate across the cylinder. The maximum pressure is reached after TDC

before the air-fuel mixture is fully burned (~ 80% massfraction burned). The pressure then decreases

as the cylinder volume continuesto increase during the remainder of the expansion stroke. The flame

eventually reaches the cylinder walls, where it then extinguishes at ~ 50° after TDC [6,7,9].

Heywood [6] gives three main factors that affect the flame development and propagation processes:

i. Geometry — Combustion chambershapeandsparkplug location.
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il. Flow field characteristics — Mean velocity, turbulence intensity and characteristic turbulence

length scale in the unburned mixture during combustion.

iil. Unburned mixture composition and state — Fuel, equivalence ratio, burned gas fraction,

mixture pressure and temperature.

2.2.6 Abnormal Combustion Phenomenon

There are two main different types of abnormal combustion, which are knock and surface ignition.

Several factors can cause these, such as fuel composition, combustion chamber deposits and certain

engine design and operating parameters.

Engine knock (also referred to as detonation) gets its name from the high frequency pressure

oscillations inside the cylinder that produce a sharp metallic noise. It is produced by the auto-ignition

of a portion ofthe air-fuel mixture ahead of the advancing flame. As the combustion flame propagates

across the cylinder, the unburned mixture ahead of the flame, knownas the end gas, is compressed,

which causes the pressure, temperature and density to increase. Some of the end-gas air-fuel mixture

may undergo chemical reactions prior to normal combustion. The products of these reactions may

auto-ignite (spontaneously and rapidly release a large part or all of their chemical energy). When this

happens, the end gas burnsvery rapidly, releasing its energy at a rate up to 25 times that of normal

combustion [6].

Knock mainly occurs under wide-open throttle operating conditions, and therefore can constraint

engine performanceandefficiency, and if it persistently occurs it can cause damage to the engine.

Knock can be prevented by the use of a fuel with higher octane rating, enriching the air-fuel ratio,

reducing peak cylinder pressure by increasing the engine revolutions, decreasing the manifold

pressure by reducingthe throttle opening, or reducing the load on the engine.

Surface ignition is different to knock as it is initiated by ‘hot spots’ in the engine combustion

chamber, such as overheated valves or spark plugs. This phenomenon may occur before the spark

plug ignites the air-fuel mixture, which is known as pre-ignition, or after, which is known as post-

ignition.

2.2.7 Cycle-to-Cycle Variations

The development and propagation of a combustion flame in any given cylinder will inevitably vary

from cycle-to-cycle. These cyclic variations are due to fluctuations in the amount ofair and fuel fed

into the cylinder each cycle, and variations in the local air-fuel mixture motion and composition,

especially in the vicinity of the spark plug at the time of discharge. In addition to cycle-to-cycle

variations (CCV)in individual cylinders, there can also be differences in the combustion process and

pressure development between cylinders in a multi-cylinder engine [6]. Cyclic variations are
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illustrated in figure 2-6, where it can be seen that the six consecutive cylinder pressures differ in peak

pressure and in peak pressure position (PPP).

Variations from cycle-to-cycle and cylinder-to-cylinder are important to recognise as the extreme

cycles effectively limit the operating regime of the engine, and hence limit the engines power and

efficiency. This is due to the optimum spark timing (Section 2.2.9) being set for an average cycle,

where faster burning cycleswill effectively have their spark timing to early and slower burning cycles

will have their spark timingto late. It is therefore advantageous to keep CCV to a minimum.

CCV are commonly usedto assess the combustion stability of an engine. The indicators of CCV used

in the workpresented in this thesis were indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) and peak pressure

position (PPP), which have the units of bar and degrees respectively. IMEP is an average pressure

exerted on the piston during the expansion stroke of a cycle, andis defined as:

[MEP= (2.2)
d

where V;, is the displaced cylinder volume and W, is the gross work delivered to the piston over the

compression and expansionstrokes, which is calculated using equation 2.1 (see Section 2.2.2).

IMEPisextensively used in engine calibration and the coefficient of variation in IMEP (COVyx:p) is

used as an indicator of combustion stability. The COViyp is commonly used in industry and is

definedas:

 
On,

COV, jp =IEx 100 2.3IMEF IMEP ( )

Where ojyzp is the standard deviation in IMEP and IMEP is the mean IMEP. The COViyzp is given

as a percentage and defines the variability in indicated work per cycle. Vehicle driveability problems

usually result when the COV4p exceeds about 10 % [6]. The PPPis the crank angle in degreesafter

top dead centre (ATDC), at which the peak pressure occurs for each combustion event. The optimum

PPPis usually around 16° ATDC,butis mainly dependent on engine geometry. The variance in PPP

(Varppp) has also been demonstrated as an indicator of CCV [12] andis defined as:

Varppp = (ppp y (2.4)

where oppp is the standard deviation in PPP. Lower values of COVyy;p and Varppp indicate reduced

CCV,and hencebetter combustion performanceandstability [6].
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Chapter 2

Background Literature and State of

the Art Review

2.1 Introduction

The chapter consists of a state of the art review on laser-induced ignition, starting with relevant

background information on the fundamental workings of internal combustion (IC) engines, lasers and

optics, which are significant for the main chapters ofthis thesis. The fundamental principles of laser-

induced gas breakdown and ignition are described, along with the mechanisms involved, and a

detailed literature review oflaser ignition research andits applications is presented.

2.2 Spark Ignition Internal Combustion Engine Fundamentals

The fundamental purpose of IC engines is to convert chemical energy stored in the fuel, into practical

mechanical power. This is achieved by burning the fuel inside the engine in a confined space known

as a combustion chamber. This exothermic reaction creates high temperatures and pressures, which

causes the piston (or rotors) to move. The working fluids of the engine are the air-fuel mixture before

combustion and the burned products after combustion. The energy conversion which provides the

desired poweroutput, occurs directly between these working fluids and the mechanical components of

the engine [6].

There are many different types of IC engines with various types of fuel (gasoline, diesel, natural gas)

and principles of operation (two, four or six-stroke, piston-less rotary). However, this section

concentrates on spark ignition (SI) engines (the Otto engine) as this was the engine type used in the

experiments presented in this thesis. This was an unmodified four-stroke 1.6 litre, normally aspirated

 



 

2.2.8 Mass Fraction Burned

A characteristic of the combustion processis the speed at which the air-fuel mixture burns, which can

be expressed as a massfraction burn (MFB)profile. Figure 2-7 shows a MFBprofile as a function of

crank angle for a typical combustion event. MFB data is obtained from cylinder pressure data and has

a characteristic S-shape.
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It can be seen from figure 2-7 that the rate at which the air-fuel mixture burns increases from a low

value immediately after the spark discharges. The ignition delay (sometimes referred to as the flame

developmentangle) is the crank angle interval between the spark discharge and the time when a small

fraction of the cylinder mass has burned. This fraction is usually 10 %, although | % and 5 % are also

used. After the 10 % MFB, the curve become much steeper as the bulk of the air-fuel mixture is

burned quickly. This is known as the rapid burning angle and is defined as the crank angle interval

between the flame development stage (10 % MFB)and the end of the flame propagation process (90

% MEFB). The final stage of the process where the remainder of the mixture burns to completion,

cannot be as easily be quantified as energy release rates are comparable to other energy transfer

processesthat are occurring.

The Wiebefunction [6] is commonly usedto represent the mass fraction burned versus crank angle:

6.,- . m+

x, =l—-—exp|—a xa (2.5)

wherex, is the burn fraction, @., is the crank angle, @is the crank angle at the start of combustion, A@

is the total combustion duration in crank angle (x, = 0 to x, = 1) and a and m are adjustable parameters

(change the curve shape) usually set at 5 and 2 respectively [13].

2.2.9 Spark Timing

Spark timing (or point of ignition) is often known as the spark advance (SA). In order to obtain

maximum powerand engine torque, the combustion event must be properly located within the cycle
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relative to the piston at TDC. The SA is typically between 10° and 40° before TDC, and hence

combustionstarts before the end of the compression stroke. It continues throughto the early part of

the expansion stroke, and ends after the peak cylinder pressure transpires. If combustion starts too

early in the cycle, then the work transfer from the piston to the gases in the cylinder at the end of the

compression stroke is too large. If combustion starts too late, the peak cylinder pressure is reduced

and the expansion stroke worktransfer from the gas to the piston decreases. Hence, for a given engine

speed,air-fuel mixture and flow rate, there is an optimum spark timing that gives a maximum torque

output known as the maximum brake torque (MBT) timing. This timing also gives maximum brake

power and minimum brakespecific fuel consumption. Advancing (earlier) or retarding (later) this

optimum spark timing from TDC will result in a lower output torque [6]. This optimal spark timing

depends on the combustion flame development, propagation and termination, which are dependant on

the engine design and operating conditions and the properties of the air-fuel mixture.

As MBTtiming depends on engine speed, the spark must be advanced as speed is increased to

achieve MBT because the duration of the combustion process in crank angle degrees increases.

Optimum spark timing also depends on load, where the spark must be advanced as load andinlet

manifold pressure decreases.

In practice, the optimal spark timing is often restricted by engine knock and emissions regulations,

and therefore the spark is often retarded to give a 1-2 % reduction in brake torque from the maximum

value to avoid these [6-9]. A couple of empirical rules are also often used for relating the mass

burning profile and maximum cylinder pressure to crank angle at MBT. These are to choose the spark

timing to obtain the 50 % massfraction burned at around 10° after TDC, and the maximum cylinder

pressure at about 16° after TDC [6].

2.2.10 Air-to-Fuel Ratio

Theair-fuel ratio (AFR)is the massratio of air to fuel present during a combustion event, andis the

most commonly used term for combustible mixtures in IC engines. When an air-fuel mixture is

chemically balanced, where all the fuel is combined with all the free oxygen, it is known as a

stoichiometric mixture. For gasoline, a stoichiometric air-fuel mixture is approximately 14.7 times the

massofair to the massoffuel.

The AFR is commonly expressed by A4p (knownasthe relative AFR), which is a measure of how far

from stoichiometry a particular mixture is, and is defined as:

A _ AF:Rneasured
AFR AFR

stoich

(2.6)

where AFRineasure iS the measured AFR and AFRyoich is the stoichiometric AFR for the fuel in question.

A Ayre Of | is at stoichiometry, where rich mixtures are less than | and lean mixtures are greater than 1.
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Another frequently used AFR expression is the equivalence ratio (g), which is the inverse of Ayr.

However, for the experiments presented in this thesis, the AFR expression used was Arr.

2.3. Laser Fundamentals

A laser is an optical resonator containing an optical amplifying medium. It produces an intense,

monochromatic, low diverging, coherent beam of electromagnetic radiation at a single wavelength

between 0.2 um and 20 um, depending onthetypeoflaser.

Light is a form of electromagnetic radiation which hasthe characteristics of both waves and particles.

In the context oflasers, light is taken to include the ultraviolet and the near infrared regions as well as

the visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, as lasers have been developed to emit radiation in

any oneofthese regions.

During the 17" century, two distinct theories of the nature of light were developed: the wave theory

Hooke[14] and Heygen, and the particle theory of Newton. Subsequent research by Young, Malus,

Eular and others gave support to the wave theory. In the 19" century, Maxwell [15] developed a

general form of equations of electromagnetism (Maxwell’s equations) that suggested the existence of

transverse electromagnetic waves. His theory suggested the possibility of producing electromagnetic

waves with a wide range of frequencies and wavelengths. When Hertz subsequently succeeded in

generating radio wavelengths, the wave theory became the accepted theory of electromagnetic

radiation. However, in 1900 Planck [16] came up with a mathematical solution to explain the nature

of black-body radiation, where he observed that energy was emitted in multiples of a minimum

energy unit, E, related the radiation wavelength, A,, by the relationship:

E=— (2.7)

where c is the speed of light and / is Planck’s constant. Planck’s work, however, did not get much

attention until the idea was furthered by Einstein [17] in 1905 who suggested that the energy ofa light

beam is concentrated in regions that propagate like particles. He called these discrete energy particles

photons. From then on it was accepted that light, and all electromagnetic radiation, has the nature of

both waves and particles, and without this fundamental knowledge of light’s properties (quantum

theory) lasers would be inconceivable.

The concept of stimulated emission of radiation (which is the physical process after which is the laser

is named - ‘Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of Radiation’) was conceived by Einstein

[18] in 1917, when he showedthat stimulated emission was an everyday occurrence. However, it was

not until 1928 that Ladenburg and Kopfermann [19] experimentally confirmed the existence of

stimulated emission. Many years of research passed before the first working laser was developed.

This was invented in 1960 by Maiman [20], where he used a ruby crystal as the laser gain medium.
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Since then, there have been huge advancements in laser technology, and today lasers are a multi-

billion pound industry and are now used in a vast number of applications worldwide. There are

numerousdifferent types of lasers (such as carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, Nd:YAG, diode) with

various output properties, but they can generally be categorised into three main types: gas, solid state

and excimer, whichrelates to the active medium ofthelaser.

2.3.1 Laser Design and Operation

The essential feature of a laser is its cavity, which is an optical oscillator comprising of two (or more

if the cavity is folded) opposing mirrors placedparallel to each other, one of which is highly reflective

and the other partially reflective. These mirrors are centred on the same optical axis with an active

medium between them, which maybe solid, liquid or gas. The active medium is excited by an energy

source, known as the pumpenergy, which can be provided by anelectrical DC or RF power supply,

pulsed light or a chemical reaction; depending on the type of laser. The atoms or molecules within the

active medium become excited due to the pump energy input, which raises them from their initial

groundstate to a higher energy state. As the excited atoms or molecules decay to a lower energy state,

spontaneous emission occurs where a photon is emitted, which has a random phaseanddirection. The

photonsthatare travelling on the central axis of the laser cavity are reflected by the two mirrors and

the photons oscillate between them. As this occurs, the atoms or molecules in the excited state are

perturbed by these photons, resulting in another photon being emitted, while the atom returns toits

ground state. The stimulated photon has the same phase,direction, polarisation and frequency as the

original photon, whichis not absorbed by the excited state atom. This process is known as stimulated

emission, which continues to occur as the photonsoscillate between the cavity mirrors producing an

avalancheofidentical photons, therefore resulting in light amplification [21,22].

To achieve stimulated emission, a population inversion is required where there are more atoms or

molecules in the excited state than in the lower energy state, to allow amplification as opposed to

absorption. For population inversion to be achieved, the lifetime of the excited species has to be

longerthan that of the lower energystate.

2.3.1.1 Nd:YAG Lasers

The design and operation of high power pulsed neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet

(Nd:YAG)lasers are explained in greater detail in this sub-section, as these were the type oflaser

used in the experiments presented in this thesis.

Most high power Nd:YAGlasers have a standard cavity design where the active lasing medium is a

cylindrical isotropic solid state YAG crystal that has the chemical formula of Y3AlsOy.

Approximately | % ofthe yttrium is substituted for neodymium ions, Nd*’, in the crystal lattice. The

typical construction of a Nd:YAGlaseris illustrated in figure 2-8. This shows the pumping source to

be a flashlamp, whichis a quartz tube filled with a noble gas (normally Kryptonasthis is currently
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the most efficient type of flashlamp for pumping an Nd:YAG crystal) through which high energy

stored in a capacitor is discharged. A more commonly used pumping source for Nd:YAGlasers

nowadaysis laser diodes as these are much moreefficient than flashlamp pumpedlasers.
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Figure 2-8: General design and construction of a Q-switched, flashlamp pumped, water cooled Nd:YAGlaser.

The Nd:YAGcrystal and the flashlamp pumping source are mountedin anelliptical chamber, which

has a highly reflective (usually gold plated) inner surface in order to reflect the light from the

flashlamp to give a uniform illumination of the Nd:YAG crystal. De-ionised water is circulated

throughthe elliptical chamber to maintain the crystal at a constant temperature. Mounted between the

back mirror and the pumping chamber, inline with the cavity central axis, is an aperture to improve

the beam mode quality. Behind the aperture, there is a Q-switch (where the Q stands for quality)

which is a device that spoils the lasing oscillation in a controlled way to generate short pulses of

intense power. There are several types of Q-switch: mechanical chopper, rotating mirror, saturable

absorber, acousto-optic transducer and electro-optic transducer. However, the latter is the one found

in the lasers used in the experiments in the following chapters.

With electro-optic Q-switches, an electric field is applied across a wave plate, which is an optical

device that alters the polarisation state (see section 2.3.2) of a light wave travelling through it. The

electric field changes the refractive index of the wave plate, and hence changes the polarisation

properties. The variation in refractive index is proportional to the strength of the electric field. This

effect was first observed by Pockels [23] and was subsequently named after him. A Pockels cell is

therefore the name given to the voltage controlled wave plate. As well as a Pockels cell, a Q-switch

also contains a polariser plate, as shownin figure 2-8, whichis sensitive to the polarisation orientation

of the beam.

For the generation of every beam pulse, the flashlampis firstly activated. During this time, a voltage

is applied across the wave plate, which causesit to act as a quarter wave plate. This causes the beam

that passes throughit to rotate its plane of polarisation 90°, and as the beam propagates back towards

the polariser plate, the beam is reflected out of the cavity, hence preventing the formation of an optical
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resonator. The Nd:YAGcrystalat this pointis still being pumped by the flashlamp eventto a highly

excited state. When the crystal has becomesaturated by energy (i.e. maximum population inversion in

the Nd™ions), the voltage applied to the Pockels cell is switched to zero. This returns the beam toits

original plane of polarisation which transmits through the polariser plate and the YAGcrystal, and

exits the laser as a short intense pulse of ns length. The triggering of the flashlamp and Q-switch are

offset by a predetermined time (typically around 100 us) within the laser, which corresponds to the

time it takes the Nd:YAGcrystal to becomefully energised.

A simplified energy level diagram for stimulated emission in Nd:YAGlasers is shownin figure 2-9.
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Population inversion results from the flashlamp shining broadbandlight on the YAG crystal, which

excites the Nd** ions within the crystal to makea transition from the ground energy level (Ep) to the

higher absorption bands (E3). Ground state Nd** ions absorb most strongly at pump wavelengths of

730 nm and 800 nm,but also absorb at other wavelengths. Thelifetime of the excited ions at these

higher absorption bandsis very short and nearly all these ions decay (non-radiatively) into the upper

energy level (E2) known asthe metastable state, where their lifetime is much longer. Thelasing action

occurs when the ions makea transition from this state to the lower energy level (E;) called the

terminal state, where light radiation is spontaneously emitted at the characteristic wavelength of

1064 nm. In order for the ions to decay back to the ground energy state (Eo), adequate cooling is

required, which is provided by the flow of de-ionised water within the pumping chamber.

2.3.2 Laser Beam Polarisation

Electromagnetic radiation can be representedas a self-propagating wave in space that has electric and

magnetic field vectors, which oscillate in phase at right angles to each other in the direction of

propagation, whichisillustrated in figure 2-10.

Polarisation is a property of electromagnetic waves which describesthe orientation of the field vectors

in the plane perpendicular to the wave’s direction of propagation.It is an important beam property to

know for manylaserapplications,as it plays a significantrole in reflection and scattering.
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Figure 2-10: Electric and magnetic field vectors

of electromagnetic radiation.

Asa result of lasing action within the cavity, the vectors in the electric field will show preferential

alignment, and the beam producedis said to be polarised where the direction of the electric vectoris

the plane of polarisation. The electric vector can be decomposed into two perpendicular components

in the X-Y plane, and if they are in phase, then the beam is said to be linearly polarised, as shown in

figure 2-1 la.

Thepolarisation orientation depends on the amplitudes of the two electric field vector components.If

these components are 90° out of phase, then the electric field vector will be aligned in all principal

directions, where the plane of polarisation rotates with the propagating beam. Here, the beam is said

to be circularly polarised, which is illustrated in figure 2-11b. An extension of this is elliptical

polarisation, where the twoelectric field vector components have different amplitudes and phases.

 

 

 
(b)

Figure 2-11: Electric field vectors of electromagnetic radiation: (a) linearly polarised and (b) circularly

polarised.
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2.3.3 Laser ModeStructure

Whena laseris active, electromagnetic radiation will oscillate between the cavity mirrors, where there

will be longitudinal standing electromagnetic waves defined by the cavity geometry. These

longitudinal standing waveshave their nodeslocated axially along the length of the cavity. However,

there are a numberofthese wavesat slightly varying angles from the central axis, which havea effect

on the cross-sectionalprofile of the beam produced. The ratio of the distance between the twocavity

mirrors (cavity length) to the width of the output aperture determines the number of the off-axis

longitudinal standing waves that can oscillate within the cavity. This is described by the Fresnel

number, N, whichis defined as:

N=— (2.8)

where is the radius of the output aperture, A is the wavelength oflaser radiation and L is the cavity

length along the cavity axis. Therefore, a low Fresnel numbersignifies a ‘low order’ beam mode.

The off-axis longitudinal standing waves interfere with each other to give transverse standing waves,

which have their nodes located perpendicular to the axis of the cavity. The production of these

transverse standing waves affects the uniformity of the distribution of the energy throughout the

cross-section ofthe laser beam. This intensity distribution is known as the beam modestructure and is

classified by the transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM,,) pattern, where p is the numberofradial

zero fields and / is the numberof angular zero fields [21]. Typical circular beam modepatterns with

various radial and angular zero fields are shownin figure 2-12.
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The TEMo;* modeis produced from anoscillation between two orthogonal TEMp; modes. However,

the lowest order beam modeis the TEMoo whichis regarded as the ideal beam modeasthis can be

focused to the smallest spot size. A TEMoo mode generated within a laser cavity will have a Gaussian

distribution intensity profile with a high central intensity peak, whichisillustrated in figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13: Theoretical TEMo9 mode Gaussian beamintensity profile: (a) 3-D profile and (b) 2-D profile.

The diameter of a laser beam is commonly defined at the point where the relative beam intensity has

reduced to 1/e’ ofits peak (i.e. 86.5 % ofthe central beam irradiance), which is shown in figure 2-13b.

Theirradiance distribution of a Gaussian TEMgo beam is given by:

ly : -2r’
I(r,z)=1) eofa) (2.9)

wherer is the radial distance from the centre of the beam, z is the axial distance from the minimum

  

beam waist, r(z) is the radius at which the irradiance reduces to 1/e* of the axial value andro is the

minimum beam waist radius.

2.3.4 Beam Quality and Divergence

Anoutput beam from laser will diverge out from the central optical axis as the beam propagates, but

by how muchis determined by the beam quality which is usually defined as a comparison to a

Gaussian beam. Beam divergenceis a result of diffraction from the initial beam waist, Dy, which is

typically at the laser output window. The beam diverges at an increasing rate, which reaches a

maximum value only at infinity, known asthe far field divergence, 4. If a lens focuses the beam at

any position along the optical axis, a new waist is formed, D;. The beam converges towards and

diverges away from this new waist with a far field divergence of 6,.. Assuming the aberrations in the

optical system are negligible, then:

Dy80 = D,9,. = constant (2.10)

This constancy of beam divergence multiplied by the beam diameter throughout the optical system

allowsthe calculation of beam spot size, depth of focus, Rayleigh range length and curvature of phase

fronts [21], which are discussed shortly. This constancy property is also used to define the
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dimensionless beam quality factor, M@’, which is a comparison of an actual beam relative to a

Gaussian beam and is commonly used by laser manufacturers to indicate the quality and focus-ability

of a laser beam. The beam quality factoris given as:

 
6

M* =—“ 2.112 (2.11)
Gauss

where OGauss iS the divergence angle of an ideal Gaussian beam and @,,, is the divergence angle of the

actual beam with the sameinitial waist. Therefore, an M”’ value of | indicates a Gaussian beam, where

the higher the ”, the lower the quality of beam. Typically, a laser beam can be considered of high

quality if its M’ is 10 or below.

The beam quality factor can be incorporated into the fundamental beam equations (from pure

diffraction theory) by multiplying the wavelength by M’. Hence, the fundamental propagation

equation for the beam diameter, D,, to be calculated at any distance, z, along the beam path from the

waist for any given beam,is defined as:

271%

(2.12)
2
0

2

D. =D, 1+SE)

where Dyis the beam diameter at the minimum waist and A is the beam wavelength.

The wavefront radius (or curvature of the phase front), R,, at any distance from the beam waist is

2
nD?

R, =z i4{ (2.13)

given by:

 

A diverging Gaussian beam is shown in figure 2-14, which highlights the variation in the wavefront

curvature, whereit is at its lowest at the focus andat the far-field, and at its maximum at the Rayleigh

range. The Rayleigh range (or Rayleigh length), Zp, of a beam is the distance from the beam waist

along the propagation axis where the beam diameteris increased by a factor of V2, which is where the

circular cross-sectional beam area has doubled. The Rayleigh range for any given beam is calculated

by:

__aD:
* "4M?A
 (2.14)

The Rayleigh range is considered to be the dividing line between the near-field and mid-range

divergence and is the distance from the beam waist at which the wavefront curvature is at a

maximum, which is shownin figure 2-14. The far-field divergenceis typically measured at a distance

ten times that of the Rayleigh range for the minimum waist.
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Figure 2-14: Diverging Gaussian beam showing variation in the radius of curvature of the wavefront as the

beam propagates away from the minimum beam waist.

The depth of focus, Zi, is a similar measurement to the Rayleigh range, although here it is the

distance either side of the beam waist over which the waist has approximately the sameintensity.It is

defined as the distance from the beam waist along the axis to where the beam waist has increased by

5 %, and is found by:

Dy
MA

Ww

 Zwy = 40.08 (2.15)

The focused beam spot size (or minimum beam diameter), Dyin, is another useful value to calculate

for a given beam, and can be found from the following:

4 {MA
Davin = fA, (2.16)

aD,

wherefis the focal length of the focusing lens and D,is the beam diameter on the lens. Equation 2.16

is commonly usedto calculate the M’ value of a beam, as the wavelength andlensfocal length are

usually known and the beam diameters can be measured using a laser beam analyser (LBA) system.

2.4 Optics Fundamentals

Optics andtheir effects on light can be considered the fundamental aspects of a laser system, as they

are responsible for producing and delivering a laser beam. Asthe LI testing presented in the following

chapters relies heavily on the design of optical systems for beam delivery to the IC engine, this

section reviews the fundamentals of optics and optical design.

Theoptics of a laser system can be divided into twotypes, reflectors and transmissives. Reflectors are

mainly in the form of mirrors, used in laser cavities and for focusing, but also in the form of polygons,
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retro-reflectors and phase retarder windows. Transmissive optics let some orall laser light pass

through and canbein the form of lenses, windows, fibres, filters, prisms and beam splitters [24].

2.4.1 Principles and Laws of Geometrical Optics

There are four fundamental laws of geometrical optics, first described by Newton [25], which are

based on observations of a wide range of optical phenomena. Thefirst is the ‘Law of Rectilinear

Propagation’, whichstates that light travels in straight lines in an isotropic homogenous medium,

whichis where the physical properties are constant and identical in every direction. The secondis the

‘Law of Reversibility’, which states that if the direction of the light ray is reversed, then it will trace

exactly the same path backwards. Thethird is the ‘Law ofReflection’ whichrefers to light incident at

a boundary between twodifferent mediums, such asair and a flat mirror. This law states that the angle

of the reflected ray is equal in magnitudeto the angle of incidencerelative to the surface, and that the

reflected ray lies in the same plane as the incidence ray. The fourth is the ‘Law ofRefraction’, which

states that the angle of incidence and refraction are related through the refractive index of each

medium. Also, that the angle of refraction is smaller than the angle of incidence and that refraction

takes place in the same plane as the incidence ray. The refractive index, n, of any optical medium is

the ratio between the speed of light in a vacuum,c, and the speed oflight in the medium, v, which is

givenas:

(6
n=— (2.17)

Vv

The refractive index of a material is not independent of wavelength, but generally increases slightly

with decreasing wavelength. In general, the refractive indices for air, water and glass are 1, 1.333 and

1.5 respectively.

When a ray of light strikes the boundary between two dissimilar mediums with two different

refractive indices, such as air to glass, someofthe light is reflected and someis refracted as shown in

figure 2-15.

    
Refractive Index - n;
 

Refractive Index - n>

Refracted

| Light Ray
: plane boundary of two different mediums.

Figure 2-15: Refraction and reflection of light at a   
Theangleofthe refracted light ray, 82, can be calculated using Snell’s Law ofrefraction:

n, sin@, =n, sind, (2.18)
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In the case of a light ray travelling through a medium with a high refractive index and striking the

boundary of another medium with a lowerrefractive index, such as glass to air, then that ray can be

totally internally reflected. This situation is illustrated in figure 2-16, which showsfour rays oflight,

A, B, C and D, emitted from the same point source, but with each ray striking the boundary at

different angles.

      

   

   | 90° to Normal

-     Total Internal

Reflection Figure 2-16: Varying angles oflight rays travelling

through glass into air showing effects of reflected
Light Source Glass (High Refractive Index) n, =1.5   and refracted rays.
 

RayA strikes the boundary at 90°, where someoftheray is reflected straight back, but the majority of

the ray travels through the boundary with no refraction. Ray B strikes the boundary at an angle and

some of the ray is reflected and someis refracted, as described previously. However, once a ray

strikes the boundary at a certain angle to the normal, knownasthe critical angle, 0:, the refracted ray

will travel parallel to the boundary, as in the case of ray C. Therefore, if a ray strikes the boundary at

an angle to the normal greater than the critical angle, then the ray will be totally internally reflected

with no refracted ray, which is the case for ray D. This is the principle by which light is guided

through anoptical fibre [24,26-28].

Thecritical angle, 6c, can be calculated using Snell’s Law,as the refracted ray for this case is at 90°

to the normal. Substituting this value into equation 2.18 and rearranging, gives an expression for the

critical angle in termsofthe refractive indices:

6. -sio-(*) (2.19)
Ny

2.4.2 Lens Shapes

There are five elemental singlet lens shapes,illustrated in figure 2-17, which show the diameter, D,

radius of curvature, R, centre thickness, C7, edge thickness, ET, back focal length, BFL, and the

effective focal length, EFL, of each lens shape.

Plano-convex and bi-convex lenses have positive focal lengths and are used for focusing light or

collimating a point source. Plano-concave and bi-concave lenses have negative focal lengths and are

used to diverge beams, such as in beam expanders or telescopes. Meniscus lenses can either have

positive or negative focal lengths depending on the two surface curvatures and the thickness of the

lens. The meniscus lens shownin figure 2-4 is positive, as its front surface curvature, R;, is less than
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the back surface curvature, R». Therefore, for a negative meniscus lens, R; must be greater than Rp.

Negative meniscuslensesare typically used to increase the focal length of anotherlens.

Cr    CT

 

  

 

 ir
    

 

     

 

 

    

    
(d) (e)

Figure 2-17: Elemental shapesof singlet optical lenses showing the diameter, D, radius of curvature, R, centre

thickness, CT, edge thickness, ET, back focal length, BFL, and the effective focal length, EFL: (a) Plano-

convex, (b) Plano-concave, (c) Bi-convex, (d) Bi-concave, (e) Meniscus.

Singlet lenses are usually paired together to form doublet lenses to overcome the effects of spherical

and other optical aberrations. As the focal length of a plano-concave lens is negative, the spherical

aberration is also negative and is therefore commonly usedto balance the aberration of otherlenses.

2.4.3 Optical Aberrations and Distortions

Lenses cannot focus a beam oflight to a theoretical point of infinitesimal size, due to lens aberrations

and diffraction, which is a natural property of light arising from its wave nature [21]. There are

several forms of lens aberrations which can blur or distort an image, and these should therefore be

understood before creating an optical system. The aberrations that arise with monochromatic laser

light, are spherical aberration, astigmatism, coma,field curvature anddistortion [24].

2.4.3.1 Spherical Aberration

Spherical aberration is an imaging error and occurs due to diffraction and imperfections in lenses,

which cause the outer rays entering the lens to be brought to a shorter focus than the rays nearer the

centre of the lens, as illustrated in figure 2-18. The point where the outer rays focus is called the

marginal ray focus, while the point where the more central rays focusis called the paraxial ray focus.
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The distance between these is called the longitudinal spherical aberration. Rays that strike the lens

closer to the central axis are more accurately focused, whereas rays further away from the axis are

focused short of the paraxial focus.

Paraxial

Ray Focus
Lens Circle of Least

Confusion

Monochromatic

Light Rays

(Collimated —._..._. b.

laser beam)

M  

  

[ Transverse Spherical

Aberration      
arginal Longitudinal

Ray Focus Spherical Aberration

Figure 2-18: Spherical aberration from a single lens focusing a collimated laser beam, showing the longitudinal

and transverse spherical aberrations, marginal and paraxial ray focuses, and the minimum beam waist.

The point in between the marginal and paraxial ray focus points where the beam is at its minimum

width,is referred to as the circle of least confusion, more commonly knownas the minimum spotsize.

At this point, the longitudinal and transverse componentsof the aberration are at a minimum.

2.4.3.2 Coma

In spherical lenses, different parts of the lens surface give different degrees of magnification, which

gives rise to an aberration called comathat affects off axis light rays. When these off axis light rays

are incident on a lens, each zone focuses the rays onto the image planeat slightly different heights and

slightly different spot sizes, as shown in figure 2-19. The result is an overall spotthat is triangular in

shape, whichhasa bright central core with a triangular shaped flare extending towardsthe optical axis

of the lens [28]. Correction of this aberration may be achieved by using an additional singlet lens, or

by placing an aperture or stop in the optical system to eliminate the outer rays.
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Figure 2-19: Comaaberration from a single lens. Figure 2-20: Field curvature effect from a single lens.
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2.4.3.3 Field Curvature

In most optical systems, the final image is required to be formed on a flat surface; however, lenses in

the near field have the tendency to produce the image on a curved surface, which is shown in figure 2-

20. This curvature effect of the image is referred to as the field curvature (or Petzval curvature) of the

lens [28]. For a simple lens, the field curvature will be approximately one and a half times the focal

length of the lens. The field curvature varies with the field angle or the image height, so reducing the

field angle will therefore decrease the blur produced from the curvature.

2.4.3.4 Astigmatism

Astigmatism arises when an off axis object point is focused by a singlet spherical lens, where fans of

rays orientated horizontally and vertically at the lens aperture, tend to focus on different curved

surfaces. This can be seen in figure 2-21, which showsthe horizontal rays from the object come to

focus closer to the lens than the horizontal rays. Between these two conjugate points, the image is

either an elliptical or a circular blur [28,29].

   
   

   

Vertical

Vertical Image

Plane Horizontal Image

(Focal Line)

Horizontal

Plane
Object Se Figure 2-21: Horizontal and vertical light rays
Point focused by a lens when astigmatism is present.

The amountof astigmatism in a lens depends on the lens shape only whenthereis an aperture in the

optical system, which in manycasesis the clear aperture ofthe lensitself.

2.4.3.5 Thermal Lensing Effect

When employing high powerlaser radiation, there will inevitability be some heating of the optical

components in the system, which will alter the properties of the optics. This distortion is known as

thermallensing and is mainly dueto the rise in temperature of an optic, which causes variationsin the

refractive index, dn/dT, and minor expansion, dl/dT. The changein focal length, Af, for a thin lensis

given by the quasi-statistical formula [30]:

2APf* \dnAf = — 100 2.20(2a }f> a
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where A is the absorptivity of the optic material, P is the powerincident on the optic, k is the thermal

conductivity of the optic and D,is the incident beam diameter.

2.5 Optical Fibres

Optical fibres are dielectric waveguides that are used to transmit light. Their first commercial

application was in the medical sector in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s to see images of remote

regions of the body [31]. Since then there have been many technological advancementsin fibre optics,

in terms of the manufacturing process, enabling a wide variety of fibre material, size and shape to be

produced. This, along with the many advantages that fibres offer, has opened up a vast range of

practical and commercial applications for them. The most extensive use of optical fibres is in the

telecommunications industry, for applications such as telephones and TV broadcasting [32]. One of

the main reasons for their use in this industry is that optical fibres have the advantages of carrying

large amounts of information and are also unaffected by radio-frequency and electromagnetic

interference. Other well established fibre applications include: computers, local-area networks,

aircraft wiring, environment sensing instruments and in the laser industry, for diagnostic and beam

delivery applications.

The use of optical fibres for delivery a laser beam has the key advantage of system flexibility, as the

laser source can be placed in a remote location away from the work piece, or in the context of this

thesis, the harsh engine environment. Other benefits of optical fibres are that they are lightweight,

relatively strong and can withstand extreme temperatures, as well as having reasonably good

corrosion resistance to water and chemicals.

2.5.1 Optical Fibre Construction

Optical fibres consist of a central cylindrical core surrounded by cladding of lower refractive index

and typically an outer plastic protective coating, as shown in figure 2-22. The light is confined to the

core by total internal reflection at the core and cladding interface, which occurs due to the lower

refractive index of the cladding [31].

Outer Coating

  

  
Cladding

Core

Figure 2-22: Typical silica optical fibre construction

showingthe outer coating, cladding and core.

Optical fibres can be made from two groups of materials, natural and synthetic. The most common

natural material for fibres is silica (SiO), although sapphire (Al,O3) has also been used. Synthetic
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fibres are made from polymers, wherethe plastics polystyrene and polymethyl methacrylate [31] are

most commonly used. For natural fibre material, the silica must be extremely pure, however, very

small amounts of dopants such as boron, germanium, or phosphorous may be added to change the

refractive index of the fibre. Boron oxide is added to somesilica to form borosilicate glass, whichis

used in somecladdings.

2.5.2 Step and Graded Index Fibres

There are two main types offibre, step index fibre and graded index fibre, which are illustrated in

figure 2-23. Step index fibres consist of a central core which hasa refractive index n, larger than the

refractive index of the surrounding cladding 7) [21]. Therefore, the light rays are totally internally

reflected (as described previously in section 2.4.1), giving a rectangular shaped profile for the

variation of refractive index with the core radius.

With graded index fibres, the light rays propagate in the mannerof a conventional waveform, due to

the variation in refractive index throughout the radius of the core, which gives a Gaussian profile of

the variation of refractive index with the core radius [21,28].

>EEEEK© in
Focused Step Index Fibre
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Graded Index Fibre

index, n, with radius, r

Figure 2-23: Structure of step index and gradedindex fibres, showing the propagation oflight rays through the

different fibre types and the different variation of refractive index with cross-sectional radius.

2.5.3 Single-Mode and Multi-Mode Optical Fibres

The distinguishing characteristic of single-mode fibres is that it only allows a single ray path, and

hence a single transverse mode. The core diameter of this type of fibre is much less than that of multi-

mode fibre, typically < 50 um. An advantage of using single mode optical fibres is that inter-modal

dispersion doesnotoccur, although dueto the small core size, its damage threshold is greatly less than

that of multi-modefibres. Multi-modeoptical fibres support many different transverse modes within

the fibre, and therefore have a multi-mode output beam profile, which is of much less quality than an

output from a single-modefibre.
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The normalised frequency parameter, V,, is a relationship that determines the number of modes

allowed in a given fibre [33], and is calculated as follows:

y, = mNAd

A
Ww

(2.21)

Where NA is the numerical aperture of fibre, d is fibre core diameter and 4, is light wavelength. A

single-mode fibre has a normalised frequency parameterthat is < 2.405, where a multi-modefibre has

a normalised frequency parameter > 2.405.

2.5.4 Coupling and Numerical Aperture

The coupling of a focused laser beam into a fibre depends on the maximum angle of acceptance, O@nax,

whichis determined by the numerical aperture, NA, ofthe fibre, given as:

°. Anax

NA = Sin 7 (2.22)

The numerical aperture can also be calculated from the refractive indices of the core axis Moe and

cladding, ”eiaa, from the following:

2 2

NA = (Pore) — (era) (2.23)

The basic requirements for coupling a beam into a fibre are illustrated in figure 2-24, where the

diameter of the input focused beam, d,,, must be less than the diameter of the fibre core, dzo,e, and the

input angle of the focused beam, 6;,, must be less than the maximum fibre acceptance angle, Ana, [21].
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Figure 2-24: Fibre coupling geometry, showing the

 

basic requirements for coupling a laser beam into an

optical fibre.

2.5.5 Attenuation and Transmission Losses

The transmission characteristics of a fibre are usually given in terms of attenuation for a certain

wavelength and distance. Therefore, attenuation is a transmission loss per unit length, which has the

units of dB/km andis specific to a particular wavelength of light. The attenuation is specific to the

fibre material and is due to scattering and absorption, which are caused by slight imperfections and
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impurities in the fibre [34]. The attenuation, A, can be converted to a transmission loss percentage per

meter, 7, for a given length, whichis calculated by:

wn A,

T =10 aos) (2.24)

Transmissionlosses in fibres also occur due to back reflections, where approximately 4 % of light is

reflected back at both the entrance and exit faces of the fibre [33], which is also apparent forall

uncoated optics. These back reflections can be reduced by applying ananti-reflective coating (usually

wavelength dependant) on the fibre ends or by introducing an optical isolator before the fibre in the

beam delivery system. This stops back reflections from any optics within the system, although optical

isolators are quite expensive. Other problems occur whenthe very high intensities of the beam inside

the fibre exceed the fibre’s damage threshold. If the diameter of the fibre is increased to reduce the

beam intensity, then the focusability at the output is reduced and the major property of the laser beam

is lost.

2.5.6 Minimum Bend Radius

The minimum bend radius of a fibre is the smallest bend that a fibre can undertake before it will

fracture. The minimum bendradius for any fibre is determined by its diameter and the material thatit

is made from. Fibres with larger cross-sectional diameters have larger minimum bend radii, and

plastic fibres tend to have smaller minimum bend radii than silica fibres, which have smaller

minimum bendradii than sapphirefibres.

2.5.7. Fibre End Preparation

The condition ofthe input and output faces of an optical fibre is critical, especially in high powerlaser

applications, as any scratches or dirt that are present can cause disastrous absorption resulting in

damage to the fibre. Therefore, the damage threshold of a fibre is in part dependant onthe fibre end

surface preparation [35].

Fibre ends are usually prepared by cleaving or very careful polishing to achieve a smooth surface

whichis perpendicular to the optical axis of the fibre. There are two methods of end preparation for

all glass fibres, which are scribe-and-break and lap-and-polish. For both methods, the outer fibre

buffer is removed using wire strippers or razor blades, leaving only the fibre core and surrounding

cladding. In the scribe-and-break method (otherwise known asfibre cleaving), the fibre is placed

undertension and the outer cladding is ‘scratched’ with a diamond-edge blade perpendicularly to the

fibre axis. The tension is then increased andthe scratch propagates resulting in a fracture, which when

performed properly, producesa flat, smooth and clean surface. The scribe-and-break technique is the

quickest method for preparing fibre ends, although the fibre cleaving equipment can be costly. The

technique can only beusedon barefibre; therefore if fibre connectors are required for the particular

application, they haveto be applied to the endsafter the process.
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In the lap-and-polish technique, the fibre can then be polished by hand or by an automated polishing

machine. When polishing by hand, a ‘lapping disc’ is used which is a device that holds the fibre at a

right angle to the polishing surface. The fibre is threaded through the lapping disc and a small length

(~ 3 mm)ofthe fibre is left protruding from the underside of the lapping disc. This is then polished

down by moving the lapping disc across abrasive paper on flat surface, usually a glass block, while

keeping the fibre perpendicular to the surface. Various grades of abrasive paper are used for the

polishing process, usually starting with a paper that has a grain size of about 12 um, going down to a

grain size of around 0.5 pm. The polishing process is usually performed in a small bath of water to

lubricate and coolthe fibre, as well as removing residualpartials of the polished fibre. In the lap-and-

polish technique, connectors can be applied before orafter polishing.

2.5.8 Optical Fibre Connecters

Optical fibre connectors are a practical and efficient way of coupling, as fibres can be easily attached

and disconnected, as well as being durable in a variety of environmental conditions. There are many

different types of fibre connectors commercially available, where the most common are SMA,FC, SC

and ST.

The method of attaching the connectors to the fibre ends is similar for all types of connectors.

Initially, the stripped fibre is coated in a suitable epoxy (dependant on the application environment),

andis then inserted into the ferrule of the connector, as shownin figure 2-25. A watch-jewel bearing

inside the connector accurately positions the fibre through the hole in the ferrule, leavening a portion

of the stripped fibre protruding outif the fibre is to be polished after. Once the fibre is positioned, the

crimp ring is clamped to the ferrule and the epoxyisleft to set.
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Figure 2-25: Cross-section of a typical fibre connector

2.5.9 Fibre output optical assembly

The output optical assembly in a fibre optic laser delivery system typically consists of a duel lens

imaging system, whichisillustrated below in figure 2-26. The first lens is a collimator, which collects

the diverging beam from the fibre exit face and collimates it, and should be placed at a distance from

the fibre which is equal to the focal length of the lens. The second lens then focuses the beam down to
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the minimum spotsize at the focal point, which is at the focal length of the lens. The two lenses

should be on the samecentral axis as the end of the fibre. The distance between the twolensesis not

crucial, although it is best kept small, as the collimated beam will tend to diverge the greater the

distance.

Collimating Focusing

lens (L/) lens (L2)
Opticalfibre

output face

 

   
Focal

<———> I—>|
Focal length of Focal length of

collimating lens (F7/,,) focusing lens (F/,2)

Figure 2-26: Typical output optical assembly for a fibre optic laser beam delivery system, showing the positions

of the lensesrelative to the optical fibre output.

Whenthe fibre optic beam delivery system is arranged in this way, the focused minimum beam spot

diameter, Dy, is a function of the fibre core diameter, D,.,-, and the ratio of the focal lengths of the two

lenses. Therefore, an expression for the focused spot diameter can be given by:

 Hie (2.25)
Fl,

S=

where F/,; is the focal length ofthe collimating lens and F/,2 is the focal length of the focusinglens.

Hence, to achieve small minimum spotsizes, the focal length of the collimating lens should be longer

than the focal length of the focusing lens, for a given optical fibre. However, careful consideration

needs to be given whenselecting the focal length of the collimating lens, as the diverging beam from

the fibre needs to be collected by the aperture of the lens.

2.5.10 High Power Optical Fibre Laser Beam Delivery

High poweroptical fibre laser beam delivery is well established in industry in areas such as laser

material possessing, diagnostics, sensing and medical lasers. There are therefore manydifferent styles

of optical fibres made of various materials, shapes and sizes. The following sub-sections have

grouped fibresinto three main types: conventionalsilica (also knownassilica dioxide, SiO2), sapphire

(Al,03) and photonic crystal (also known as photonic band-gap). Each sub-section discusses the

recent research in the developmentand application of these optical fibre types, which is relevant to

work presented in this thesis. Optical fibre beam delivery research specifically for the application of

laser-induced ignition is discussed later on in section 2.6.6.
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2.5.10.1 ConventionalSilica Fibre Beam Delivery Research

A state of the art review on high powerfibre optic laser beam delivery is presented by Hunter ef al

[36], which examines the conditions for the optical propagation of high power beamsthroughsilica

optical fibres. Beam quality effects by step and gradient index fibres of different lengths were

considered and guidelines for the selection of beam delivery components were identified. The

experimental work performed used a continuous wave (cw) Nd:YAG laser, which produces a beam

with muchless peak energy compared to a Q-switched pulsed Nd:YAG usedin the work presented in

this thesis. However, the experimental setup that Hunter e¢ a/ used is of much interest. The raw beam

of the laser is coupled into a fibre using a focusing lens, where the output of the beam from the fibreis

collected by a collimating lens and then focused by another lens. For the experimental procedure, the

beam waslaunchedintoa seriesoffibres of different lengths, core sizes and refractive index profiles.

The majority of the work illustrates the considerations of fibre use, such as the core size, length,

connectors and the fibre surface finish, as well as the effects on beam quality and optics. The major

findings were that multi-mode opticalfibre enables efficient flexible laser beam delivery, but at a loss

in the quality of the delivered beam. It was also found that smaller fibres tend to produce less

degradation to beam quality, but the spot size of the focused beam into the fibre is limited by the

quality of the beam, focusing optics and the numericalaperture of the fibre.

Kuhn ef al [37] investigated the extension of optical fibre beam delivery for high brightness

applications. In this case it was for laser percussion drilling, which requires a good beam quality and a

high peak power. Beam quality preservation through a numberof optical fibres was studied both

experimentally and by using a ray propagation model. It was determined that in order to achieve the

beam quality required for percussion drilling, which needs M’ values less than 30, the largest fibre

which could be used was 400 um in diameter. The laser induced damage threshold was measured for

a numberof 400 um fibres, and a CO) laser annealing technique to the ends of the fibres was shown

to increase the damagethreshold by a factor of 10, which allowed 28 J, 1 ms pulses to be transmitted.

In further work by Kuhnefal [38] the beam quality of Nd: YAG laserlight through large core optical

fibres was investigated. It was found that if a good quality output beam which is not degraded is

required, than fibre core sizes used should be kept to below 100 um. However, this is indirect conflict

with the amount of energy that can be incident on the fibre face before damage occurs, currently 10 J

for a 1 ms pulse. A series of tests were performed using straight step-index fibres of 0.22 NA with

varying core diameters from 400 to 1000 um, with a fixed incident beam spot. Other tests were

performed on a 400 um core fibre using different bend radii. The results showed that the output

profile changes with the different core diameters. There was retention of an approximate Gaussian

central peak for all of the fibres, the only difference being a broader background shoulder for the

larger core fibres. Changing the radii from straight to 50 mm introduced a flatter intensity output

profile.
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A fibre beam delivery system capable of guiding and distributing the radiation coming from a medium

power Nd:YAGlaser over an array of optical fibres, was designed and investigated by Falciaief al

[39]. The system used graded index (GRIN) rod micro-lenses as focusing collimating optics, which

were foundto be useful in assembling very compactfibre coupling devices, as well as being capable

of withstanding considerable laser intensities. The main point of interest from this work is the use of

GRIN rod micro-lenses. These could be used for the coupling of many fibres within a high power

delivery system, as they have high damage thresholds.

In work by Stephensef a/ [40], high peak powerlaser pulses, using a frequency doubled Nd:YAG,

were delivered using a bundle of optical fibres for the purpose of particle image velocimetry (PIV) of

high speed flows inside automotive IC engines. In their experimentation, data loss was found to occur

due to fibre speckle, but was minimised by ensuring that the individual fibres in the bundle differed in

length by more than the coherence length of the laser being used. However, the main areaofinterest

from the paper was the successful use of a bundle offibres to deliver high peak powerlaser pulses.

Optical damage to the fibre bundle was avoided by the use of a diffractive optical element to

condition the laser beam before coupling into the fibres and by careful preparation of the fibre bundle

ends. Using this method, it was found that pulse energies in excess of 25 mJ could be delivered

throughthe fibres.

Another important area identified by Stephensef a/ [40] was the issue of damagetothe fibres, which

highlighted the two mechanisms by which optical fibre damage can occur, if short laser pulses are

used. These mechanisms are thermo-mechanical damage and self focusing. Thermo-mechanical

damageis caused by small imperfectionsin the fibre face, which scatter the beam, causing absorption

and therefore damage. This damage mechanism canbe prevented by careful preparation and cleaning

of the end fibre face.

Self focusing damage occurs whenthe refractive index of the fibre changesrelative to the intensity of

the light incident on it. The Gaussian intensity profile of the beam effectively produces a graded

refractive index lens. If the intensity is high enough, the magnitude ofthis refractive index change

will overcome beam diffraction and focus the beam until damage occurs, approximately | mm behind

the front face of the fibre. Self focusing damage can be overcomeby increasing the number of modes

in the fibre, which therefore allows each individual modeto contain less energy. Howeverin order to

achieve this, the quality of the beam needs to be matched to thatof the fibre [40].

A schemeto improvethe coupling efficiency and working distance between laser diode anda single

mode fibre was proposed by Rahman ef al [41]. An analytical approach based on the theory of

Gaussian beam propagation was used to predict the coupling efficiency, which also introduced the

effect of spherical aberration in the calculations. The major findings were that higher coupling

efficiencies could be achieved using a step and graded index coupling scheme for a laser diode

operating at a wavelength of 1.31 um. This coupling system could be a possibility for further work on

the design of an optical fibre delivery system forLI, as the fibres used are not specially fabricated and
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are commercially available. Other results from this work showed that the predicted coupling

efficiency values based on the theory of Gaussian beam propagation were close to the values

measured for a laser diode through the system.

The work by Beck ef al [42] examined optical fibre delivery use for material processing lasers,

describing the physical and technological basics about optical fibres. This work is of great interest as

it covers a wide range of different aspects of optical fibres, such as the manufacturing, assembly and

preparation of fibres, as well as maximum powertransmission, fibre losses and fibre coupling. In the

experiments, a commercially available Q-switched laser was used to find the maximum power

transmissions of fibres tested. A 200 um core fibre with a numerical aperture of 0.2 was found to

transmit a beam of 500 W of average power with 100 kW peak power (10 kHz) and 50 mJ pulse

energy. This correspondsto an intensity of 300 MW/cm’, which showsthat very small core fibres can

withstand highintensities.

The other main area of significance described by Beck et al [42] was the four main fibre loss

mechanisms. These were: wrong adaptation of the fibre to the laser, losses due to misalignments or

mandatory tolerances for a sufficient beam parameter product, reflection losses at each end of the

fibre, and the material specific losses such as scattering and absorption.

Boechatet al performed extensive work on high powersilica optical fibre delivery systems [43-46].

In their first study [43], they investigated the optical losses produced by bending a variety of large

core opticalfibres, for both plastic clad andall silica fibres. The results showed the experimental bend

losses of the tested fibres were in agreement with the theoretical model. However, for very small fibre

bend radii, this began to dither, although these were generally smaller than the fibre manufacturers

quoted minimum bendradii. The fibre bend losses were found to be dependant on the fibres bend

radius, numerical aperture, core diameter and the launching conditions of the input laser beam.

Boechatet al showedthat bend losses decrease as the numerical aperture of the fibre increases, when

the other parameters are fixed, and that increasing the fibres core diameter will increase the bend

losses. They showed that part filling the fibre could dramatically reduce the bend losses in some

circumstances, although that meantthat less beam energy could be coupledinto the fibre.

In the subsequent work by Boechatet al [44,45], they developed a technique to measurethe efficiency

of launching a laser beam into fibre, based on monitoring power guided by the fibre cladding. This

involved the use of two cladding power detectors separated by a controlled bend in the fibre. This

system exploited the phenomenon of bend losses to determine the fibre beam launchefficiency

accurately under of varying laser power conditions. This system was further developed to

simultaneously monitor the laser power reflected back through the fibre from a work-piece and the

beam fibre launch efficiency. The purpose this system was for a safety device when laser material

processing, as the laser can he shut downif misalignmentat the launch has becometoo large orif the

energy level being reflected from a work-piece reached a hazardouslevel.
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The transmission of optical fibres using multiple Q-switch Nd:YAG laser pulses at 1064 nm, with

microsecond inter pulse separations was investigated in work by Sturm et al [47]. This work is

intriguing as they used up to six Q-switch pulses with inter pulse separations which had pulse lengths

between 2 ps and 100 ps, with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. These pulses were generated by opening up

the pocketcell of the Q-switch in six stages. Various lengths up to 5 m of multimode fused-silica fibre

were used with core diameters of 0.4 and | mm. The major findings of interest were that the energy

transmitted by the fibres was found to increase by using a capillary tube on the launch end of the

fibre. For a 1 mm core fibre of 0.5 m length, they found that 300 mJ of energy could be transmitted

with the six Q-switch multiple pulses with pulse duration of 75 ps. This energy value is greater than

pervious published damage thresholds for the same pulse duration and fibre size used. Another major

finding for fibre lengths of 5 m, using a near collimated input beam, wasthat the fibre transmission of

a six pulse burst with 15 um spacing was limited to around 95 mJ. This was found to be due to back

scattering of the laser pulses, which was assumed to be caused by stimulated Brillouin scatting. The

concept of having multiple pulses for a single flashlamp pulse is interesting as it could be applied to

the LI of fuel in automobiles. The multiple pulses could potentially overcome misfires and could

increase combustion by burning larger volumesof fuel in a single cycle in the combustion chamber.

Work by Suef al [48] studied the optimum beam launching conditions for graded index optical fibres.

In this work a theoretical model was presented describing the relationship between the quality of a

laser beam,at the input and output of a multimode graded index optical fibre beam delivery system, as

a function of the beam launching conditions. This model was tested experimentally, which used an

high average power Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm and a graded index fibre of core diameter

600 um. The operating parameters that were used for the experimental work were a pulse length of 2

ms, a repetition rate of 22 Hz and pulse energy of 5 J. The output beam quality was measured as a

function of the launch conditions, which included a measurementofthe input beam phasespace.

The main finding from the work performed by Suet a/ [48] wasthat the theoretical prediction was in

accordance with the experimental work. The optimum beam launching conditions were identified,

which used three plano-convex lenses to couple the beam into the fibre. The first two lenses were in a

Keplerian beam expander configuration, where the third lens focused the collimated beam into the

fibre. These lenses had focal lengths of 60 mm, 31 mm and 160 mm respectively. After analysis of the

various experiments performed, it was suggested that the output beam quality can be divided into

three different regions, for different beam input parameter values. Thefirst region is that when the

input launching parameteris high, where the spot size is large and the beam divergence is small into

the fibre; the output beam quality is determined by the input spot size. The second, when the input

launching parameter is low, where the spot size is small and the beam divergenceis large, the output

beam quality is determined by the divergence of the input beam. Thethird region for an intermediate

input condition, found a transition region betweenthe first two situations, which wasidentified to be

the best launching condition.
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Handet al [49] developed a fibre optic beam delivery system using a frequency-doubled Q-switched

Nd:YAG laser for the application of high speed particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements,

which required a high quality beam. They useda diffractive optical element (DOE) diffuser to couple

the laser beam into a bundle of 19 optical fibres of 200 um core diameter, which were arranged in a

straight line at the output to form a light sheet. They found that the use of DOE diffusers to condition

the laser beamsintensity profile allowed substantially higher energy laser pulses to be fibre guided

without damage. Beam energies of 30 mJ per pulse were successfully transmitted with no damage to

the optical fibres, which was found to be a marked increase in the maximum pulse energy that can be

achieved using conventional optics of up to 10 mJ in a 200 um core diameterfibre at 532 nm.

Other work by Hander a/ [50] investigated the delivery of a Nd:YAG beam at 1064 nm bysingle-

mode fibres for the application of precision machining. An achromatic doublet lens of 30 mm focal

length was used to focus the light into the fibre, which had a core diameter of 6.4 um, a NA of 0.11

and a length of 20 m. A cladding-modestripper was used onthe fibre near the output end to remove

light from the fibre cladding to give a high quality fibre output beam. The beam pulse was 0.16 msin

length and wasusedat a repetition rate of 100 Hz, with a peak power of 600 W (8 W average power)

and a beam quality M? value of1.9. Approximately 200 W of peak power (2.6 W average power) was

transmitted with no damage observedto fibre. This single mode fibre delivery system was then used

for the application of high precision laser cutting of thin (200 pm thick) steel with great effect.

Extensive research on high powersilica multi-mode optical fibre beam delivery was performed by

Setchell [35,51-53] who investigated various aspects of fibre beam delivery systems, including fibre

end face preparation methods, fibre damage threshold testing and optimised fibre beam coupling

optics. The laser usedin all the testing was a Q-switched Nd:YAG which had a near Gaussian output

beam profile with a 12.5 ns pulse width. The main fibre used in the studies was a puresilica step-

index which had a core diameter of 365 um and a 17.5 um thick cladding with a NA of 0.22. A

specifically designed DOE wasusedin the fibre coupling optics to remove hotspots from the beam

and give the beam a smootherintensity distribution (top-hat). Four different methods for fibre end

face preparation were evaluated in terms of damage threshold testing: mechanically polished, cleaved

only, cleaved with subsequent flame polished and cleaved with subsequent CO,laser conditioning. Of

these types, the cleaved only and the cleaved with subsequent flame polished were found to withstand

higher beam energies

In work by Richouef al [54,55], damage thresholds and the dependenceofthe laser intensity profile

on beam propagation in large core optical fibres were studied, using a Q-switched Nd:YAG operating

at 1064 nm with 15 ns pulses at a repetition rate of 0.5 Hz . Two types oflaser irradiance profiles

were explored: a top-hat and a near Gaussian distribution. The fibre used wassilica step-index which

had a core diameter of 940 um and a NA of 0.22, where the fibres ends were prepared by a cleaver. A

70 mm focal length lens was used to focus the beam into the fibre, where the focal point of the lens

was before the input fibre face. A laser-to-fibre vacuum coupler wasused to inhibit air breakdown on

the fibre input face. Beam energies between 100 and 160 mJ were coupledinto the fibre with 70 to 80
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% transmission efficiency. The fibre damagethreshold was found to be between 1.5 and 6 GW/cm’,

where catastrophic fibre failure was found to occur at a distance from the fibre input face for the

majority of the damage threshold testing. This was due to high laser intensities becoming localised at

this point inside the fibre. The distance between this damage point and the input face of the fibre was

found to be 5 and12 mm for the top-hat intensity beam profile, but much greater at 50 to 60 mm for

the near Gaussian beam.

2.5.10.2 Sapphire Fibre Beam Delivery Research

Single crystal sapphire fibre is not as commonassilica fibre; however,it is still attractive as a fibre

material as it has a high melting temperature of 2053 °C, is transparent over the wavelength range of

240 to 4000 nm,hasa low solubility in water, is resistant to chemically hostile environments and has

adequate mechanical properties [56]. Sapphire optical fibres are mainly used in the medical industry

for laser beam andlight delivery for a numberof applications including dentistry, ophthalmology,

orthopaedics, endoscopic and other surgery uses [57,58].

Sapphire fibres are most suited for the beam delivery of the Er:YAG laser wavelength at 2.94 um as

sapphire hasanintrinsic theoretical loss of 0.13 dB/m,at these particular wavelength. This was found

in work by Nubling and Harrington [59,60] who grew single crystal sapphire fibres with less than +

1.5 um variation in the 300 um diameter fibre. With these fibres they were able to launch 1 J beam

pulses at beam repetition rates of 10 Hz. Similar observations were found in research by Merburgef al

[61,62] and Jundt e¢ al [56] when using sapphire fibres to deliver an Er:YAG laser beam.

In work by Tong et al [63], the effects of plastic bending of sapphire fibres was investigated for

inferred sensing and powerdelivery applications. The specific application used in the testing was for

fibre optic sensors to measure gas temperature in turbine engines. In their research, six groups of

sapphire fibres with core diameters of 325 to 850 um were studied, which were plastically bent with

bending radii as small as 2.8 mm, which were much smaller than their minimum elastically bending

radii. For the initial damage threshold testing, an Nd:YAG laser at 1046 nm with a pulse duration of 8

ns and a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz was used. Damage wasfoundto occur on endfacesforstraight

sapphire fibres, where as with the bent fibres, the bending areas were found to be morelikely to be

damaged. The maximum damagethreshold ofthe sapphire fibres was reported to be 220 MW/cm’.

The sapphire fibres were also tested on a vibration platform, each with one end perpendicularly fixed

and the other end hanging freely. The test lasted one hour with a vibration frequency of 50 Hz and a

maximum acceleration of 10 g (where g is gravitational acceleration). All the fibres were found to

survive without damage, which showed that they were durable enough when plastically bent for

inferred sensing and power-delivery applications.

Wanget al [64] developed and tested an extrinsic sapphire fibre based sensor for use in high

temperature environments. In the sensor, a length of uncoated, unclad, single crystal optical quality
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multimode sapphire fibre was fusion spliced to a single-modesilica fibre. Another sapphire fibre was

placed end-to-end with the first sapphire fibre, so the two adjacent end faces of the sapphire fibres

formed a low finesse Fabry-Perot cavity. The sensor was demonstrated to be useful for both strain and

temperature measurement, with 10 micro-strain resolution over a range of 0-1150 micro-strain, and

3.5% temperature resolution over a range from 150 to 650 "C.

The optical attenuation of sapphire fibres was examined in research by Barnesef a/ [65]. The laser

used in the experiments was a diode laser operating at the wavelength of 830 nm, where the

attenuation of the sapphire fibres was found to depend heavily on beam launch conditions, due to the

strong attenuation of higher order modes. Due to this, the sapphire-silica splices that they developed

were found to be particularly vulnerable to lateral and angular misalignments, which resulted in more

higher order modesbeing excited in the sapphire fibre. A numberof techniques for making sapphire—

silica fibre splices were developed, with an effort toward optimising launching conditions into the

sapphire fibre. The most successful was a relatively simple sapphire capillary-tube splicer that

provided goodfibre alignment, resulting in mechanically robust splices with optical losses of less than

1 dB.

The work by Changef al [66] investigated the laser damage threshold and bending losses of sapphire

fibre, which were grownin their lab at a high speed of 20 mm/min in helium, using the laser-heated

pedestal growth method. An Er:YAGat the wavelength of 2.94 um was used as the laser source for

the fibre experiments, where five different diameter sapphire fibres were tested, ranging from 100 to

300 um core diameters. For the bendingloss testing, the 100 um core diameter fibre was able to form

a 50 mm bend diameter with only incurring a loss of | %. The thicker fibres were found to be more

sensitive to bending, where the 150 um core fibre at the same bend diameter was shownto havea loss

of around 4.5 %. For the damage threshold testing, damage was mainly found to occurat the fibre

input face at energy thresholds of 1.3 kJ/cm’. In orderto retain the flexibility of the small diameter

sapphire fibre while increasing the energy damage threshold, the authors furthered their work by

producing fibres with flared ends, using the same laser-heated pedestal growth method.

2.5.10.3 Photonic Crystal Fibre Beam Delivery Research

Most high poweroptical fibre beam delivery systems use multi-mode fibres as they have larger core

sizes to withstand greater laser irradiances than single-mode fibres, which are only available in

diameters up to 100 um. However, recent high power beam delivery research has been performed

using a new type ofoptical fibre called photonic crystal fibre (PCF) which werefirst developed in

1996 [67]. Since then, they have been the focus of much scientific attention as they have unique

propertiesfor fibres including endlessly single-mode guidance, extremely nonlinearity and anomalous

dispersion in the visible wavelength region [67-69]. PCFs are optical fibres that have a micro-

structured arrangementof low refractive index material (typically air voids or holes that run the length

of the fibre) in a background material of higher refractive index, which is often undopedsilica.
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PCFs can generally be categorised in two types, high and low index guiding [69]. The high index

guiding PCF havea solid core wherethe light propagates throughbytotal internal reflection similar to

conventionaloptical fibres. However,the differenceis that the total internal reflection is caused by the

lowerrefractive index in a surrounded micro-structured airfilled region.

The low index guiding PCFs (also known as band-gap fibre) guide light by the photonic band-gap

(PBG)effect, which makes light propagation in the micro-structured cladding region impossible [70].

Therefore, light is confined to the low index core by the PBGs. The cores of low index guiding PCFs

can beeither hollow or solid surrounded by a cladding with a periodic structure, where the mode of

operation is dependent on their structure, where light is trapped between the micro-structure and the

cladding. To date, there are many different cross sections of PCFs commercially available, with

various numbers of air hole shapes and diameters in a variety of different arrangements. These are

now finding place in a wide diversity of applications, such as fibre optic communications, fibre

lasers, nonlinear devices, high powerlaser beam delivery and highly sensitive gas sensors [68].

In work by Shephard ea/ [71], high energy ns single-mode laser pulses delivered through hollow-

core PCF wasinvestigated. They used a diode-pumped Nd:YAGlaser operating at 1064 nm, with a

pulse length of 65 ns that had a high beam quality of an M’ of 1.2. The beam was launchedonto a 7-

cell core PCF, which had a central core diameter of 8.2 um. The spot launched onto the fibre was

smaller than the core to avoid significant energy on the PBG cladding. This resulted in the NA being

overfilled and a coupling loss of 70 %, although a high quality guided mode was observed. Using

these launching conditions equated to an average power of 5.6 W and a peak power 6 kW, which was

used to predict the launch energy of 380 uJ that should not give a catastrophic damagefailure. Using

a 19-cell PCF, the launch energy could be doubled. Catastrophic failure of the PCF was not observed

after 1.8 x 10° pulses, although subsequent inspection using a microscope showed some damage on

the end launch face. However, this damage did not affect the mode ofthe transmitted laser light.

The same hollow core 7 and 19-cell PCFs were investigated in work by Humbert et al [72]. They

concluded from their research, that the numberof cells in the core dictates the suitability of laser

source used. They found that the 7-cell PCFs are best suited for the transmission of femtosecond and

sub-picosecondspulse lengths. Whereasthe larger core 19-cell are better for nanosecond pulses. They

used a broadband tungsten-halogen light source to measure the attenuation of the PCF. Between the

region of 900 and 1000 nm gave the minimumattenuation for these PCFs.

Konorovet al [73] investigated the transmittance of 40 ps pulses of 1mJ through a hollow-core PCF

with a core diameter of 14m, using an Nd:YAGoperating at 532 and 1064 nm, wherethe fibre

output beam was focused to produce a laser breakdown on a solid surface. The fluence of laser

radiation coupled into the core of the PCF was found to be 90 J/cm’, which exceeds the breakdown

threshold of fused silica by nearly an order of magnitude. Their results demonstrated that the

excitation of higher order modes can be avoided with an appropriate choice ofthe parameters offibres

and laser pulses. The fibre output laser beam possessed a high spatial quality characteristic of single-
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mode wave-guiding. When focused on a metal target, the beam induced a breakdownonthetarget

surface, which demonstrated the potential of hollow-core PCFs for high powerfibre beam delivery.

In subsequent work by Konorovef al [74,75], they furthered their research in laser beam delivery

using hollow core PCFs for the application in dentistry. Using an Nd:YAGlaser at 1064 nm, with

picosecondpulses, a total energy of about 2 mJ was transmitted through the hollow-core PCF which

had a core diameter of 14 um. The output beam pulses from the fibre were focused on to a tooth

surface in vitro, which lead to ablation of the enamel tissue. The hollow-core PCFs were shown to

support the single fundamental mode regime for 1064 nm laserradiation, thus serving as spatial filters

and allowing the laser beam quality to be substantially improved. The fibre used for enamel ablation

was also used to transmit plasma emission back through the fibre to a detection system and optical

diagnostics.

The damagethreshold and bending properties of PCFs wasstudied in research by Michaille ef a/ [76].

An Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm with 30 ns pulses was usedat a repetition rate of 10 Hz for

the testing, which also included a study of the coupling efficiencies, transmission losses and guided

mode propagation. Four fibres were investigated of two different PCF types, solid and hollow-core

(PBG), which had core diameters 9 and 22 um, and of 8 and 22 um respectively. Their results showed

that the fibre output beam powerwasnota linear function of the input power, at relatively high input

beam powers, which wasthoughtto be due to stimulated Brillouin scattering. The damage thresholds

of 9 and 22 um solid core PCFs were found to be 0.25 and 1.6 mJ respectively. Whereas for the 8 and

22 um hollow core PCFs, the damage thresholds differed slightly at 0.9 and 0.3 mJ respectively,

which was unexpected to the authors. They concluded that the damage mechanism of micro-

structured (hollow core)silica is different form that of bulk silica, as the laser induces heating and

creates non-uniform strains which breaksthe thin walls of the micro-structure.

For the PCF bending experiments, Michaille e¢ a/ [76] found that the 8 um solid core PCF exhibited

no significant bending losses, even for multiple windings around a | mm radius. However, in

comparison the 9 um hollow core PCF had critical bend radius of 10 mm. The 22 um solid core

PCF was found to havea critical bend radius of 150 mm, whereas the 22 um hollow core PCF was

found to have a much smaller bend radius of 1.5 mm. This research therefore showed that the PBG

hollow core PCFs have muchless sensitivity to smaller fibre bend then the solid core PCFs.

2.6 Laser-Induced Ignition

In recent years there has been a noticeablerise in interest in laser-induced ignition (LI) of combustible

fuel mixtures in internal combustion (IC) engines. This is due to the many advantagesthat LI offers

over conventional electrical spark ignition (SI) and the continuing advancementof laser sources with

improved energy efficiency, robustness and compactness.

The advantagesand potential benefits of LI include:
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Choiceof ignition location [77] and potential variation within a cylinder.

e Non-invasive, as there are no electrodes which can disturb the cylinder geometry and can

quencha propagating flame kernel [78].

e Possibility of varying ignition energy for engine control.

e Multiple ignition positions in a cylinder [79,80].

e Lowerignition energies needed for combustion [81].

e Morestable combustion and increased engine performance.

e Reducedtailpipe emissions [82].

e Combustion of leaner air-fuel mixtures.

e Shorter ignition delays [83] and faster combustion duration.

To date, there have been three comprehensive reviews on LI research, which were written by Ronney

[84], Bradley et a/ [85] and Phuoc [78]. These review papers and other associated research in LI have

manly investigated the fundamentals. However, there has been little experimental research carried out

that directly addresses the previously mentioned potential benefits of LI applied to automotive

engines. To gain a greater understanding of the dynamics of LI, the fundamental process of laser

induced optical breakdown mustfirst be studied.

2.6.1 Laser Induced Optical Breakdown

Thefirst reported research of laser-induced optical breakdown was by Makeref a/ [86] in 1963, where

a pulsed Q-switched ruby laser was used, which had a output beam power of 10 MW. The beam was

focused by a single lens in air, which created a spark (plasma) at the focal position comparable to an

electrical discharge between electrodes. Since then, there have been many studies performed on the

fundamental processes and applications of laser-induced optical breakdownin fluids and solids [87-

93]. Its most commonapplication is for laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) which is an

analytical detection technique used to access the concentration or amount of a given species.

However, the application of LI is becoming increasingly close to practical realisation, due to

superiority over conventionalSI, as previously detailed.

Laser-induced optical breakdowncan be considered as a dielectric breakdown, which occurs when a

charge build up exceeds the electrical limit or the dielectric strength of the combustible mixture or

gas. The negatively charged electrons are pulled in one direction and the positive ions in the other.

Whenelectrons are removed from a nucleus, it becomespositively charged, and the ionisation implies

that at least one electron has been dissociated from a proportion of the atoms or molecules. This

ionisation of the gas produces plasmas. The free electric charge makes the plasma electrically

conductive so that it responds strongly to magnetic fields. When the air molecules becomeionised in a
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very high electric field the air changes from an insulator to a conductor. A spark occurs due to the

recombination of electrons and ions. The dielectric strength of air is approximately 5 x 10° V/mm

[94], which is wavelength dependent, where the threshold decreases as the wavelength increases.

2.6.2 Laser Induced Plasma Characteristics

There have been numerousstudies investigating the characteristics of laser-induced plasmas in a

variety of gases and fuels, including air, argon, helium, nitrogen, methane, propane and butane

[89,93,95-102]. These studies have shown that the propagation of a laser-induced plasmais pear-

shaped, with the high curvature end pointing in the direction of the laser beam. The plasma produces

associated shock and rarefaction waves, as well as generating large and strong toroidal forces with

whichthe flame kernel develops, as shownin figure 2-27 [85].
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Figure 2-27: Laser-induced plasma showing the shock and rarefaction waves, andinitiating plasma kernel[85].

In work by Schmieder [100], laser induced sparks were usedto either ignite or extinguish a methane

jet flame. The strong shock wave generated wasthe attributing factor that enabled the flame to be

extinguished. Whenthe spark waspositioned a distance from the flame, it had a higher probability to

extinguish the flame andnot ignite it.

Laser-induced plasmas have been shownto grow bylayers as a subsequence of an incoming pulse.

The research by Wilson [102] suggests this growth can be explained by theinitial plasma generating
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ionised and excited molecules in this region, which can serve for further ionisation. Beduneau ef al

[96] suggested that there are different ionisation levels inside the plasma due to the high density

energy of the incoming laser beam. The area surrounding the spark becomes ionised between pulses

and results in the plasma length increasing. The work by Ireland [93], Meyer et a/ [98] and Phuocer

al [99] implied that as the plasma becomesoptically dense and hot dueto the laser radiation, then no

energy can be absorbed after the focal point, which results in the plasma growing towards the

focusing lens. This was also observed by Beduneauefal [96] and by Wilson [102], who also suggest

that the different ionisation levels along the plasma axis can be partially responsible for the

asymmetric shapeofthe flame kernel.

The evolution of flame kernel produced by laser-induced sparks using high-speed visualisation

equipmenthas beeninvestigated in work by Beduneaue¢a/ [103] and Chenet al [88,104,105]. They

both confirmed that laser parameters have an influence on the evolution ofthe laser-induced optical

breakdownprocess. In their research they showedthat it is possible for the shock wave generated by

the plasma to overtake or propagate across the plasma in a mannerthat either suppresses or even

extinguishes the temperature growth to support ignition.

The extensive work by Chener a/ [88,104,105]showedthat the laser-induced plasma propagates back

towards the incoming laser beam, confirming the results by other researchers mentioned previously.

They also showed that if the incident laser energy is higher than the breakdown threshold, then

breakdowncan be initiated at an earlier location before the pulse reachesthe focal point; and if the

laser poweris just within the threshold range, then the induced plasma would appear very close to the

focal point. These scenarios are depictedin figure 2-28.
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purple plume: (a) threshold beam energy, (b)
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greater than threshold beam energy.

2.6.3 Laser Ignition Mechanisms

There are four principle mechanisms in which laser light can interact with combustible mixtures

[78,84]: non-resonant breakdown ignition, resonant breakdown ignition, thermal ignition and

photochemicalignition. These are discussedin greater detail the following sub-sections.
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2.6.3.1 Non-Resonant Ignition

For non-resonant breakdownignition, the electrical field of a focused laser beam mustbesufficient to

cause dielectric breakdown of the combustible mixture. Here, laser irradiances in excess of

10'' W/cm? are needed [86]. The process generally begins with multi-photon ionisation of a few

molecules, which leadsto the release of electrons that can then readily absorb more photons from the

laser source via the inverse bremsstrahlung process. This in turn increases the kinetic energy of these

released electrons, which then collide with other molecules and ionise them, leading to an electron

avalanche and subsequent breakdown of the combustible gas mixture [84,92]. Non-resonant

breakdownlaser ignition is similar to conventional electric SI, in that a plasma is produced which

emits light, heat and a shockwave, although laser induced sparks are larger in size, shorter in duration

and have higher temperatures and densities [106].

2.6.3.2 Resonant Ignition

Resonantignition is similar to the non-resonant breakdown mechanism, although theoretically, less

input beam energy is required due to the resonant nature of this mechanism. Resonant ignition starts

with non-resonant multi-photon photo-dissociation of molecules in the combustible gas, which results

in freed electrons followed by resonant photo-ionisation of these atoms. This process generates a

sufficient numberof electrons, which causes an electron avalanche and breakdownofthe gas.

The resonant breakdown ignition mechanism has only been demonstrated in two different studies by

Forch and Mitiolek [107,108]. The first investigated resonant ignition of O) and N2O using a tuneable

ultraviolet (UV) laser operating from 200 to 250 nm [107] and the second studied resonant ignition of

H, and D, molecules near 243 nm [108].

2.6.3.3 Photochemical Ignition

In photochemical breakdownignition, a single photon from the laser source is absorbed by a molecule

in the combustible gas and causes dissociation, but does not involve photo-ionization. The molecular

dissociation leads to the formation of radicals, which are highly reactive chemical species. If the

production rate of the radicals is higher than the recombination rate, then the numberofthese radicals

will reach a threshold value, which will therefore lead to the ignition of the combustible gas [84].

Photochemical laser ignition requires higher beam intensities compared to other laser ignition

mechanisms, although the minimum laser pulse energy needed for combustion has been found to

reduce if the mixture is preheated. Photochemical ignition also requires a close match between the

laser excitation wavelength and the target molecule’s absorption wavelength in order for dissociation

to occur. Since the photon energy at visible and near-IR wavelengths is smaller than the dissociation

energy of most gases, the photochemical ignition process is most effective at UV wavelengths [78].
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2.6.3.4 Thermal Ignition

In thermal laser ignition, combustion occurs due to localised heating from the laser source, where

there is no electrical breakdown of the combustible media. The laser beam is used is heat a solid target

(carbon or metal) [109,110], which is where ignition is initiated. The energy is absorbed by the

combustible mixture by vibrational or rotational modes of the gas molecules which becomeexcited,

whichleads to the braking of molecular bonds and breakdownofthe gas.

The thermallaser ignition mechanism generally has longerignition times then the other mechanisms,

whichis partly due to the fact that the laser energy is deposited over a longer time period (i.e. CW

laser operation as opposed to pulsed operation). Another issue is that the ignition source target is

finite, as a small percentageof the surface will be ablated after each combustion event [84].

2.6.4 Laser Ignition Research

A review of the LI literature has shownthat there is a potentially wide range of applications for the

use oflasers to ignite combustible fuels, including: automotive engines [111], land-based gas turbines

[112], aeroplane and jet engines [113], and even in spacecraft [114].

Daleer al [82] were the first to experimental test LI in an IC engine, where they used a CO,laser of

10.6 um wavelength which produced pulses of 3 MW ofpowerin 300 nspulses, in a single cylinder

cooperative fuel research (CFR) engine manufactured by ASTM. They investigated LI of gasoline and

air mixtures compared to conventional SI, and found the lean fuel limit to be extended using LI. They

also concluded that the minimum energy required for LI to be dictated by the energy required to

obtain optical breakdownin air at the same pressures.

Since then, there have been several studies of LI, which have mainly concentrated on combustion of

natural gases, investigating the various aspects and effects associated with it. These main areas of

research have been discussedin greater detail in the following sections.

2.6.4.1 Minimum Laser Ignition Energy

The laser parameter of greatest interest in the majority of LI research to date has been the minimum

beam pulse energy required for a single combustion event [96,115], as this provides a figure of merit

for comparison with other formsofignition, and also highlights the power requirements and physical
scale of future potential LI systems. The minimum ignition energies (MIE) reported in the LI

literature have a large variation from 6 mJ [81] to 1 J [82]. However,this large variation is due to the

different optical arrangements employed and the fuels used in the various experiments. The typical

MIE for conventionalelectric spark ignition is around 50 mJ [6], although newer‘fine wire’ spark

plugs have higher energy outputs up to 80 mJ.
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The MIEof various fuels using conventional spark ignition is detailed by Lewis and von Elbe [116],

where they show that the equivalent ratio at which the minimum energy occurred is towardsthe fuel-

rich side, as the molecular massof the fuel is increased. This was confirmed in LI research by Ronney

[84], who found that the MIE curve decreases toward the lean and rich flammability limits and that

beam pulses of ps length have higher MIEsthan for ns pulses.

2.6.4.2 Minimum Focal Volume and Ignition Location

In addition to a threshold MIE, the ignition process requires an optimum spark kernel radius in order

to create the threshold laser intensity to indicate combustion [38, 49]. The MIE will therefore change

with the lens focal lengths or focal point volumes, and hence, both are important factors in LI. To

calculate the volume of the focal region, a cylindrical beam can be assumed, where the length, L,,

radius, R,, and volume, V;,, can be found from the following equations [95]:

L, = (lx -1"fP (2.26)

_(24\fR, -( {4 (2.27)

V,, = aR?L (2.28)

where 4 is the laser wavelength,fis the focal length of the lens, d is the minimum beam spot diameter,

and @ is the laser beam divergence. The minimum beam diameters used in the LI literature vary from

1.7pm [117] to 200um [115].

In LI work reported by Beduneau and Ikeda [103], focal volumes used werein the range of 9 x 107°

to 1 x 10°’? m’, depending on the focal length lens used. Direct laser beam delivery was usedto ignite

iso-butane and propane, whilst varying the energy fluence of the ignition kernel. This enabled the

plasmalocation andinitial kernel size to be studied to determine their effect on engine performance,

which wasachieved by changing the focal volume and varying the laser energy. They concluded that

there was an optimum energyfluenceoflaser irradiance for stable combustion.

The effect of varying the focal position was investigated in work by Ronney [84], Dodd [77] and

Strabl et al [101]. These studies showed that there is an optimum ignition location in terms of

combustion stability, which depends on the cylinder geometry. In a port fuel injection (PFI) engine,

the ignition location was foundto be at the same point as the electrical discharge of a spark plug [77].

However, for a spray guided direct injection (SGDI) engine, results were obtained when the ignition

position was within the fuel sprays, which wasfurther into the cylinder than a spark plug [101].
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2.6.4.3 Effects of Pressure on Laser Ignition

Dewhurst et al [97] were one of the first to experimental show that the laser-induced optical

breakdown energy threshold is inversely proportional to pressure, where less energy is required to

produce laser induced spark at higher pressures.

At high cylinder pressures, the cascade process is the dominate LI process, where at lower pressures

the multi-photon ionisation process dominates [111,118]. The multi-photon ionisation process

requires a fixed amount of photons to achieve the ionisation energy, which is laser wavelength

dependent[50]. If the photon energyis greater thanits ionisation potential, then the gas molecules can

be ionised. The ionisation process can involve both processes; although, one process may dominate.

At low pressures and laser wavelengths shorter than lum, the collision effects are negligible, and

therefore the multi-photon process more important. At visible and near IR wavelengths, this process

becomesinsignificant, as the photon energy is less than the ionisation potential. For the impact

ionisation process, the electron density increases exponentially with time, whereas, the electron

density for the multi-photon process increases with a constant rate. The research by LiedI et al [11 1]

and Dewhurst [89] concluded that there is a certain pressure range at which a transition from the

cascade processto multi-photon ionisation take place, although this was not observedin their work.

2.6.4.4 Effects of Beam Pulse Length on LaserIgnition

To date, there is little evidence from the LI literature that the beam pulse duration (also knownas the

pulse length) hasanysignificant effect on combustion efficiency or the LI processesitself. This has

been shown in work by Dodd [77], where the pulse lengths of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser were

varied in the ns regime.

The pulse length affects the laser irradianceat the focal point, as it is used to calculate the peak power

over a cross-sectional beam area. Therefore, for a given beam energy,the laser intensity will increase

as the beam pulse length is reduced. Consequently, less beam energy will be needed to obtain the

threshold for LI. However, using a shorter beam pulse length may put a higher thermal strain on

optics used in the system, in terms of reduced damagethresholds.

There is an order of magnitude difference in the range of beam pulse lengths used in previous LI

research. The shortest pulse length was reported by Ronney [84] to be 0.3 ns, where the longest was

300 ns by Dale et al [82]. The beam energies that were used for LI in both these experiments were

similar, although different laser sources and optics were employed, which would have created

different dynamicsat the focal region.
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2.6.4.5 Effects of wavelength on Laser Ignition

The effects of wavelength on the LI process has only really be studied at a few discrete wavelengths,

specifically the harmonics of Nd:YAG lasers [88,99,119]. These works concluded that more energy

per beam pulse was required to achieve ignition at a wavelength of 532 nm, compared to the

fundamental 1064 nm of Nd:YAG laser. Reasons for this are given by Bradley et al [85], who

suggeststhat the absorption ofair-fuel mixtures in dependant on the radiation wavelength.

As only a few discrete wavelengths have been investigated for LI, it is not known if other

wavelengths could give more effective combustion in terms of reduced ignition energies. Hence, this

is an area for future LI research to examine, as the ability to sweep through a range of wavelengthsis

achievable with optical parametric oscillators (OPO), which would provide an improved and more

detailed analysis of the wavelength dependenceon LI.

2.6.4.6 Multi-Point Laser Ignition

Multi-point ignition sites are thought to be one of the potential advantages that LI can offer over

conventional SI. However, there have only been relatively few studies which have investigated this

concept. In work by Morsy ef a/ [79,120,121], a Q-switched frequency doubled Nd:YAG at 532 nm

with pulse durations of 7 ns, was used. Multi-point LI was achieved by a single pulse ofthe laser,

using a lensto create the first plasma, where the unused beam energy which propagated through the

first plasma was focused by conical cavity on the far side of combustion chamberwall. This produced

simultaneous two point ignition. The major conclusions from this research were that multi-point LI

significantly reduces total combustion time compared to single point LI techniques. However, it must

be pointed out that twice as much beam energy (80 mJ) was needed for multi-point ignition compared

to single-point ignition. The work also found that the conical cavity method of focusing the beam at

different points simultaneously could be extended to three point laser ignition.

A similar method of creating multi-point LI was investigated by Ryu ef al [122] who experimentally

tested the use conical cavities and a pre-chamberfor igniting methane and air mixtures. Their research

showedthat these ignition techniques demonstrated rapid combustion behaviour and higher maximum

pressure rise, which resulted in a significant reduction in the total combustion time comparable to

those in practical engines.

In work by Weinrotter ef a/ [123], multi-point LI, both two-point and three-point, was achieved using

a different method from the one mentioned above. They tested two-point ignition by equally splitting

a single laser beam into two and focusing these beams with two separate lenses in the combustion

chamber.Forthe three-point ignition, a specially designed diffractive optical element (DOE) was used

to focus a single laser beam to three distinct spots. As with other multi-point LI research, these

systems were found to produce more stable combustion and increased engine performance.
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The multi-point LI research to date has only investigated multiple ignition points in space, which have

shown improved combustion of in various air-fuel mixtures. Hence, the effects of multiple ignition

points in time, as well as space, may prove to be beneficial for combustion and should therefore be

examined in future LI research.

2.6.5 Laser Ignition in Gasoline Automotive Engines

As previously indicated, the large majority of previous studies on LI have investigated combustion of

natural gases in IC engines. However, relatively few studies have concentrated on LI in gasoline

automotive IC engines [82,83,111,119,124,125], which is the main focusofthis thesis.

The LI work by Lied] ef a/ [111] used a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operating at either 532 or 1064 nm

with 6 ns pulses of up to 50 mJ in an open beam path optical arrangement. Gasoline and air mixtures

were ignited by the laser in a single cylinder research engine for several 100 hours of operation. This

engine could operate in either homogeneousorstratified mode, where the fuel is directly sprayed into

the combustion cylinder. The focal length of the lens used to focus the beam into the cylinder was 50

mm, where this was adjusted to vary the ignition location. The best results in terms of fuel

consumption, as well as exhaust gases, were obtained whenthe laser-induced plasma was within the

fuel spray, approximately in the centre of the cylinder. This ignition position within the fuel spray is

not possible with conventional spark plugs.

The other research studies on LI in gasoline engines have also found similar conclusions showing

that LI is superior to conventional SI, due to its many advantagesas previously detailed. These studies

were however, performed in single cylinder research engines. The work presented in the following

chapters of this thesis, is to the author’s knowledge the only LI research reported to date to use an

otherwise unmodified production automotive engine.

2.6.6 Laser Ignition Using Optical Fibre Beam Delivery

Optical fibre laser delivery using common multi-mode step index fibres is well established in areas

such as laser material possessing (laser drilling, cutting and welding) for delivering high beam

energies to a work piece. However, to produce laser-induced spark in air at atmospheric pressure

with a beam that has been delivered by an optical fibre is much moretechnically challenging. The

main reasonsfor this is that the damage threshold of conventionalsilica fibre, (= 5 GW/cm’), is an

order of magnitude lowerthanlaserirradiance required to produce a spark (optical breakdown)in air,

which is >100 GW/cm’[126]. Also, the beam exiting a multi-mode optical fibre will be of a poorer

beam quality (higher M’) compared to the input beam, as many modes becomeexcited as the beam

propagates through the fibre. This reduces the fibre output beams focus-ability to produce a small

beam spotrequired for optical breakdown.
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To date, the only demonstration of a laser-induced spark in atmospheric pressure by optical fibre

delivery has been performed by Yalin e¢ a/ [127]. They used a cyclic olefin polymer coated 700 um

hollow core waveguide with a silver inner coating layer developed by Matsuura et al [128]. This was

used in subsequentresearch to laser ignite natural gases in stationary reciprocating gas engines [129]

using fibre output beam energies of 27 mJ andfocalpointlaser irradiances of 100 GW/cm’.

Optical breakdownat atmospheric pressure by fibre beam delivery is not necessarily required for LI

of gasoline andair (or other gas) mixtures. This is because automotive engine cylinder pressures can

be up to 10 barat the time of ignition, meaning thatless laser intensity is needed for combustion.

There have beenrelatively few studies on the investigation of optical fibres for the application of LI

[123,127,129-131]. The majority of these studies have discarded the use of solid core optical fibres

due to their damage thresholds being lower than the ignition irradiance and their poor output beam

quality. However, solid core fibre delivered LI has been demonstrated in research performed by EI-

Rabii and Gaborel [130]. In their work, they show preliminary results on the ignition of n-Heptane

and JP-4 mixturesinitiated by a laser delivering nanosecond pulses of 30 mJ focused to a spot of 200

uum througha solid core silica opticalfibre.

Whenconsidering the potential use ofsilica fibres for LI, there are two conflicting issues. Thefirst

being that due to the high beam energies involved with LI, larger core diameter fibres are preferable

in order to reduce the associated laser irradiances which can damagethe fibre. However, in order to

focus the fibre output beam to a sufficiently small spot to obtain the required irradiance needed for

ignition, a smaller fibre core diameter is desirable, as these produce an output beam with less modes

and better beam quality.

There are also certain physical design constraints when designing a fibre delivered LI system for an

automotive engine. The main onesare the size of the access hole into an engine’s cylinder currently

taken up by the spark plug (which can vary depending on the engine) and the severe heat and

vibration ranges caused by the engine. These issues and concerns discussed above have not been

addressedin theliterature to date.

2.7 Laser-Induced Optical Damage

Laser-induced optical damage can arise from a single or number of mechanisms. The main process of

these mechanisms involves thermal absorption, where a portion of the laser beam energy is absorbed

in the material in the form of heat. The interaction is dependent on many parameters, including the

type of material, surface quality, laser source wavelength, beam pulse length, beam energy, pulse

repetition rate, size of the beam incident on the material, and the ambient conditions [132].

For short beam pulses, the peak temperature occurs after the central peak of the pulse, and for longer

pulses, the peak temperature occurs near the end of the pulse. If a beam repetition rate is low, then the
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temperature of the material irradiated by the beam will oscillate with the incoming pulses, and will

gradually rise over time. If a beam has a high repetition rate, then the temperature will rise rapidly due

to less time in between pulse for cooling, which is similar to the effects of a continuous wave (CW)

beam. Thelocalised rise in temperature of a material can lead to surface melting or thermal expansion

which will induce stresses andstrains within the material that may cause distortion or even shattering.

Laser-induced damage thresholds are often quoted as laser irradiance in W/cm’, but should also

include the laser wavelength and pulse duration, as these can have non-linear effects. There is a well

established scaling law that relates the laser induced damage threshold to the laser pulse length, 1,

wherethe laser fluence (energy per unit area) required to produce damageincreases with pulse length

by t’° for pulse lengths in the range of 10 ps to 10 ns [133]. A laser damage threshold will inevitably

differ from sample to sample and across a materials cross-section, due to slight variations such as

composition, density and surface quality. Hence, high laser-induced damage thresholds are associated

with high optical quality, with a good surface treatment andlevel offinish.

There are a numberofoptical effects that can initiate damage when a laser beam interacts with a

material, such as absorption, self focusing and scattering (Raman and Brillouin), which are described

in the following text.

Absorption occurs whena laser beam accelerates an electron in the conduction band of a material, to

an energy level greater than the band gap. This results in the creation of a free electron leading to an

electron multiplication. In order for this to occur, the laser energy must be high enough to produce

enough free elections, where the lifetime of the electrons within the conduction band is sufficiently

long. It should be noted that for long beam pulses, the damage threshold for this mechanism is time

independent, though for short pulses, the damage threshold becomes inversely proportional to the

beam pulse length. The damagethreshold also has wavelength dependence, such thatit is proportional

to the inverse square of the wavelength, and temperature dependence [132].

Self-focusing is a non-linear optical process which occurs due to a changein the optical material’s

refractive index, as a result of the being exposed to laser intensity. This change in refractive index

alters the laser beam path, causing it to converge to a focal point within the material. If the laser

irradiance at the focal point is sufficient, then damage can occur. Thelaser-induced damagethreshold

is dependent onthe material type andthickness,as these determine the amountthat the beam diameter

is reduced by [134].

Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of photons and occurs when the irradiance of an

electromagnetic wave exceeds a defined value. It is an interaction of light with matter, where the

majority of incident light is scattered, while the remaining is transmitted or absorbed by the optical

material. The scattered photons have the same energy and wavelength as the incident photons.

However, a small fraction of the scattered light is done so by an excitation, with the scattered photons

having a frequency different from that of the incident photons. Raman scattering may occur by the
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incident light photon emitting a phonon andre-radiating the remaining energy as another photon or by

a phonon being absorbed and the energy added to the incident photon energy and re-emitted as a

scattered photon. This build up of energy can cause damageto occur in some materials [135].

Brillouin scattering is similar to Raman scattering, but has a serious effect in single mode optical

fibres. It is the result of internal feedback that amplifies an acoustic wave and secondary

electromagnetic waves generated by an input laser beam in an optical fibre. The secondary

electromagnetic wave gains energy at the expense of the input laser beam, and propagates down the

fibre in the opposite direction. The secondary wave is generated due to acoustic wavealtering the

refractive index of the fibre. This results in scattering of the incident laser beam and the creation of

the secondary reflected wave. At high power levels damage occurs due to mechanical stresses

associated with the acoustic wave. Damageoccurs at a constant powerdensity for long pulse lengths

and CW lasers, where a steady state scattering is achieved. Though for short pulses the damage

threshold is inversely proportional to the pulse length, t, as the pulse length decreases there is less

time for the acoustic waveto build up.

The have been numerousstudies conducted on laser-induced damage in a large variety of optical

materials. A select few that are relevant to the research presented in this thesis have been discussed in

the following paragraphs.

Laser-induced damage by accumulative pulses to BK7 glass was studied in work by Navarrete ef al

[136], who investigated the dependence of the beam pulse length on damage. They found that

damage can also be due to the laser wavelength, minimum beam waist at the focal position and

temperature of the sample. A beam diameter of 500 um was focused onto BK7 glass samples and the

laser energy wasincreased until micro-cracks were formed, which were detected by a photo-acoustic

technique. Their work concluded that for a single pulse of beam energy, the laser damage threshold

for BK7 was approximately 12 x 10'° W/cm’. They also found that for multiple laser pulses, the

amplitude of the photo-acoustic signal increased with the number of pulses up to around 10 pulses,

then decreased to a saturation value at approximately 500 pulses. They attributed this to the initial

volume of micro-cracks growing in the laser direction, where after 10 pulses, the micro-cracks then

enlarge in the radial direction.

Research performed by Utezaef al [137] investigated laser-induced damageof optical sapphire in the

nanosecond, picosecond and femtosecond pulse regimes, using three commercial available laser

systems. The results of interest with respect to the work presented in this thesis, was the damage

threshold of sapphire in the nanosecond regime. This was obtained using a Nd:YAG laser, which

produced single-mode beam with a beam quality factor (/”) of 1.45. The laser was operated at 532

nm with a beam repetition rate of 10 Hz and a pulse length of 8 ns. A variety of different focal length

lenses were used, which produced beam spot sizes ranging from 4 to 41 um on the sapphire surface.

They defined the damageby any visible permanent modification to the surface that could be observed

with the microscope, where these damaged areas were then measured with the smallest being
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approximately | um. They foundthat the laser-induced damagethreshold fluence for sapphire to be

210 J/cm’for the 8 ns laser pulses. They also concluded that this damage threshold depends on the

surface state of the sample sapphire. This was improved by an adapted polishing technique; where the

damagethreshold fluence was found to be doublethat of the original sapphire samples.

In work by Allison et a/ [138], pulsed laser damage to optical fibres was investigated.In this study,

two damage methodsin fused silica optical fibres were observed. The first was damageto the input

surface ofthe fibre, which occurred when the focused laser beam wastoocloseto the interface of the

core and cladding. The other damage type wasa linear fracture along the fibre that was after the input

of the fibre. They described that these two damage methods could have originated from a number of

effects, such as the electron avalanche effect, multi-photon ionisation, self-focusing and self-

defocusing, as well as defects in the silica. In their experiments, a pulsed Nd:YAG laser beam was

launched onto 600 and 1000 ym core diameter fibres, where the ends were originally fixed in

connectors, but later held in clamps. They observed that when using this clamping method, the

damageto the fibre was linear along the outer surface and notat the face ofthe fibre, as was the case

with the fixed connectors. The damage threshold wasalso found to vary with the focal length of the

fibre coupling lens, where the range of 50 to 100 mm wastested. A shorter focal length lens produced

a rapidly diverging light that illuminated the fibre uniformly. As a result, there was no concentration

oflaser light at any point along the fibre, and hence, the damage threshold was increased.

Mannef al [139] investigated laser induced surface damage of multi-mode optical fibres and their

performsin the nanosecondlaser pulse regime. The fibres were heated up to temperatures of 1500 °C

and cooled down at various rates to simulate different conditions similar to the drawing process

during the production of the fibres. The laser used in the experiments was an Nd:YAG with laser

pulse durations of 15 ns at 1064 nm wavelength and 8.5 ns at 532 nm, with beam repetition rates of 10

Hz, where single and multi-pulse laser induced damage thresholds were measured. They found the

laser induced damage thresholds for the performs to range from 220 to 350 J/cm? at 1064 nm and

from 80 to 110 J/cm? at 532 nm, where the multi-pulse thresholds were the lower values. Lower

damage thresholds were found using shorter wavelengths and pulse duration in accordance with the

> scaling relation between the damagethreshold fluence and the pulse duration, t, in the nanosecond

regime.
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Chapter 3

Single Cylinder Laser Ignition by

Open Beam Path Delivery

3.1 Introduction

The work presented in this chapter examines the various aspects to be considered when designing a

laser ignition (LI) system and experimentally investigates LI using open beam path delivery in one

cylinder of a four cylinder production port fuel injected (PFI) automotive engine, with the remaining

three cylinders ignited by conventional spark plugs. Firstly, in order to gain an understanding of the

test lasers capability, a full characterisation of the laser was performed, examining the output beam

properties, such as beam size, energy, modestructure and output divergence, over the entire operating

range ofthe laser.

Before designing and testing the LI system, three preliminary offline studies were performed. The

first of these was to establish the laser-induced damage thresholds of the optical components to be

used in the optical system. As the optical plug that was designed had an optical windowat its base to

seal the engine cylinder and allow the beam to transmit into the cylinder, the damage threshold ofthe

windowhadto be foundin orderto preventthis threshold being reached during the online LItesting.

After an ignition event, a thin layer of combustion particulates, which are carbonaceous, are deposited

on the inners walls of the cylinder. In the case of LI, these carbon deposits foul the outer side of the

optical plug window,and can hence hinder the beam transmission into the cylinder. However, as these

carbonaceouslayers on the windoware usually thin, an incoming beam pulse can ablate them, while

still retaining enough energy to create a plasma within the cylinder. Therefore, the second preliminary
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study presented in this chapter investigated the laser beam energies required to ablate carbon deposits

from an optical window.

The final offline preliminary study examined the beam transmission losses experienced when a beam

propagates through an aerosol spray. This was important to know, as the online LItesting a single

beam pulse had to transmit through a homogenous mixtureofair and fuel inside the engine cylinder

before reaching the focal point and producing a plasma.

The main experiment of this chapter investigates the effects of laser parameters, specifically beam

energy, modequality andlens focal length (FL), on the control of LI and assesses the performance of

LI against conventional SI. This is achieved by examining the engine’s combustionstability in terms

of cycle to cycle variation (CCV), in twoof the test engine’s cylinders (one ignited by a conventional

spark plug and the other by an Nd:YAGlaser beam).

PreviousLI studies haveused relatively long FL lenses to focus the beam through a port window ofa

combustion chamber, with FLs ranging from 50 to 450 mm [82,95,125,140]. The beam energy

required to create a plasmais higher for longer FL lenses for a given beam diameter, due to the larger

minimum waists produced. Furthermore, the specific location of the plasma varies to a greater degree

along the path of the laser beam asthe focal point volume is increased. The main experimentofthis

chapter therefore investigates LI using shorter FL lenses ranging from 15 to 36 mm, whichallowsthe

optical plug to be much more simple and compact in design, as the tight focuses achieved meansthat

beam expansionis not required. In addition, the effect of beam quality on LI has been overlooked in

recent research, as highlighted by Phuoc [78]; so consequently this area has also been addressed in

this chapter.

3.2 Experimental Setup and Procedure

3.2.1 Characterisation of the Laser System

3.2.1.1 Laser Construction and Internal Components

The test laser used in the experiments presented in this thesis was a ‘Mini-Q’ Nd:YAG laser

manufactured by Spectron lasers (now part of GSI Group). This is a Class 4 laser system which

operated at the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm and had a pulse frequency range of 1 to 50 Hz,in

0.5 Hz increments. This laser could be operated and controlled either by the power supply unit or

remotely via a PC.

A photographof the laser headinternal cavity layout can be seenin figure 3-1 (head cover removed),
which showsthe aluminium chassis and highlights the main components. The Nd:YAGcrystal and
flashlamp are enclosed inside the pumping chamber, where de-ionised cooling water flows through
tubing to maintain a constantcrystal temperature of 40 °C during operation and to absorb ultraviolet
(UV)radiation emitted by the flashlamp. The front and rear cavity mirrors are fitted in adjustable
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mounts allowing alteration or maintenance of the resonating cavity beam. The rear cavity mirror is

highly reflective, while the front mirror, known as an output coupling mirror, has a partially reflective

coating that faces into the cavity, which reflects a portion of the resonating beam and transmits the

remaining out of the laser. When the laser is active and the flashlamp is pumping, an electro

mechanical cavity shutter prevents the beam from resonating in the cavity, until an output beam pulse

is required.

Output coupling
mirror

Rear cavity mirror

(not shown)
Operation Light Cavity aperture Power supply cables

 

Electro-mechanical Pumping chamber RS-232 for Q-switch Water coolantpipes
cavity shutter harmonic generator (not shown)

Figure 3-1: Photograph of the Spectron ‘Mini-Q’ Nd:YAGlaser with head cover removed showing the main

components.
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Figure 3-2: Photograph the internal components of the Q-switch inside the Spectron ‘Mini-Q’ Nd:YAGlaser.

The output beam is generated as a series of very short intense pulses, which are created by the

operation of the Q-switch. A photograph of the Q-switch is shown in figure 3-2. Its optical features

are a polariser plate, which is positioned horizontally, and a Pockels cell crystal. When the flashlamp

is activated, a voltage is applied across the Pockels cell, causing it to act as a quarter wave plate. The

effect of this is to vertically polarise the beam, making the polariser opaque to it, and so preventing

the formation of a resonator. When the energy stored in the Nd:YAGcrystal is at its maximum, the
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voltage is removedresulting in an extremely rapid accumulation of energy in the cavity, which creates

the pulse of ns duration.

The ‘Mini-Q’ laser was specifically designed for research purposes and, unlike many ‘off the shelf?

laser systems, can be reconfigured to alter the output beam properties by adjusting the cavity mirrors

and changing the internal aperture. For the LI experiments presented in this chapter, the laser was

operated in three different configurations using different laser cavity aperture with the diameters of

1.3 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm.Using larger cavity apertures allowed greater beam energies to be tested

while compromising on beam quality and focusablity. The laser system wastherefore characterised in

termsof its output beam properties for these three configurations.

3.2.1.2 Beam Pulse Duration

The beam pulse width was measured using an Alphalas UPD-300IR1 photodiode (ultra fast rise time

<300 ps), positioned at 1 m from the laser. The laser beam wasattenuated using a numberofneutral

density (ND)filters. The photodiode was connected to an Agilent 54641A oscilloscope with a 50 Q

BNC connector cable. The beam pulse width was measured for each laser cavity aperture

configuration at a beam repetition rate of 10 Hz and laser powerdrive level of 60 %.

3.2.1.3. Beam Divergence and Cross Sectional Profiles

The output beam divergence was found for the three different cavity aperture configurations by

measuring the beam sizeat various distances from the laser output using a laser beam analyser (LBA).

This system consisted of an Electrophysics Micro-Viewer 7290A charged coupled device (CCD)

camera and associated PC software called Beam Profiler. A diagram of the experimental arrangement

is illustrated in figure 3-3, which showsthe output beam being reflected 180° by two YAGturning

mirrors housed in adjustable mounts. The purposeofthis wasto centrally align the beam with the axis

of the camera system.

The LBA camera was positioned on three slider rails which had a combined length of 1.2 m. A

number of NDfilters were housed in an optical holder and placed between the laser and the camera to

attenuate the beam. The camera’s initial location was an axial distance of 600 mm from the outer

surface of the laser’s output coupling mirror to the photodiode array inside the camera, which was 20

mm back from the front face of the camera. The beams height and width were measured with the

camera to the 1/e” limit to obtain an average diameter (as laser beam cross sections can tend to be

slightly elliptical), along with a capture of intensity profile. The camera was then movedback on the

slider rail in 200 mm increments, measuring the beam size and capturing the profile each time until a

distance of 1.6 m from the laser output. These results were obtained for various laser power supply

drive levels from 40 % to 90 % and a beam repetition rates of 10 Hz to 50 Hz, for the three different

laser cavity apertures.
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Figure 3-3: Experimental setup for recording laser beam sizes, divergence and cross-sectionalintensity profiles.

3.2.1.4 Beam Energies

The energy meter used to measure the laser pulse energies at various laser drive levels was a Gentec

ED 200 head, which was positioned at | meter from the laser output. The energy meter head was

connected to a computer via a Solo PE monitor, where the software PC Solo logged the beam energy

data. The mean average beam energy and the variation in beam energy from pulse-to-pulse, known as

pulse-to-pulse stability (PTPS), were calculated from a 200 pulse sample. The PTPS wascalculated

using the following equation:

PTPS =—4100
e (3.1)

where ejay is the maximum beam pulse energy, ey, is minimum beam pulse energy and is the mean

pulse energy of the sample range. The beam energies and PTPS were recorded for laser drive levels

between 40 % and 90 % in 10 % incrementsfor the three different laser cavity apertures.

3.2.2. Laser-Induced Damage Thresholds of Optical System Components

Illustrated in figure 3-4 is the experimental optical arrangement used for the initial offline laser-

induced damage threshold testing of the laser ignition system optical components. For this

experiment, the laser was operated with a 3 mm diameter internal cavity aperture in order to obtain

large beam energies.

It can be seen from figure 3-4 that the output laser beam is reflected by two YAG mirrors to a 200 mm

focal length (FL) lens which waslocated at | m from the laser along the optical beam path. A

relatively large FL lens was chosen for the testing to avoid optical air breakdownat the focal point.
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The LBA camera system was used to measure the beam sizes along this focal region prior to

positioning the optical componentto be damaged.
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Figure 3-4: Optical arrangement for the initial laser-induced damage threshold of the laser ignition system

optical components.

Three different materials for the optical plug window were damagethreshold tested: optical sapphire,

UV grade fused silica and borosilicate. These windows had a diameter of 5 mm, which was chosen

due to the size constraints of the spark plug access hole into the test engine cylinder and the

commercial availability of optical window sizes. The sapphire and UV fused silica windowshad a

thickness of 1 mm, whereasthe borosilicate had a 2 mm thickness. These were individually tested and

were positioned at 175 mm after the 200 mm FLlensalong the optical axis, which produced a beam

spot diameter of 400 um incident on the windows. The energy meter was located behind the window,

as shownin figure 3-4, to record the beam transmitted through. To begin the testing, the laser power

drive level was set at 40 % and wasgradually increased in | % increments. This continued until

damage occurred in the window, which was confirmed by a drop in beam energy recorded by the

energy meter. The window was then removed for visual inspection and photographed under a

microscope. The laser beam energy to cause catastrophic damage to the window wasrecorded and

using the beam size incident on the window,a laser irradiance wascalculated.

3.2.3 Laser Ablation of Carbon Deposits from Optical Window

A schematic of the general optical setup for this experimentis illustrated in figure 3-5, where the laser

was operated with the 1.3 mm diameterinternal cavity aperture. It can be seen that the output beam is

reflected off two YAG mirrors (99.9% reflective for 1064 nm wavelength) and then through a

selection of ND filters, before reaching a 200 mm focal length lens at an axial beam path distance of

1.4 m from the laser. A 50 mm diameter soda-lime float glass slide of 1 mm thickness was cleaned

with ethanol prior to being coated evenly on one side with graphite spray (used in laser material

processing to aid beam absorptioninto a substrate). The graphite coated glass slide was located at 115

mm before the minimum beam waist produced by the 200 mm FL focusing lens. Before the glass
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slide was positioned, the intensity profiles and beam sizes were recorded for the focused beam using

the LBA camera system to the 1/e” limit at an accuracy of + 5 um.
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Figure 3-5: Experimental setup for the ablation of graphite from optical substrates using an Nd:YAGlaser.

Initially, the energy meter was placed before and after a ‘clean’ glass slide, to measure the

transmission loss of the glass. The energy meter was then used to measure the energy of a single laser

pulse at variouslaserdrive levels after the focusinglens, starting with the lowest energy of 0.6 mJ and

then increasing in increments up to a maximum of 22 mJ. This process was repeated with the energy

meter positioned after the graphite coated glass slide, where the glass was moved along a

perpendicular axis to the beam path in order to obtain an irradiated zone in the graphite for each

energy setting. Each of these irradiated zones were inspected and photographed using a microscope,

and were profiled with a Wyko NT9300vertically scanning interferometer (VSI) and the PC software

Veeco, which allowed each features width, height and depth to be measured.

3.2.4 Laser Beam Transmission through Gasoline Aerosol Sprays

The laser configuration used for this experiment had an internal cavity aperture of 1.3 mm diameter.

The general experimental setup is given in figure 3-6, which showsthe output beam reflecting off two

YAGmirrors into a telescope used to collimate and expand the beam. The telescope had a Galileo

lens configuration consisting of -50 mm and +150 mm focal length (FL) lenses with a 100 mm axial

distance between them. This expanded the beam diameter by a factor of three, which was measured

using the LBA camera system to be 3.58 mm to an accuracy of +20 um. The purpose of expanding

the beam was mainly a safety precaution to reduce the laser beam irradiance that was transmitted

through the gasoline sprays and hence not ignite the fuel. After the beam was expanded and

collimated, it was transmitted through glass guarding and the gasoline aerosol spray provided by a

spray canister, where the beam energy was recorded by the energy meter,asillustrated in figure 3-6.
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For the testing, the laser was operated at a beam repetition rate of 10 Hz with an energy of 5 mJ per

pulse. A total of 600 beam pulses were fired by the laser, where every 5 s the spray canister would be

actuated. The beam transmissions were recorded by the energy meter and the results logged on a PC.
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Figure 3-6: Experimentaloptical setup for the transmission ofa laser beam through gasoline aerosol sprays.

3.2.5 Laser Ignition in One Cylinder of the Test Engine

A schematic of the experimental setup for the single cylinder LI testing is illustrated in figure 3-7,

which showstwolegs in the optical system arrangement; one for offline testing and the other for

online testing, where mirror (1) was removed. The laser wasoperatedat a pulse repetition rate of 12.5

Hz for both the offline and online experiments, which corresponds to an engine speed of 1500 rpm.

This speed was chosenasit is a commonenginespeedtested in industry.
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3.2.5.1 Offline Optical Tests

Five different FL lenses of 15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 mm weretested individually in a specifically

designed optical plug. These were all 6 mm diameter, uncoated BK7 plano-convexlenses, apart from

the 36 mm FLlens, which had a visible to near infrared coating. A clean uncoated sapphire window

of | mm thickness and 5 mm diameter wassealed at the bottom of the optical plug for each of the

different lenses. A photograph of the disassembled optical plug can be seen in figure 3-8, which

showsall the components with part numbersin order of assembly along the central axis. Descriptions

of the all the parts and associated part numbersare given in table 3-1. The main bodyofthe optical

plug (the outer shell — part 4) was from an existing spark plug, which had hadall its internal

components removed. The inside of this outer shell was bored and tapped to accommodate the inner

optical plug insert (part 5) that held the focusing lens (part 8), the lens O-ring (part 7) and the various

spacers (parts 6 and 9), the lengths of which depended on the FL ofthe lens being used. At the base of

the inner plug insert was a 4 mm hole with a thin lip on the outer side to locate the window O-ring

(part 3). The window(part 2) sat on top of this and waspositioned by the window locaterinsert (part

1) which screwed in from the bottom of the plug to create a seal behind the window.

 

    
Figure 3-8: Photograph ofthe optical plug disassembled showingall the components along the central axis.

  
 

Table 3-1: Part numbers and descriptions of optical plug components.

 

Part No. Part description
 

1 Windowlocater insert

2 Window (UVfused Silica, Sapphire or Borosilicate) - 5 mm diameter

3 Window O-ring - 5 mm diameter

4 Outer optical plug shell (body of conventional spark plug)

5 Innerplug insert - 38 mm length

6 Spacer before lens - 6 mm diameter, various lengths

7 Lens O-ring - 6 mm diameter

8 Plano-convex lens (BK7 glass) - 6 mm diameter

9 Spacerafter lens - 6 mm diameter, various lengths

10 Screw top
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The optical plug was designed in this manner to house the commercially available optics and to allow

the freedom to test various lenses and optical windows. The simplicity of the design also has the

advantage of making it much more compact and cheaper to manufacture. The outer spark plug shell

was used in the design of the optical plug for two main reasons: as it is made from a hardened

stainless steel specially suited for the high temperatures and pressures of IC engines, andalso thatit

was guaranteedto create a seal in the engine cylinder.

The minimum beam waists produced by eachof the tested focusing lenses were positioned at 4 mm

from the bottom of the plug along the central beam axis. This is the same location as the electrical

discharge of the spark plugs, as this was found to be the optimum LI position for this engine [77].

Mirror (1) wasinstalled on the optical bench for the offline testing to direct the beam into the optical

plug, as shownin figure 3-7. The optical plug was at a beam path length of 1.4 m from the laser head

which wasthe same distance as it was for the online tests. The energy meter was used to measure the

laser pulse energiesat variouslaser drive levels, taking the average energy of a 200 pulse sample. The

energies were measured before each optical plug on the bench,starting with a 40 % laser drive level,

and then increasing by set increments up to 100 %. The subsequent energies transmitted through the

plugs for each energy increment were also measured by placing the energy meter at 40 mmafter the

plug, accounting for the plasma produced. From these tests, the transmissions of the optical plugs

were measured in order to calculate the actual beam energy that would be delivered inside the

engine’s cylinder.

The LBA camera system wasused to measure the minimum spotsizes and Rayleigh ranges produced

by the different FL lenses in the optical plug to the I/e” limit to an accuracy of +5 um. These

minimum spotsizes were used with the recorded energies to calculate laser irradiances in GW/cm?for

the various settings. The camera was also used to measure the beam sizes and capture the beam

profiles on the lenses in the optical plug for laser drive levels between 40 and 100 %, to ensure that

these were similar, as a variance in beam size would affect the minimum spots produced. The beam

quality factor M’ wascalculated for each ofthe laser cavity apertures with these measured beam sizes,

using a rearranged form of equation 2.16:

Mw? _ dnD
a 3.
4fA ia

where d is the minimum beam diameter produced by the focusing lens, D is the beam diameter

incident on the focusing lens, fis the FL of the lens and J is the wavelength.

3.2.5.2 Online Optical Tests

A special technique was developed to correctly align the beam with the central axis of optical plug in

the test engine, which involved using an additional optical plug with a 100 mm extension. Firstly, this

extended plug wasinstalled in the cylinder, with a 15 mm diameter piece of photosensitive ‘laser
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burn’ paperfixed to the top of the extension. The laser was then activated and the engine mirror was

adjusted to align the beam in the centre of the burn paper. The extension was then removed and the

optical plug replaced in the cylinder with a new piece of burn paperattached to the top. A beam burn

print was taken to observe the misalignment from the centre and the engine mirror was accordingly

adjusted, taking into consideration any lateral displacements. This process was repeated until the

beam wasfully aligned with the optical plugs central axis. As a check, a piece of burn paper was

inserted into the bottom of the plug in front of the window, and a beam print wastaken.

Forthe online testing, the laser system wascontrolled through a dSpace DS1005 card in a buslinked

expansion box, using an open loop Simulink model for the timing of the laser and spark plugs, which

was designed and run through MATLAB.The dSpace software ControlDesk was used to acquire the

results data and as the graphical interface for the online LI testing, which displayed engine

information such as individual cylinder pressures, engine speed, spark timing, air/fuel ratio, load

torque, COVimp and Varppp values. A screen grab of ControlDesk during online engine operation can

be seen in figure 3-9, which showsthe various engine and combustion data.
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Figure 3-9: Screen shot of the dSpace ControlDesk PC software during laser ignition engine operation.

The IC engine used was an unmodified four-stroke 1.6 litre Zetec test engine from a Ford ‘Mondeo’.

This had 4 cylinders, 16 valves and double overhead camshafts, with normally aspirated PFI and

operated in a homogenousignition mode. The engine was connected to a low inertia dynamometer, to

provide a load representative of in-service conditions. Cylinder pressure data was taken from

cylinders | and 4, using Kistler engine pressure sensors in situ, for comparison of LI to SI combustion
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cycles. Duringtesting, cylinder 1 wasfired optically using the laser, while cylinders 2, 3, and 4 were

ignited using conventional spark plugs, which were Laser Platinum Premium manufactured by NGK.

For each cycle, the Simulink model sent a signal via dSpace to the laser to activate the flashlamp,

where 100 us later the Q-switch was triggered internally by the laser power supply unit. The

conventionally fired cylinders were ignited at the crank angle correspondingto the triggering of the

laser Q-switch. The fuelling strategy was controlled by the engine’s ownelectronic control unit which

functioned to keep the air-fuel mixture at stoichiometric (approximately 14.7 times the massofair to

fuel).

For each optical plug tested online, the laser energy was initially reduced to find the minimum

ignition energy (MIE) for misfire free combustion. The energy wasthen increased in incrementsup to

the maximum laser drive level. At each laser energy setting, the steady state values of the COViyzp

and Varppp for cylinders | and 4 were obtained over 300 consecutive engine cycles [6] (24 s duration)

with IMEP and PPP values recorded at each cycle. These values were calculated using equations2.1

to 2.4 (detailed in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.7) which were incorporated into the Simulink model and

equated during the onlinetesting.

To confirm the obtainedresults, the process was repeated twice more for each energy setting to obtain

average steady state values of COViy:p and Varppp. Each test was performed at a constant engine

speed of 1500 rpm, with each cylinder being fired at 30° before top dead centre. The results were only

recorded once the engine had warmedup (coolant temperature >80°C) which was approximately 1000

s after enginestart up, to ensure that the conventionally fired cylinders were operating optimally.

3.3. Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Characterisation of the Laser System

The beam pulse width for the Mini-Q Nd:YAG laser was found to be 6 ns measuredto the full width

half maximum (FWHM)for the three different cavity aperture laser configurations. The typical

energy distribution shape in time of a single beam pulseis illustrated in figure 3-10, which showsthat

the peak energy approximately occurs halfway throughthepulse.

The laser beam output beam sizes and divergence for the three cavity aperture configurations can be

seen in figure 3-11, which showstrend lines that have been extrapolated back to approximate the

beam radiusat the laser output coupling window.As expected, greater output beam sizes are obtained

when largerinternallaser cavity aperture is used. Using the beam radii results shownin figure 3-11,

the far field beam divergences were calculated using a linear approximation to be 0.63, 0.78 and 0.72

mrad forthe 1.3, 2 and 3 mm diametercavity apertures respectively.
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Figure 3-10: Beam pulse shape for the ‘Mini-Q’ laser showing the pulse width to the full width half maximum.
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Figure 3-11: Laser output divergence beams for the three different cavity aperture configurations at a 60 %

laser power supply drive level and a beam repetition rate of 12.5 Hz.

The average beam radii at 1.4 m from the laser for varying laser powerdrive levels are illustrated in

figure 3-12, where it can be seen that the beam sizes change with increasing laser powerdrive level

for the three laser cavity aperture configurations. The 1.3 mm diameter cavity produces the most

constant beam radius of approximately 1.3 mm over the power range. However, the beams produced
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by the 2 and 3 mm diameter cavities are shown to reduce in size between 40 and 60 % powerdrive

level and increase again for drive levels above 60 %. This variation in beam size with power drive

level is due to a phenomenon knownas thermal lensing, where a lensing effect occurs in the laser

crystal (gain medium). This effect is particularly apparent for flashlamp pumped lasers. As the

flashlamp, or pumping medium, is driven harder and quicker by increased beam energy and

frequency, a thermal gradient is produced across the cross-section of the laser crystal. This causes the

refractive index of the crystal to change, which in term alters the beam resonating within the laser

cavity and henceaffects the output beam. This effect was taken into consideration for the LItesting.
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Figure 3-12: Beam sizes at 1.4 m from the laser output for varying laser power supply drive levels for the three

different cavity aperture configurations at a beam repetition rate of 12.5 Hz.

The beam energies per pulse for the corresponding laser power supply drive levels is given in figure

3-13 for the three laser cavity aperture configurations. As can be seen, these trends are not linear as

the flashlamp energy absorbed by the YAGcrystal starts to becomesaturated nearer the higher end of

the drivelevel.

The variation in beam energy from pulse-to-pulse for increase laser powersupply drive level is shown

in figure 3-14 for the three laser cavity aperture configurations. It can be seen here that the higher the

laser powersupply drive level, the lower the pulse-to-pulse stability and hence less variance in beam

energy. Interestingly, the lowest (best) pulse-to-pulse stability is obtained when using the largest

aperture of 3 mm diameter in the laser cavity. A possible explanation for this is that the 3 mm

diameter cavity produces much higher output beam energies and therefore the relative difference in

beam energy from pulse-to-pulse comparedto the high actual beam energyis smaller than that of the

lower beam energy produced by the 1.3 and 2 mm diametercavities.
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Figure 3-13: Beam energy per pulse with varying laser power supply drive levels, for the three different laser

cavity aperture diameters.
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Figure 3-14; Variation in pulse-to-pulse stability of beam energy with varying laser power supply drive levels,

for the three different laser cavity aperture diameters.

The cross-sectional beam intensity profiles at 1.4 m from the laser head for the three different cavity

apertures can be seen in figure 3-15. This shows the beams produced by the 1.3 and 2 mm diameter

cavity aperture to have a near Gaussian TEMoo mode, whereas the 3 mm aperture produces the

rectangular transverse mode pattern TEM, which hasthree distinct antinodes along the horizontal

axis.
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Figure 3-15: Cross-sectional beam intensity profiles at 1.4 m from the laser output produced using laser cavity

apertures of diameter: (a) 1.3 mm (b) 2 mm and (c) 3 mm.
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3.3.2 Laser-Induced Damage Thresholds of Optical Elements

The purpose ofthis preliminary offline experiment was to get a feel for the potential robustness and

establish the amount beam energy that the optical components could withstand, in order to make a

decision on which to use in the subsequent testing. The lifetime durability of the optical plug

components is discussed further in chapter 4, where the lens and window from an optical plug are

examined after approximately 50 hours of online use, where the optical plug had not been

disassembled and cleaned.

All the lenses and windowsused throughout the LI testing presented in this thesis were commercially

available (i.e. not specialist components), which were purchased from Edmund Optics, Thorlabs and

Newport. Ofthe three window materials tested the borosilicate at ~ £10, with sapphire being twice as

muchasthis at ~ £20, followed by UV fused silica which was the most expensive at ~ £30.

The transmissions of the optical componentsat the 1064 nm wavelength were found using the energy

meter to be ~ 80 % for the sapphire window and ~ 90 % for borosilicate and UV fused silica

windows,and the BK7, SF11 and SF5 lenses, which is in accordance with the specifications provided

by the manufacturers. The Fresnel reflectively, R, at a boundary between two media of different

refractive indices, n, and n2, for an incoming beam at normalincidence can be calculated using:

R=e =})

(n, +n) (3.3)

At 1064 nm,the refractive indices ofair, sapphire, fused silica and borosilicate are 1, 1.78, 1.45 and

1.48 respectively. Therefore, the reflectivities for sapphire, fused silica and borosilicate calculate to be

7.9, 3.4 and 3.7 % respectively for each optical surface. These equate to theoretical beam

transmissions of 84.8, 93.3 and 92.7 % for sapphire, fusedsilica and borosilicate windows, which are

in comparasion with the recorded transmissions mentioned above.

The offline damage thresholds were found for the optical components in terms of maximum laser

irradiance on the optic to cause catastrophic failure. These were calculated on average to be 1.4, 8.3

and 13 GW/cm’for the borosilicate, sapphire and UV fused silica windows, and 1.5 GW/cm?for the

BK7, SF11 and SF5lenses. It can be seen that the laser damage threshold for the lenses is generally

lower than that of the windows. However, these lenses will have a muchlarger cross-sectional beam

incident on them relative to the windowsused in the LI system, and can therefore afford to have a

lowerthreshold.

The UV fused silica was originally chosen as the optical plug window material due to its very high

damagethreshold, although it soon becameclear from initial online LI experimentationthat it was not

suited for cyclic pressures. The reason for this wasduetoits brittle nature, as the edges of the window
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chippedvery easily, as shown in figure 3-16. As well as the beam transmission losses from this, small

shards ofglass in the cylinder could causeirreparable damageto the piston rings.

Figure 3-16: Damage to UV fusedsilica window after online

 

LI testing caused by cyclic pressures.

Sapphire was therefore chosen to be the most suitable window material to use for the extensive testing

and developmentof the LI systems presented, as despite its relatively high transmission loss, it was

shown to withstand the high cyclic cylinder pressures, as well as having a relatively cheap cost and

high laser damagethreshold.

3.3.3. Laser Ablation of Carbon Deposits from Optical Window

The average beam radii produced by the 200 mm FLfocusing lens are given in figure 3-17, which

shows the minimum beam waistto have a radius of 0.11 mm and the beam radius incident on the lens

to be 1.1 mm. As the graphite coated glass was positioned at 115 mm before the minimum beam

waist, it can be seen from figure 3-17 that the beam irradiated on the graphite layer had an average

radius of 0.65 mm.
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Figure 3-17: Average beam radii at various distances from the minimum beam waist produced by a 200 mm
focal length lensat an axial beam distance of 1.4 m from thelaser output.
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A selection of microscope images of the laser beam irradiated areas on the graphite coating are

illustrated in figure 3-18, which show progression of increasing single pulse energy from (a) to (f). It

is evident from figure 3-18 (a) that there is no visible beam penetration through the graphite layer and

hence a beam pulse energy of 0.5 mJ was not sufficient to cause removalor ablation of the graphite

layer. The single pulse graphite expulsion threshold energy was found to be 0.75 mJ, which can be

seen in figure 3-18 (b) showing a small hole in the graphite and initial signs of the graphite de-

laminating from the glass. Using this beam energy, the laser pulse width of 6 ns and the beam size

incident on the graphite, the threshold laser irradiance to remove the graphite layer was calculated to

be 9.4 MW/cm’.

The graphite de-laminating effect was found to be amplified in the subsequent increasing single beam

pulse energies, shown in figure 3-18 (c) to (f), resembling an exit hole produced by firing a bullet

through metal. The mechanism which causes these effects is most likely due to that fact that outer

perimeter of the irradiated graphite is rapidly heated by the incominglaser pulse, but is not vaporised

like the central regions, causing the graphite to crack and peal away from the glass. This is supported

by the elliptical black outline shown on the glass in figure 3-18 (e) and (f), where small amounts of

graphite have remainedontheglass.

(a) _ (b)
500 pm

  
Figure 3-18: Photographs taken under a microscope of varying energy single pulse irradiated zones on the

graphite coated glass: (a) 0.5 mJ, (b) 0.75 mJ, (c) 0.88 mJ, (d) 1.1 mJ, (e) 2.6 mJ and (f) 6.1 mJ.

The varying transmitted pulse energies through the graphite coated glass slide were compared with

the pulse energies transmitted through the clean glass slide, and can be seen in figure 3-19. This

showsthe clean glass slide to have a fairly consistent transmission, which wascalculated to be 96.2%

on average. It is evident from figure 3-19 that no pulse energy was transmitted through the graphite

coated glass slide until an input energy of 3.3 mJ. This indicates that between this energy and the
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graphite expulsion threshold energy of 0.75 mJ, all of the beam pulse energy is absorbed by the

graphite, suggesting beam absorption saturation. For input energies over 3.3 mJ, it can be seen from

figure 3-19 that there is a fairly constant proportion of the beam pulse energy, between 4 and 5 mJ,

which is absorbed by the graphite. This is slightly higher then the absorption threshold of 3.3 mJ,

which may be dueto the pulse being scattered by the ‘plume’ of expelled and vaporised graphite

particles created by the laserinteraction.
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Figure 3-19: Transmitted single beam pulse energies through the clean andthe graphite coated glassslides.

Two and three-dimensional surface profiles of all the irradiated graphite zones on the glass were

produced using the vertically scanning interferometer (VSI). An example ofthese is illustrated in

figure 3-20, which is of the 6.1 mJ beam energy pulse irradiated on the graphite, showing the

dimensionsofthe ablated area. The thickness of the graphite layer on the glass slide can be seen from

figure 3-20 to be approximately 7 um. This equates to a volume of expelled and ablated graphite of

around 1.3 mm’,

  
Figure 3-20: Two and three-dimensional surface profiles of the laser irradiated graphite area produced by a

single beam pulse of 6.1 mJ.
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Therefore, to conclude this section, provided that a single laser pulse has adequate beam energy, the

laser can effectively clean the optical spark plug window andstill transmit sufficient beam energy to

create a plasma.

3.3.4 Laser Beam Transmission through Gasoline Aerosol Sprays

The average diameter of the collimated beam that was transmitted through the aerosol sprays was

measured to be 3.58 mm. The axial distance that the beam propagated through the aerosol sprays was

approximated to be 100 mm. Therefore, the approximate volume of aerosol spray irradiated by the

propagating beam wasequatedto be 1000 mm’.

The results for the transmission of the beam pulse energy through the gasoline spray are shownin

figure 3-21. It is evident that there are clear reductions in transmitted beam energy every 50 or so

pulses, which correspondsto the gasoline sprayed in 5 s internals. It can be seen from figure 3-21 that

the minimum beam energy transmitted at these occasions is 2.8 mJ, compared with the maximum

beam transmission of 4.6 mJ. This equates to a maximum beam energy loss of 40 % when gasoline

was sprayed into the path of the collimated beam. This is due to the small droplets of gasoline

scattering and absorbing the laser beam radiation. The type of scattering is almost certainly Mie

scattering as opposed to Rayleigh scattering, as the aerosol droplet diameters mostlikely to be larger

than the wavelength of the laser beam of 1064 nm.
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Figure 3-21: Laser beam energy transmission through gasoline aerosol sprayed in approximate 5 secondintervals.

The absorption and scattering effects of the laser beam transmitted through a gasoline aerosol are

important to recognise when designing and developing a LI system for an automotive engine. The

results from this initial experiment have shown that a somewhat large proportion of the beam was
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absorbed andscattered by the gasoline aerosol. However, the beam propagatedthrougha relatively

large volumeofgasoline aerosol spray compared with what the beam will transmit through inside the

test engine cylinder to the focal point. It is logical to assume that the smaller volume ofair/gasoline

mixture a laser beam propagates through, the lower the beam energy losses will be, as there will be

less fuel droplets to absorb and refract the photons of the beam.

Another important issue to mention is the beam mode, which will change when transmitted through

an aerosol as the photonsof the beam will be refracted from their path of propagation by the droplets,

ultimately reducing the beam quality. This is clearly illustrated in figure 3-22 (b), where it can be seen

that the beam transmitting through the gasoline aerosol has a speckled mode profile compared with

the beam in air, shownin figure 3-22 (a). The minimum beam spotsize produced by an optical plug in

air will therefore be smaller than the one produced in a gasoline aerosol for the same given optical

arrangement. To what extent will largely depend on the volume of gasoline aerosol the beam

propagates through.

Figure 3-22: Two and three-dimensional cross-sectional beam intensity profiles for the collimated beam

propagating through(a)air and (b) gasoline aerosol.
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3.3.5 Laser Ignition in One Cylinder of the Test Engine

3.3.5.1 Offline Optical Tests

The mean average beam radii for laser energy drive levels between 40 and 100 % with standard

deviations and percentage errors are shown in table 3-2, which includes the measured laser output

divergence and calculated M’ for the three cavity apertures. As expected, poorer quality beams are

produced whentheinternallaser aperture is enlarged, whichis indicated by the higher M’ values.

Table 3-2: Laser beam proprieties for the three different laser internal cavity aperture configurations.

 

 

Diameter of Meanaverage Standard Percentage :
. : i os Laser output Beam quality

laser cavity beam radius at deviation of error of beam ; 2
s ; divergence factor M

aperture 1.4 m from laser beam radius radius

(mm) (um) (um) (%) (mrad)

1.3 1293 35 2.7 0.631 2

2 1427 158 11.1 0.798 2.9

3 1823 105 5.8 0.717 4.8

 

Anoffline comparison of the operating optical plug and spark plug can be seen in figure 3-23, which

shows two photographs: the left taken in the light and the right taken in the dark. It is evident from

these images that the optical plug produces a muchbrighter, larger and more intense spark than the

spark plug.

- 2224523) 0500'

PtAaaaa as
| Ste
.
os  

Figure 3-23: Two photographs comparing the sparking optical plug (top) and conventional spark plug (bottom)

in the light (left image) and in the dark (right image).
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The measured beam sizesat the focal regions for the five tested optical plug lensesareillustrated in

figure 3-24 (a) — (c), which shows the minimum beam waists and associated Rayleigh ranges for the

three different laser cavity aperture configurations. The average minimum beamradii produced by the

15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 mm FLlenses were found to be 10, 11, 13, 15 and 18um for the 1.3 mm

diameter aperture, 12, 14, 17, 20 and 22 um for the 2 mm diameter aperture, and 18, 20, 22, 27 and 30

uum for the 3 mm diameter aperture respectively.

The offline results for increasing the beam pulse energy into the five optical plugs for the different

cavity aperturesareillustrated in figure 3-25, which showsthe transmitted energies through the plugs.

The peak of each curve indicates the minimum energy required to cause optical air breakdown at

atmospheric pressure for the respective FL lenses. After this point, plasmas were formed which

absorbed the incident energy. It can be seen from figure 3-25 that at the higher (plasma producing)

input energies, the transmitted energy through the optical plugs and plasma becomesfairly constant,

which indicates that a percentage of the incident energy is being absorbed by the plasma. However,

there will be an energy point where the plasma becomessaturated. This can be seen at the higher input

energy end on the graphs shownin figure 3-25 (a) and (b), where the curvesstart to rise indicating

that additional energy is no longer being absorbed by the plasma. This is not shownin figure 3-25 (c)

as the energy hadto berestricted to a maximum of 80 mJ to avoid damage to the lens and window,

which were found in a previous experiment, detailed in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3-24: Minimum beam diameters and Rayleigh ranges (shown as the horizontal dash lines) produced by

the five different FL optical plug lenses for the three laser cavity aperture diameters: (a) 1.3 mm, (b) 2 mm and

(c) 3 mm.
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Figure 3-25: Transmitted energy measuredthroughfive optical plugs each with a different focal length lens, for

three laser cavity aperture diameters: (a) 1.3 mm (b) 2 mm and (c) 3 mm.
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3.3.5.2 Online Optical Tests

It is worth noting that when the optical plug is used online, the proportion of the laser energy thatis

not absorbed by the plasma would impinge on the piston head and may over time cause undesired

damage. This problem may be exacerbated if longer FL lenses are used to focus the beam,as a greater

amount of energy is needed to cause breakdown, and only a portion of that energy is used to sustain

the plasma, as shownin the offline results in figure 3-25. Moreover, the beam divergence after the

focal point would be less for longer FL lenses and would therefore produce a greater laser irradiance

on the piston due to a smaller beam spot. However,the laser irradiance on the piston head would vary

depending on a numberof variables such as laser energy, FL of lens, focal point location, beam

quality, spark timing and cylinder geometry. This is therefore an issue which should be addressed in

future research for the development of LI systems.

Inspection of the optical plug window,after online engine testing, indicated that the deposition of

particulates from combustion were only evident in areas of the window that were notirradiated by the

laser beam. This suggests that a self-cleaning thermal ablation mechanism was active during

combustion, which has also been observed andstudied in other workin the field [83,111,119,124].

A suggested theory for this mechanism is that, during the first instant of the laser pulse duration, the

combustion contamination present on the windowpartially absorbs the high intensity laser energy and

the particulates are rapidly heated and ablated from the surface, thus allowing the remaining pulse

energy to propagate to the focal point within the combustion chamberandcreate the ignition spark.

The minimum energies needed to produce dielectric breakdownin air at atmospheric pressure for the

different FL lenses used in the optical plugs can be seen in figure 3-26, along with the minimum

ignition energy (MIE) required for misfire free LI combustion obtained from the online results. It is

evident that more energy is required for ignition/breakdown using longer FL lenses, which is due to

the larger minimum waists produced. In addition, figure 3-26 showsthat in general, the energies

required for ignition in the engine cylinder are lower than for air breakdown, which is most probably

due to the higher pressures and temperatures.

The lowest MIEs for the online LI experiments for the 1.3, 2 and 3 mm diameter cavity apertures

were found to be 3.9, 10.2 and 12.3 mJ respectively, from using the 15 mm FLlensin the optical

plug. These energies are much lower than the energies used by standard ignition coils, which are in

the range of 30-50 mJ [6]. Even the greatest MIE of 28.3 mJ, found from using 36 mm FL lens with

the 3 mm lasercavity aperture, is below this range.
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Figure 3-26: Variation in the minimum energy requiredfor ignition and air breakdown against lens focal length,
for the three laser cavity aperture diameters (a) 1.3 mm, (b) 2 mm and (c) 3 mm.
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The minimumlaser irradiances required for LI and for air breakdownfor the different FL lenses were

calculated and can be seen in figure 3-27 for the three laser cavity apertures. Like the minimum

energies, the laser irradiance levels required for ignition are lower than for air breakdown. The

1.3 mm apertureresults illustrated in figure 3-27 (a) show that the irradiance required for both ignition

and air breakdowndecreases with longer FL lenses. This is most likely due to the fact that longer FL

lenses have greater Rayleigh ranges (or depth of focus) as shown in figure 3-24 and hence have

greater focal point volumes. Consequently, the maximum laser irradiance at the focal point will

interact with a larger volumeoffuel, therefore increasing the probability of breakdown. The minimum

irradiance will howeverreach a threshold limit as lens FL increases, as there will be a threshold value

at which dielectric breakdown of the air-fuel mixture occurs. Therefore, at this irradiance threshold,

the MIE required would become exponential as lens FL increases.

The 2 and 3 mm diameter cavity aperture results illustrated in figure 3-27 (b) and (c) differ slightly

from the 1.3 mm cavity results (figure 3-27 (a)), in that the minimum air breakdownirradiance has a

greater scatter over the FL range. However, the average trend showsthat the minimum air breakdown

irradiancesare fairly constant for the range of lens FLs at approximately 250 GW/cm? for the 2 mm

aperture and 140 GW/cm’ for the 3 mm aperture. A reason why these minimum irradiance values do

not conform as well as the 1.3 mm aperture results is that the beam size at the optical plug has a

greater variance over the laser energy drive range, which would affect the minimum spots produced.

This is shownin table 3-2, where the percentage errors of the standard deviation for the mean beam

radius for the 2 and 3 mm apertures are 11.1 % and 5.8 % respectively, compared with a low 2.7 %

for the 1.3 mm aperture.
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Figure 3-27: Variation in the minimum irradiance required for ignition and air breakdownagainstlens focal
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The LI mechanism that wasactive for the online testing was non-resonant breakdownignition. Here,

the electrical field of a focused laser beam is sufficient to cause dielectric breakdownofthe air-fuel

mixture, using laser irradiances in excess of 10'' W/cm’. The process begins with multi-photon

ionisation of a few molecules, which leads to the release of electrons that can then readily absorb

more photons from the laser source via the inverse Bremsstrahlung process. This in turn increases the

kinetic energy of these released electrons, which then collide with other molecules and ionise them,

leading to an electron avalanche and subsequent breakdown of the combustible gas mixture. Non-

resonant breakdownlaser ignition is similar to conventional electric SI, in that a plasma is produced

which emits light, heat and a shockwave, although laser induced sparks are smaller in size, shorter in

duration and have higher temperatures and densities [84,88].

To directly compare the performance of the laser ignited cylinder with the conventionally ignited

cylinder, the COViy:p and Varppp values were normalised by dividing the COViyzp and Varppp for LI

by the COVivp and Varppp for SI respectively, to obtain a ratio for each of the optical plug lenses;

wherebyanyratio values <1 indicate that the laser optical plug is operating better than the spark plug.

These ratios for both COViy:p and Varppp were plotted against the laser energy delivered inside

cylinder |, for the five different FL lenses used in the optical plug. Theseare illustrated in figures 3-

28 to 3-30 for the three laser mode operations using the different diameter cavity apertures 1.3, 2 and

3 mm.
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Figure 3-28: Effects of increasing laser energy in cylinder 1 on the ratios of COViygzp of laser ignition /

COVimep of spark ignition and Varppp of laser ignition / Varppp of spark ignition, for a 1.3 mm laser cavity

aperture diameter and lens focal lengths of: (a) 15 mm, (b) 18 mm,(c) 24 mm,(d) 30 mm and (e) 36 mm.
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Figure 3-29: Effects of increasing laser energy in cylinder 1 on the ratios of COViyzp of laser ignition /

COVimep of spark ignition and Varpppof laser ignition / Varppp of spark ignition, for a 2mm laser cavity aperture

diameter and lens focal lengths of: (a) 15 mm, (b) 18 mm,(c) 24 mm, (d) 30 mm and(e) 36 mm.
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Figure 3-30: Effects of increasing laser energy in cylinder 1 on the ratios of COViyzp of laser ignition /

COVimep of spark ignition and Varppp oflaser ignition / Varppp of spark ignition, for a 3mmlasercavity aperture

diameterandlens focal lengthsof: (a) 15 mm,(b) 18 mm,(c) 24 mm,(d) 30 mm and(e) 36 mm.
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It can be seen from figures 3-28 to 3-30 that there is a general trend for all five FL lenses, in that the

ratios of COViazp LI / COViyip SI and Varppp LI / Varppp SI become lower with increased energy,

until a point where the ratios tend to level out. This would indicate that greater combustion

performanceandstability is achieved by higherlaser energies up until a threshold saturation energy

level, above which there is no significant improvement. Similar observations have been reported by

Alger et al [95] who studied LI of propane. The reasons for greater combustion performance and

stability with increased laser energy could be dueto the plasma producedin the cylinder absorbing the

extra energy, as discussed previously in the offline results section 3.3.5.1. Chen et al [88] suggests

that when more laser energy is deposited into an optically produced plasma, the plasma tends to

expandin size instead of becoming hotter or denser, which was observed in the offline testing and can

be seen in figure 3-23. Larger plasmas produced in the cylinder can achieve faster flame kernel

growth [85], which in turn reduces cyclic combustion variability [6].

Another explanation for greater combustion performance and stability with increased laser energy

may lie with the pulse-to-pulse stability of the laser beam energy. The laser output beam energy per

pulse for varying drive levels on the laser power supply unit, and the pulse-to-pulse stability for

varying laser drive levels, both for the three laser cavity aperture configurations are shownin figures

3-13 and 3-14 respectively (section 3.3.1). It is evident from these figures that at lower energies the

pulse-to-pulse stability percentage is higher and gradually reduces with increased energy.

The majority ofthe results illustrated in figures 3-28 to 3-30 show the ratios of Varppp LI / Varppp SI

to be slightly lower than the ratios of COViyjzp LI / COViyzp SI and in most cases the Varppp LI/

Varppp SI ratios fall below 1 for higher beam energies. This implies that the duration of the fuel

mixture burning process for cycle-to-cycle is more constant for LI than for SI. For the 36 mm FLlens

(figures 3-28 (e), 3-29 (e) and 3-30 (e)), the ratios for COVyp LI / COViyzp SI and Varppp LI / Varppp

are very similar and both look to converge towards |. This shows that for a sizeable number of

combustion events both the peak pressures and crank angle positions at which these occur are more

consistent for LI. The reason for the COViyy:p LI / COViyzp SI and Varppp LI / Varppp ratios being

similar for the longer FL lenses tested may be due the greater focal point volumes produced, and

hencelarger plasmasas discussed previously.

The most successful LI results for all three laser cavity aperture configurations came from using the

15 mm FLlens, which wasthe shortest FL lens tested. The results suggest that reducing the FL of the

lens used to less than 15 mm mayfurther reduce the MIE while retaining improved combustion

performanceandstability. However, this may make combustion more susceptible to variations in the

homogenousair-fuel mixture as the depth of focus and focal point volume are reduced. It was not

possibleto test this due to design constraints ofthe opticalplug.

The best configuration in terms of LI performance was the 15 mm FLlens with the 3 mm laser cavity

aperture, which is shownin figure 3-30 (a). Here, both the COViyzp LI / COViyep SI and Varppp LI /

Varppp SI ratios are below 1 for beam energies between 26 and 51 mJ. This signifies that LI is
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performing better than SI and suggests less cyclic variation and hence improved combustion

performanceandstability. This result is interesting as the 3 mm cavity aperture had the worst beam

quality with an M? of 4.8 and an irregular beam intensity profile, shown in figure 3-15 (c), section

3.3.1. The reason for this configuration being the most successful is mostlikely due to the good pulse-

to-pulse energy stability for the 3 mm aperture, which reaches as low as 2 % beam energy variation

from pulse-to-pulse, shownin figure 3-14. The pulse-to-pulse stability may also be able to explain the

worst LI results, which came from using the 2 mm cavity aperture, shown in figure 3-29. Here, the

results can be seento have a larger scatter, especially for the lower beam energies wherethe pulse-to-

pulse stability is as great as 13 %. In addition to this, the beam size variation from pulse-to-pulse is

also the greatest for the 2 mm cavity aperture at 11.1 %, as discussed earlier. Therefore, variation in

beam size and energy from pulse-to-pulse are important factors to consider when designing or

optimising a LI system.

Although the best optical configuration in terms of LI performance was obtained with the 15 mm FL

lens in the optical plug and with the 3 mm diameter laser cavity aperture, this was only for a set

engine speed of 1500 rpm (beam repetition rate of 12.5 Hz). As previously discussed, beam size tends

to vary with pulse repetition rate as a greater thermal load is applied to the laser crystal via the

flashlamp. This creates a thermal lensing effect in the crystal that causes the refractive index of the

crystal to change, which would thereby affect the output beam and the LI results. The effects of

engine speed/beam repetition rate on the performance of LI have therefore been addressed in the

following chapter.

It has been suggested in LI work by Lackner er al [119] that it maybe beneficial to combine the lens

and windowasa singular optical element with respect to reducing the energy needed for combustion,

as there are less transmission losses. However, they acknowledged that the laser irradiance on the

cylinder side of the window would be less in this situation, although testing was found tostill ablate

the combustion deposits. Early design attempts of the work presentedin this thesis of using just a lens

at the base of the optical plug proved to produce sporadic misfires during online operation. However,

the focal length of lens used to obtain the optimum ignition location of the tested engine (4 mm along

the beam path from the top cylinder) was 6 mm.In hindsight ofthe single cylinder LI testing (chapter

3) in examining the effect of lens focal length, the reasons for this early design attemptfailing to

produce reliable combustion may be dueto the steep focusing beam angle and short depth of focus.

Excessive laser energy delivered in the cylinder may have undesirable effects on combustion and

stability. If the incident laser energy is higher than the breakdown threshold of the ambientgas, then

breakdown can beinitiated at an earlier location before the pulse reaches the focal point [85,88].

Therefore, the higher the incident energy, the further away the plasma moves from the focal point.

Previous LI research has found that poorer combustion and higher cyclic variations occurred, when

the focal point position is movedcloserto the top cylinder wall [77]. Furthermore,it is widely known

that optical breakdown of gases produces shockwaves. Therefore, too much laser energy being

delivered into the cylinder could cause shockwaves of higher pressure, which could have an adverse
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effect on combustion stability, since this could affect the initiation and propagation of the flame

kernel or even extinguish it. These adverse effects of high pulse energy described above were not

observed during the LI experiments as the laser pulse energy wasintentionally kept below the optical

damage thresholds of the focusing lenses and windows, which were found in the preliminary

experiments.

3.4 Conclusions

An open beam path LI system, including an associated optical plug, was designed and developed for

one cylinder of four cylinders of the unmodified production automotive IC test engine. Successful LI

of homogenous gasoline and air mixtures was demonstrated, using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser

operating in three different beam modes associated with the cavity aperture diameter. The results

presented show a direct comparison of combustion performance between laser ignited cylinder and a

conventionally ignited cylinder, where the results are displayed asratios of COViy:p and Varppp.

The major findings from the results were that LI performed better than SI in terms of combustion

stability for many of the focusing lenses and cavity aperture combinations. The most successful

results came from using the 15 mm FLlens and the 3 mm laser cavity aperture, when using energies

between 26 and 51 mJ. The lowest minimum laser energy required for misfire free combustion was

found to be 4 mJ per pulse, also using a 15 mm FLlensin the optical plug and a 1.3 mmlasercavity

aperture. This compares to ~30 mJ in a ~1 mselectrical pulse for conventional SI. The minimum laser

irradiance required for LI was found to reduce when longer FL lenses were used, while improved

combustion performance andstability was achieved by using higher laser energies. Beam size and

energy variation from pulse-to-pulse were found to be important factors which can affect LI

performance, whereas beam quality in terms of intensity profile, mode and M’ were showntobeless

significant. The results of the work support the view that, with the availability of pulsed laser sources

of increasingly high pulse-to-pulse stability, the laser energy could act as a primary control parameter

for LI in IC engines.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Cylinder Laser Ignition by

Open Beam Path Delivery

4.1 Introduction

There have beenrelatively few research studies investigating LI in automotive gasoline IC engines, as

highlighted in chapter 2, and all those that have, have examined LI in one cylinder [82,83,111,119].

This is the logical starting point for LI investigation; however, it is widely accepted that in multi-

cylinder engines, the performanceof one cylinder can influence the behaviour of others. Therefore, to

progress in the development of LI systems, the next stage is to analyse the stability and performance

of an engine whichhasall its cylinders ignited by lasers. The work presented in this chapteris, to the

author’s knowledge, the first to demonstrate LI in all cylinders of an otherwise unmodified four

cylinder production automotive engine.

The optimised LI system that was found from the experiments presented in chapter 3 was developed

further to include multi-cylinder operation, which is the main aspect of investigation in this chapter.

This was achieved by using two Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers operating at 1064 nm in an open beam

path optical arrangement. The lasers output beams were split into two by 50/50 beam splitters, thus

creating four beams that were reflected into the engine cylinders, which each contained an optical

plug.

The performance of the multi-cylinder LI system was assessed against conventional spark ignition

(SI) in terms of the engine’s combustion stability, which was investigated by analysing the cycle-to-

cycle variations (CCV)ofall cylinders. CCVs are in part due to the stochastic nature of the engine,
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transportation of gases and fuel mixing which result in variation in the air-fuel ratio (AFR) nearthe

ignition point. Other factors influencing CCV include the reliability in the ignition energies and

timing, as well as the chaotic formation of the flame kernel at combustion initiation. One of the main

benefits associated with LI is a reduction in CCV, which is obtained through improvementsin engine

combustion stability. The indicators of CCV used in this work were the coefficient of variation in

indicated mean effective pressure (COViyi:p) and variance in the peak cylinder pressure position

(Varppp), which are described in greater detail in section 2.2.7.

Four main experiments are presented in this chapter. The first three assessed the test engine’s

performance and stability using LI compared with SI, as previously discussed. These three

experimentsinvestigate a wide range of engine speeds (800 to 2400 rpm), AFRs (Agee = 1, 1.1, 1.2

and 1.3) and dynamometer loads (50 to 75 Nm). The fourth test examines the combustion duration of

LI and SIby analysing the mass fraction burnedof air-fuel mixtures for a variety of engine speeds,

AFRsand dynamometerloads.

4.2 Experimental Setup and Procedure

4.2.1 Multi-Cylinder Laser Ignition Optical Arrangement

A schematic of the four cylinder LI experimental arrangement is illustrated in figure 4-1. Two

“Spectron Mini-Q’ pulsed Q-switched flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers at 1064 nm were used for

the LI testing, which had beam repetition rates of 1 to 50 Hz, with maximum outputs of = 25 mJ per

pulse. Laser A was the samelaser used in the experiments presented in chapter 3 and was operated

with a 1.3 mm diametercavity aperture for the experiments in this chapter. Laser B was similar to

laser A, in that it was the same model and make, although it was a newerversion which had a slightly

longer cavity length. This laser was operated with a 1.4 mm diameterinternal cavity aperture. The

four cylinder LI optical setup was specifically designed to give similar laser beam irradiances at the

focal points inside each of the engines cylinders, which is explained in greater detail in the results

section 4.3.1.

The twolasers (A and B) werelocated on anoptical bench parallel to the engine, where each output

beam wasfirstly transmitted though a variable polarizer and then divided into two beams by two

50/50 beam-splitters, resulting in four beams. The reflected beams were directed towards the engine

while the transmitted beams werereflected by two more YAG mirrors (99.99% reflective at the 1064

nm wavelength), before being directed towards the engine, as can be seen in figure 4-1. The four

YAG mirrorspositioned on top of the engine where secured by two rails connected to the engine base

frame. The mirrors were situated in 45° mountsto reflect the four beams vertically down into each

cylinder containing an optical plug. These can be seen in figure 4-2 (top right), along with other

photographsofthe four cylinder LI setup.
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Figure 4-1: Experimentaloptical arrangement of the four cylinder laser ignition system.

 
Figure 4-2: Various photographsofthe four cylinder laser ignition system setup.
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Each engine YAG mirror mounthadthree lead screw adjusters to accurately align the beams with the

central axes ofthe optical plugs (method detailed in chapter 3). Laser A on the right hand side of the

optical bench shownin figure 4-1, was used for igniting cylinders | and 4, and laser B used to ignite

cylinders 2 and 3. This technique required the laser to be fired twice per engine cycle. This is similar

to the ‘redundant’ or ‘wasted’ spark employed when using spark plugs on a typical engine

management system (EMS). Thisis illustrated in figure 4-3, which showsthe typical timing in crank

angle of the sparking, fuel injection, and inlet and exhaust valve opening for each engine cylinder.
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Figure 4-3: Typical engine timing diagram forthe fuel injection, valve opening and sparking for each cylinder.

 

In this redundant spark method, the spark plugs are fired in pairs, on both the exhaust and

compression strokes, where the extra spark on the exhauststroke has noeffect. However, whenusing

lasers as the ignition system, the redundant spark may be beneficial as it could clear any combustion
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deposits from the previous ignition event from the optical windowbythe laser cleaning mechanism of

thermal ablation. This would allow a greater amount of beam energy to be transmitted into the

cylinder on the next combustion event.

The sameoptical plug used in the experiments presented in chapter 3 (details given in section 3.2.5.1)

was employed for the four cylinder LI testing. Uncoated plano-convex lenses of 6 mm diameter with

15 mm focal lengths made from BK7glass were usedin all four optical plugs. The focus point was

positioned at 4 mm from the end ofthe plug, corresponding to the spark location of the spark plugs.

An uncoated sapphire window of 1 mm thickness and 5 mm diameter wassealed at the bottom of

each optical plug. This optical setup, including the configuration of the lasers, was chosen as it was

found from the results shown in the previous chapter to give the most successful and stable operating

conditions in terms of engine combustionstability and beam variance in energy and size respectively,

overthe operating frequencies.

The online experimental arrangement shownin figure 4-1 wasinitially produced offline to design the

optical system, which involved measurement of the beam properties. These included the beam pulse

duration for both lasers, cross-sectional beam intensity profiles, beam sizes incident on the optical

plug lenses, minimum beamspotsizes produced by the optical plug lenses, and beam pulse energies

for each of the four cylinder beams. These were recorded over the frequency range of 5 to 45 Hz in

5 Hz increments, as the beam properties were expected to change with beam pulse repetition rate. The

laser beam analyser (LBA) camera system (Electrophysics Micro-Viewer 7290A) was used to

measure beam sizesto the 1/e” limit to an accuracy of + 5 um, and the energy meter (Gentec ED 200)

was used to measure pulse energies at each cylinder entrance, taking the average energy of a 500

pulse sample. The beam pulse durations were measured to the full width half maximum using the

photodiode (Alphalas UPD-300IR1) and the oscilloscope (Agilent 54641A) with the beams attenuated

with neutral density (ND)filters.

4.2.2 Online Multi-Cylinder Laser Ignition Testing

Both lasers were controlled through a dSpace DS1005 card in a bus linked expansion box using an

open loop Simulink laser timing model designed and run through the technical computing software

MATLAB.The dSpace software ControlDesk was used as the PC graphical interface for the online

experiments and for data acquisition. Closed loop algorithms were used to control the speed and the

air-fuel ratio (AFR) of the engine. The AFR measurement and feedback wasprovided by a wideband

universal exhaust gas oxygen sensor, located at the confluence point on the exhaust manifold. The IC

engine used was the same unmodified 1.6 litre Zetec engine from a Ford Mondeoasused in the

experiments in chapter 3. The engine is a normally aspirated, port fuel injection (PFI), with 4

cylinders and 16 valves operated by double overhead camshafts. The engine was connected to a low

inertia dynamometer, to provide loads representative of in-service conditions. Cylinder pressure data

wascollected from all four cylinders, using Kistler pressure sensors in situ, for both LI and SI engine

testing. Results were only recorded once the engine had warmed up (coolant temperature > 80°C), to
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ensure a proper comparison between LI and SI. During SI testing, all four cylinders were ignited

using conventional spark plugs, which were ‘Laser Platinum Premium’ manufactured by NGK. For

each cycle during LItesting, the Simulink model sent a signal via dSpaceto the lasers to activate the

flashlamps, where 100 ys later the Q-switch wastriggered internally by the laser power supply unit.

This delay was compensatedfor in the timing strategy, to ensure the laser induced plasmasoccurred at

the desired crank angle.

Three sets of online tests were performed for both LI and conventional SI, to access the engines

stability in terms of CCVs. These wereas follows:

i. Engine speed tests over the range of 800 - 2400 rpm in increments of 200 rpm for four

different AFRs: Ager = 1, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 at a constant load torque of 58 Nm.

ii. Spark timing tests over the range of 16 - 36° before top dead centre (BTDC)in increments of

2° for four different AFRs: Agi= 1, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 at a constant engine speed of 1600 rpm

and load torque of 58 Nm.

iii. Dynamometer load tests over the torque range of 50 - 75 Nm in increments of = 4 Nm for

four different air AFRs: Aj = 1, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 at a constant engine speed of 1600 rpm.

The steady state values of COViyizpp and Varppp were simultaneously collected forall cylinders at each

setting, which were assumed to occur after 300 consecutive cycles [6]. This was repeated a further

five times wherethe best results for each setting for both LI and SI were obtained. All these tests were

repeated once more on different day and the best results were averaged to ensure repeatability and

accuracy. The spark advance (SA) was chosento give the mean PPPforall four cylinders at 16° after

top dead centre (ATDC) to achieve maximum best torque (MBT) where possible for each individual

setting; with the exception oftest (ii) as the spark timing wasvaried.

An additional fourth online test was performed to analyse the speed of the combustion process for

both ignition types (LI and SI), by accessing the massfraction burned (MFB)ofthe air-fuel mixture,

which is obtained from cylinder pressure data. The MFBofair-fuel mixtures is explained in greater

detail in section 2.2.8. For the online testing, the MFB wascalculated for each combustion cycle for

all four cylinders of the test engine using equation 2.5, which was incorporated into the Simulink

model and was recorded in ControlDesk. The MFB data was collected for 300 consecutive

combustion cycles for the engine operating with LI andSIat the following enginesettings:

e Engine speeds of 800, 1600 and 2400 rpm,at a constant load of 58 Nm and A4jep = 1.0.

e Air-fuel ratios ofAyer = 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2, at a constant speed of 1600 rpm and load of 58 Nm.

¢ Load torques of 58, 64 and 74 Nm,at a constant speed of 1600 rpm and Aye = 1.0.
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Aswith onlinetests (i) and(iii), the SA was chosen to give the mean PPPforall four cylinders at 16°

ATDC.From the obtained MFBprofiles, the 10, 50 and 90 % MFBswererecorded for both LI and

SI. The 10 % MFPBis usually referred to as the ignition delay and is the time internal expressed in

crank angle degrees between the spark discharge and when 10 % ofthe air-fuel mixture has been

burned in a single combustion event; and likewise for the 50 and 90 % MFB.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Offline Laser Parameter Results

The beam pulse shapes in time for both lasers are illustarted in figure 4-4. The pulse durations

measured to the FWHMwerefound to be 5 and 6 ns for laser A nad B respectively. Both beam pulse

shapesare similarin that the peak intensties occur approximately halfway throughthe pulse.
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Figure 4-4: Beam pulse durations for both lasers used in the four cylinder laser ignition setup.

To ensure a proper comparison between LI and SI, it was important for the LI testing that all four

cylinders received similar laser irradiances at the beam focal points within the cylinders over the

engine operating range. However, due to the nature of lasers, beam properties tend to vary over

energy and frequency ranges. This is due to a phenomenon knownasthermallensing, where a lensing

effect occurs in the laser crystal (gain medium). This effect is particularly apparent for flashlamp

pumped lasers, which were used for these experiments. As the flashlamp (or pumping medium)is

driven harder and quicker by increased beam frequency and energy, a thermal gradient is produced

across the cross-section of the laser crystal. This causes the refractive index of the crystal to change,
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thereby affecting the output beam. Consequently, the LI optical system was designed with this in

mind.

All four beams in the optical system had different beam path lengths from the lasers’ output to the

optical plugs. These were 1440, 1560, 1480 and 1180 mm respectively for cylinders 1 to 4, which

resulted in different beam sizes incident on the optical plug lenses, which is evident from figure 4-5.

This could have been avoided with additional mirrors in the optical setup, although this would have

required a larger optical bench and made the optical arrangement much more complex. Instead, to

ensure similar laser irradiances at each of the beam focal points, different beam energies were applied

to each cylinder, which is discussed in greaterdetail later in this section.
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Figure 4-5: Effect of average beam radius for each cylinder with varying beam repetition rate / engine speed.

As expected, the beam radii incident on each of the optical plug lenses were found to increase with

increasing beam repetition rate, as can be seen from figure 4-5. The corresponding engine speeds for

the respective beam repetition rates, taking into account the two pulses per cycle, is also shownin

figure 4-5 on the top X-axis, as well as in figures 4-6 to 4-9.

Although both lasers used in these experiments were nominally the same type, laser A was an older

model which had a different configuration, in that the cavity length was slightly smaller. As a

consequence the pulse duration was shorter, measured to be 5 ns, compared to the 6 ns oflaser B.

Furthermore, the beam qualities of both lasers were also different. The beam quality is an important

parametersince it affects the size of a focused beam. The beam quality factor M’ wascalculated for

both lasers for varying beam repetition rates using equation 2.15. These results are presented in figure

4-6, which showslaser A to have a better beam quality than laser B, and also that the beam quality for

both lasers reduces as the beam repetition rate / engine speed increases.
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Figure 4-6: Effect of beam quality factor M’ for both lasers with varying beam repetition rate / engine speed.

Taking the change in beam size and quality into consideration, the beam energies were individually

selected for each cylinder, in order to give similar laser irradiances at the focal points. This was

achieved using variable polarisers, which were positioned directly after each laser output, as shownin

figure 4-1. As the 50/50 beam-splitters that were used in the optical setup were sensitive to polarised

light, it was possible to allow greater and lesser amounts of beam energy to be transmitted and

reflected by the beam-splitters, by varying the polarisation of each beam. The selected beam energies

for each cylinder, shown in figure 4-7, were measured directly before the beams entered the optical

plugs. It can be seen from figure 4-7 that the beam energies for cylinder 1 and 4 (laser A) increase

with rising laser beam repetition rate, whereas, beam energies for cylinder 2 and 3 (laser B) decrease.

As discussed previously, this is due to the slightly different configurations of the two lasers and the

effects of thermal lensing on the laser YAG crystal.

Thelaser irradiances present at the minimum beam spots within each cylinderare illustrated in figure

4-8 for the beam frequency range. These irradiances were calculated using the pulse durations, beam

sizes and energies for all four beams. These irradiances accounted for the transmission loss of the

optical plug, which was measured to be approximately 30%, due to the uncoated BK7 lenses and

sapphire windowsused.
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Figure 4-7: Selected beam pulse energies per pulse for each cylinder showing the effects of increasing laser
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It can be seen from figure 4-8 that for a given laser beam repetition rate / engine speed, the laser

irradiances for all beams are comparable. Although, as laser beam repetition rate increases, the

irradiances decrease despite best efforts to avoid this. However, over the online engine speed testing
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range of 800 to 2400 rpm, it can be seen that the irradiances do not decrease significantly.

Notwithstanding this, all of these operating points shown in figure 4-8 were foundin offlinetesting to

produceconsistent plasmas.

A possible future improvement to mitigate for the effects of decreasing laser irradiance could be the

inclusion of a control algorithm to increase the beam energy dynamically with changing engine speed.

Furthermore, increased beam energy could be utilised at specific engine regions, such as coldstart

operation, which variation cannot be achieved with spark plugs.

A final important laser characteristic that can affect the performance of LI testing is the variation in

beam energy from pulse-to-pulse, as established from the results presented in chapter 3. The pulse-to-

pulse stability (PTPS) values werecalculated for both lasers for the beam repetition rate range, using

equation 3.1:

PTPS =“« — © 100
e

over a 500 pulse sample, where ej4y is the maximum beam pulse energy, eyis minimum beam pulse

energy ande the mean pulse energy of the sample range. The energy PTPS valuesareillustrated in

figure 4-9, which showslaser B (cylinders 2 and 3) to have a fairly consistent PTPS of around 3.8%,

whereaslaser A (cylinders | and 4) gradually increases from 2 % up to 6 % between 5 and 45 Hz.

This again seems mostlikely to be due to the different laser configurations.
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4.3.2 Online Laser and Spark Ignition Engine Results

The COViyezp and Varppp values were collected for each individual cylinder for all of the LI and SI

tests. The COViyzp and Varppp results displayed in figures 4-10 to 4-19 are the mean values of

COVimp and Varppp from all four cylinders combined. The results have been displayed in this way for

brevity, as the LI and SI data for the individual cylinders showed similar trends.

It should be noted that the closed loop control algorithms used in the steady-state collection of data

were not optimised and therefore improved control would be likely to reduce the CCV results

presented here. However, both the SI and LI systems weretested underidentical conditions, including

the feedback algorithms and hence a fair comparison can be assumed.

4.3.2.1 Engine Speed Sweep

The LI and SI results for the engine speed tests performed for AFRsof 1, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 at a constant

dynamometerload of 58 Nm are presented in figures 4-10 to 4-13. For both the LI andSIit is evident

that in general as engine speed increases, the CCVsincrease as indicated by the values of COViyp

and Varppp. This would imply that the engine was more unstable at higher speeds regardless of the

ignition type, although this is mostlikely due to the control algorithms not being optimised.It is also

apparentthat at engine speeds around 1800 rpm the engineis less stable, particularly for leaner AFRs.

A possible reason for this could be a resonance frequency in the engineat this particular operating

point, as it is noticeable for all four AFRstested.

Examinationof results in figures 4-10 to 4-13 reveals that the LI values of COVyjzp and Varppp tend

to follow the sametrendasthe SI results, although these are generally lower compared with SI. These

online results indicate lower CCV and thus improvement in engine stability is achieved using LI

across the speed rangeofthe tests. Explanations for this are given in the following sections.
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4.3.2.2 Spark Timing Sweep

The effect of SA on the CCV was considered in the second series of engine tests. Due to engine

stability problemsat A4;:z = 1.3, insufficient data points could be collected for both LI and SI. For Agree

= 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 the LI system demonstrated improvements in COViy;» and Varppp when compared

to SI. The results for Ayr = 1.0 and 1.1 are presented in figures 4-14 and 4-15, where it can be seen

that the COViyzp and Varppp results for both LI and SI reduce as the SA is retarded from TDC, which

was as expected.It is evident from figures 4-14 and 4-15 that the LI and SI results follow the same

trend, although, like with the engine speed results, the LI COViyp and Varppp data is slightly lower

than those obtained with SI. This again shows that improved engine performance andstability, by

reduced CCVs, is achieved with a LI system. Similar observations were found for A4jp = 1.2, however

dueto stability problems at sub-optimal SA settings only a limited range of data could be collected

and is therefore omitted here.

An interesting observation from these tests was the difference in SA required to achieve a mean PPP

of 16° ATDC, which was assumed to give maximum best torque (MBT)for this engine configuration

[12]. The MBTfor SI wasachieved at a SA of 30° BTDC for A4j:p = 1.0 and 1.1, whereas the MBTfor

LI was foundto be 1° earlier at a SA of 29° BTDC,as indicated in figures 4-14 and 4-15. This result

suggests that the LI system produces a faster combustion rate which could be due to a lower ignition

delay or faster advancing flame front. This is investigated and discussed in greater detail in the MFB

results in section 4.3.2.4.

Previous studies of LI of hydrogen, methane and gasoline [83,141,142] support the results discussed

above, where these researchers found the ignition delay from LI to be shorter than for conventional

SI. Interestingly, Richardson ef al [141] found that the start of combustion for their LI system in a

natural gas engine was approximately 1° earlier than that of the SI system. Possible reasons for this

could be that the LI system has less variance in the deposited energy to the cylinders from cycle-to-

cycle than a conventional coil SI system. It can be seen from figure 4-9, that at 1600 rpm the beam

energy PTPSfor all four beamsis relatively low at 3.8 %. Furthermore, the laser induced sparks have

been shownin chapter 3 to be larger and more intense than the sparks from a conventional coil SI

system, which could be another reason for the observed reduction in combustion variance.
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4.3.2.3 Dynamometer Load Sweep

Forthe third set of online engine tests, the dynamometer wasused totest for a range of loads for the

two ignition systems. These were at constant engine speeds of 1600 rpm and spark timing to give

MBT,for Ager = 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2, and are shown in figures 4-16 to 4-18 respectively. At the leaner

mixturestested it was difficult or impossible to collect data at the higher load settings, which accounts

for the limited range of data presented in figure 4-18 and the exclusion ofthe results for the testing at

Aare = 1.3. As in the previous tests, these results show that the COVyy:p and Varppp values obtained

from LI follow the sametrendas the SI results, and that they are generally lower. This again signifies

lower engine CCV andtherefore improved enginestability using the LI system acrossthe load range.

Oneof the most interesting results can be seen when the COVjy» and Varppp values obtained from LI

at Ayer = 1.1 are superimposed over the COViyp and Varppp values obtained from SI at Agi= 1.0.

This is displayed in figure 4-19 which shows that very similar CCV can be achieved with the LI

system operating with approximately 10 % leaner gasoline mixtures than the SI at stoichiometric, for

equal torque loads at the speed tested. This is an exceptional reduction in the amount of fuel used.

However, three-way catalytic converters used in SI automobiles to reduce tailpipe emissions

(hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO)and nitrogen oxide (NO,)) operate optimally at or close

to stoichiometric air-fuel mixtures (A4p = 1). The problem is that for leaner fuel operating conditions,

the catalysts conversion efficiency for reducing NO, is lessened, although the high conversion

efficiency for HC and COis maintained. Further discussion onthis issue is given in section 4.3.4.

Nevertheless, LI may havea greaterrole to play in the next generation of spray guided direct injection

(SGDI) engines, which employsstratified charge fuelling mode operation (as opposed to homogenous

air-fuel mixtures) whereair-fuel ratios are much leaner.
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4.3.2.4 Mass Fraction Burn Data

It was found from the spark timing results, given in section 4.3.2.2, that LI was shown to produce

quicker combustion events that conventional SI. Further investigation of this finding was therefore

performed by examining the MFBofthe air-fuel mixtures. The spark timing for these experiments

was chosen to give the peak cylinder pressure position (PPP) at 16° ATDC to achieve approximate

optimum torque. MFBcurves can beseen in figure 4-20 for both LI and SI for one of the enginetest

points (1600 rpm, a load of 58 Nm and A4;-n = 1.0), which shows the MFBprofile of LI to follow a

similar trend to the SI, although the laser spark wasinitiated 5° later than the spark plug.
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Figure 4-20: Massfraction burn curves for LI and SI in cylinder | at 1600 rpm, a load of 58 Nm and A4y-p = 1.0,

with the spark timing for LI and SI at 24° and 29° respectively before top dead centre.

A combustion event is commonly divided into three distinct stages. The first being the ignition delay,

whichis the time between the spark event and when a small fraction of the air-fuel mixture is burned,

usually defined as 0 to 10 % MFB.The second stage is known as the combustion duration, which is

the main advancementofthe flame front and is characterised by the 10 to 90 % MFB.Thefinal stage

of combustion is where the mixture burns to completion (90 to 100 % MFB), although this phase is

not commonly usedin analysisasit is difficult to quantify due to other energy transfer processes that

are occurring. The combined mean average 10, 50 and 90 % MFBdata from all four cylinders of the

LI and SI testing for the various engine speeds, air-fuel ratios and load torques was therefore

recorded,andis presented in figures 4-21 to 4-23 respectively. It is evident from these results that the

engine operating with LI clearly has faster combustion events compared with SI.
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Figure 4-23: The average 10, 50 and 90 % massfraction burned of 300 consecutive combustion events for

various load torques for both full LI and SI operation.

Examining the data shownin figure 4-21, it can be seen that the time length of combustion in crank

angle increases with engine speed for both LI and SI in an almostlinear fashion. This was expected as

increasing engine speed changes the temperature and pressure time relationships, which increases the

turbulence in the engine cylinder at the time of combustion [6]. However, the result of interest from

the LI testing is that is the duration of combustion is faster than that of the SI, whichis also clearly

evident from the air-fuel ratio and dynamometerload testing shown in figures 4-22 and 4-23.

It can seen from figure 4-22 that the LI data showsto produce fairly constant 10, 50 and 90 % MFBs

for the tested air-fuel ratios, compared with the SI results which show the combustion duration to

increase with leanerair-fuel ratios. This implies that the combustion obtained from LI is quicker and

more consistent for leaner mixtures, which could explain the lower engine CCVs shown from results

in the previousthree sections.

The load torque MFB results presented in figure 4-23 shows the ignition delay and combustion

duration to reduce with increasing load for both LI and SI, which is another relationship that was

expected as combustion becomes more stable. Again however, the combustion burn rates are shown

to be quicker for LI than for SI. The difference in crank angle degrees for the ignition delays and

combustion durations between LI and SI are shownin table 4-1 for the various engine settings tested.
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Table 4-1: Differences in ignition delay and combustion duration given in crank angle degrees for LI andSI.

 

Time from ignition event in crank angle (°) for the various engine settings

 

800 rpm 1600 rpm 2400 rpm 1600 rpm 1600 rpm 1600 rpm 1600 rpm

 

58 Nm 58 Nm 58 Nm 58 Nm 58 Nm 64 Nm 74Nm

rA=1 rA=1 rA=1 A= 1.1 A= 1.2 rA=1 rA=1

Ignition Delay SI 23.7 31.2 36.2 32.7 31.9 28.9 27.2

0-10 % MFB Cyl 1-4
ld y ) 20.8 27.7 31.0 27.5 27.3 24.8 23.5

Degrees difference 2.9 3.5 52 a2 4.7 4.1 3:7

10-90 % MFBCyi 1-4
( ° vita) 18.2 29.7 34.0 30.8 33.3 27.8 25.6

Degreesdifference 4.2 -0.8 2.0 13 3.4 -1.3 0.0
 

It is apparent from the results presented in table 4-1 that the ignition delay for LI is on average

approximately 4.2° of crank angle less than for that of SI, for the entire engine range investigated.

There is however, greater scatter in the results for the combustion durations, with the LI load engine

test points, of 58, 64 and 74 nm at 1600 rpm and Aye = 1, having the sameor slightly slower than

those of SI. The largest difference in combustion duration is shown to occur at 800 rpm. Here the

combustion duration for LI was foundto be 4.2° faster than SI. This result implies that the use of a LI

system could possibly allow a reduction in the engine idle speed, as faster and more consistent

combustion can be achieved. A loweridle speed would be beneficial as this would result in a lower

fuel consumption and hence reduced tailpipe emissions.

The previousstudies of LI [83,141,142] mentionedin section 4.3.2.2 reported that the difference in LI

and SI combustion burn rates is due to a reduction in the ignition delay (0-10 % MFB) and not the

combustion duration (10-90 % MFB). However, these LI studies were only performedat a set engine

operating point of 1500 rpm and in one cylinder, whereas the results presented in this section

investigate a variety of engine parameters with the engine fully ignited by lasers. Interestingly though,

the MFBresults presented here at 1600 rpm at Ayre = 1, show correlation with the independentLI

studies mentioned above. Although, it can be seen from these results (table 4-1) that LI can also
reduce the combustion duration, as well as the ignition delay.

The consequenceof the shorter combustion times experienced when using the LI system, wasthat the
spark timing had to be retarded (sparking later) in the compression stroke, compared with SI.
Retarding spark timing in an engine cycle is sometimes employed to avoid engine knock (see section
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2.2.6) and for NO, emission control [6]. Although in conventional SI, retarding the spark timing from

MBTtypically reduces the amount of torque produced as the PPP occurs before the optimum crank

position to give MBT. However with LI, the benefits of retarding spark timing can be utilised,

especially in reducing NO, emissions, whilestill obtaining MBT.

4.3.3 Durability of the Laser Ignition System Optical Components

After approximately 50 hours of online LI engine operation, and without being disassembled and

cleaned, the lens and window ofthe optical spark plug were inspected for an assessmenton their long

term durability capability. Pitting damage was observed in the centre of the lens, which is shown in

figure 4-24, caused bythe repetition of the high central intensity single-mode beam.

 

 

Figure 4-24: Damage to 15 mm focal length lens after  approximately 50 hours of LI engine operation.
 

This lens damage would have been exacerbated by the double laser sparking per engine cycle, and

also possibly due to beam backreflections off the optical plug window. Dueto the axial distance of 8

mm between the lens and the window ofthis optical plug configuration, these reflections were

therefore converging back towards the lens, where the focal point was at around 2 mm from the lens.

The reflected beam size incident on the lens would have been approximately 1.4 mm in diameter,

which would have increased the overall intensity at the lens centre. The lenses used were made of

standard BK7 glass, which is a common lens material. It is not really suited for the demanding

application of LI, but was chosen for its cheap cost and to prove the concept of LI in a production

automotive engine.

In the preliminary design stages of LI system, lenses were used which had anti-reflecting coatings to

increase the optical transmission. These were found to reduce the transmission loss of the lenses to

around | %. Although initial offline testing showed that the coating could withstand the laser

intensity, after prolonged LI testing these coating were found to burn off and were subsequently not

used for the multi-cylinder LI system. However, an anti-reflecting coating would be beneficial for the

obvious reason of reducing the laser beam energy needed in a LI system, and should therefore be

investigated for developmentresearchin LI.
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The O-rings used behind the window to seal the cylinder were found to perform well for the

prolonged LI experimentation. However, on a couple of occasions the O-rings were foundto perish.

This was not noticed during the online testing, as there was no reduction of cylinder pressure or

misfires noticed. It was not until subsequentinspection of the optical plug that a slight tear was found

in the O-ring, which would havelead to the air-fuel mixtures and combustion deposits getting behind

window.Therefore the sealing of the cylinderis critical and high quality O-rings which can withstand

long periods of extreme temperatures up around 200°C should be used in a LI optical plug. In

addition, these O-rings should also be able to endure the extreme cold of temperatures around -40°C,

if LI is to be employedin car.

Inspection of the sapphire window after the 50 hours of online use showeda clear laser cleaned spot

in the combustion deposits, which indicated that the self cleaning mechanism wasactive. No visible

damage wasobservedatfirst. However, after removingall the deposits with ethanol and examining

the window under a microscope, somepitting in the centre, on the surface facing the laser beam, was

observed, which is shown in figure 4-25. Similar damage to windows has been observed by other

researcherin the field of LI [112], and has been highlighted as a potential obstacle for the realisation

of LI.

Figure 4-25: Microscope image of damageto the sapphire

 

windowafter 50 hours ofLItesting.

Although the sapphire optical plug window wasestablished in chapter 3 to be the most suitable, UV

fusedsilica and borosilicate, were also investigated online. Asdetailed in section 3.3.2, the UV fused

silica window wasfoundto be brittle and to chip easily. However, for equal online engine settings and

duration, the UV fused silica window wasfoundtoattract less combustion deposits than the sapphire

and the borosilicate. This is thought to be due to the surface quality of the optical materials. The

window with the greatest quality surface was that of the UV fusedsilica window of 60-40, whereas

the sapphire and borosilicate had a surface quality of 80-50. These valuesrefer to the condition of the

optical elements surface, where thefirst digits are the scratch number followed by the dig number.

The values do not correspond to a specific numberof defects, but refer to the apparent width size of

an acceptable scratch and maximum diameter allowance for a dig (or pit) in hundredths of a mm.

Therefore the lowerthe scratch-dig numbers, the higher the level of surface quality. This is therefore

an explanation why the UV fused silica window was found to have less combustion deposits relative
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to the others on the its surface after online LI testing. Consequently, an optical plug window for LI

should have the highest surface quality available which is 10-5, as although this would be expensive,

they would be morereliable in the long term as less combustion deposit fouling would occur.

This assessmentof the optical plug componentshastherefore highlighted the need for superior quality

optics for the application of LI in terms of high: damage thresholds, resistance to prolonged beam

pulse exposure, optical transmission, and surface quality. Higher quality optics are commercially

available, but they are however, quite expensive and are rarely obtainable in the small diameters

needed to fit in the optical plug. It is therefore recommended that future LI research should

concentrate on developing andtesting the longevity of higher quality optics, as an optical plug should

at least last as long as a conventional spark plug of 100,000 hours [6].

4.3.4 Practical Implications of a Laser Ignition System

The longest period that the engine ran for using the four cylinder LI system with no misfires was 45

minutes, where average misfire free LI engine runs were approximately 30 minutes. The reasons for

misfires after these periods was due to the beams becoming misaligned because of engine vibration

and heat affecting the four mirror mounts located directly above the engine. As a consequence, the

beamshadto be re-aligned after every individual test, which is one of the main disadvantages of the

open beam path LI system. One implication of this difficulty is that results which were collected

towards the end of a run are likely to have displayed a higher CCV than would otherwise have been

achieved. Therefore, an open beam path optical arrangementis not really a practical solution for an

automotive engine. However, it does allow the exploration of a range of laser parameters and

demonstrates the multi-cylinder LI prototype system.

Accordingly, for LI to become commercially viable in the future, the issue of beam delivery must be

addressed. Onepossible solution could be to have individual lasers for each cylinder combined with

an optical plug. This idea has been developed in work by Kofler ef a/ [143] who designed a miniature

solid state laser source for the LI of natural gases in IC engines. However, this approach does have a

few drawbacks in that the laser is in a vulnerable location directly above the harsh engine

environment, and also that a greater numberof laser sources is needed, which may ultimately increase

the cost of the LI system. An alternative solution which would not have these disadvantages could be

to use a single laser with the beam delivered by optical fibres to optical plugs in each cylinder. This

has also been proposed in recent LI research [123,127,131], although delivering the beam energies

required for LI is technically challenging. The area of fibre delivered LI has therefore been

investigated in the following chapterofthis thesis.

A flashlamp pumpedlaser source, such as the ones used in the work presentedin this thesis, is not the

ideal for the application of LI. This is due to the larger variation in beam properties for the operating

ranges, limitation of beam repetition frequencies and a shorter life cycle, when compared with diode

pumpedlaser sources. Therefore, if LI systems are to be developed in the future, then the variation in
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beam properties over the lasers/engine operating range must be mitigated. This directs lasers used for

LI toward a diode pumped source, which has also been suggested by other researchers in the field

[78,140]. However,the current developmentoflasers is quite prolific at present, especially in the area

of fibre lasers, due to demand in lasers for specific applications. Therefore, alterative laser sources

maysoonbeavailable for LI use.

One of the consequences of the redundantspark timing strategy employed for the LI system was the

improvement in laser cleaning of the optical window during operation. The additional redundant

laser-spark on the exhaust stroke of the cycle aids the self-cleaning mechanism to ablate combustion

deposits from the window. Observation of the optical plug window after LI engine testing showed a

distinctive laser irradiated spot in the deposited combustion residuals, which is shownin figure 4-26.

The beam transmission through this laser cleaned area of the sapphire window was measuredafter the

online testing and found to the sameasit was for a clean unused window at approximately 80 %.

 

 

Figure 4-26: Photograph of an optical plug window after LI

ignition engine testing showing a laser cleaned spot in the   combustion deposits.

It is well documentedthat the minimum ignition energy required for LI is in part dependent on the

ability to ablate combustion deposits from the optical plug window [83,111]. Therefore, employing

the redundantlaser spark could reduce the minimumignition energy, even thoughitis acknowledged

that the laser beam repetition rate must be doubled andthat a higher laser output beam pulse energy is

required to provide two discrete beam paths.

The results presented in this chapter have shown that leaner air-fuel ratios can be used when

employing a LI system in an engine, which gives comparable enginestability compared to the engine

operating with SI at stocihiometric air-fuel ratio. However, it can be seen from figure 4-27 [144] that

the three-way catalyst, which is used to reducetailpipe emissions (HC, NO, and CO),is less efficient

for reducing NO, at leaner air-fuel ratios. Although, as detailed in section 4.3.2.4, the duration of

combustion events was found to be less for LI compared to SI. As a consequence, the spark timing

had to be retarded for LI in order to achieve MBT.Oneofthe beneficial effects of sparkinglater in a

cycle is the reduction in the production of NO,. This could possibly cancel out the conversion

efficiency loss ofNO, in the three-waycatalyst. Therefore, the implications of employing a LI system

in an automotive engine wouldbe thatit could run with leanerair-fuel mixtures and hence reducefuel
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consumption and possibly the overall tailpipe emissions. The area of combustion emissions has not

been fully investigated in the field of LI, and should therefore be investigated further in future

 

 

research.
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4.4 Conclusions

Misfire free LI of homogeneousgasoline and air mixtures, by an open beam path optical arrangement,

has been demonstrated in all four cylinders of an unmodified production automotive IC engine. This

is, to the author’s knowledge, the first demonstration of a multi-cylinder LI system. The PFItest

engine was successfully ignited from a cold start using two Nd:YAGlasers operated at 1064 nm,

which employed twolaser sparkspercycle.

A reduction in CCV wasobserved with LI for a range of engine speeds, loads, ignition timings and

AFRs. Improvements in COViy;p and Varppp were demonstrated for the LI relative to a conventional

SI system. This demonstrated that improvements in engine performance and stability can be achieved

with a LI system. Furthermore, there was evidence that faster combustion duration occurs with LI

compared to the SI system. One ofthe principal findings of this work wasthat by using a LI system it

was possible to ignite leaner air-fuel mixtures, while achieving lower cyclic variation than

conventional SI. This was demonstrated for a range of engine speeds and wasespecially evidentin the

engine load testing, where LI gave similar COVyy,;p and Varppp values when run at Agr = 1.1 over the

sameload range at stoichiometric.

A limitation of the multi-cylinder LI system wasits susceptibility to engine vibrations due to the open

beam optical arrangement causing misalignment after prolonged testing. Another disadvantage of the

test system is the use of flashlamp pumped lasers, which result in variation in the output beam

properties across the operating range. A merit of the employed LI system was the additional laser-
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spark on the exhaust stroke of the cycle, as this was a beneficial opportunity for the self-cleaning

mechanism to ablate combustion deposits from the optical plug window.

Analysis of the MFBsover a wide range of engine operating points has shown LI to producefaster

combustion burn rates when compared with conventionalSI. Full LI of the test engine was found on

average to produce ignition delays that were 4.2° of crank angle quicker than SI. The LI combustion

durations were also found to befaster thanSI, particularly at engine idle speeds.

These faster combustion times obtained from LI are an explanation for LI’s superior performance

over conventional SI in terms of increased enginestability. The fundamental reasons behind this are

thought to be due to the fact that laser induced sparks have much higher energy intensities,

shockwaves and temperatures than those created by spark plugs. These attributes would increase the

turbulence of the air-fuel mixture in the cylinder and hence produce faster advancing flames in the

combustion process.
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Chapter 5

Laser Ignition by Optical Fibre Beam

Delivery

5.1 Introduction

Open beam path optical arrangements have been used for the vast majority of LI research, as

previously detailed in chapter 2. Although open beam pathis suitable for LI laboratory experiments,it

is not appropriate for real world use. Consequently, if LI is to become a commercially feasible

alternative to spark plugs in the future, a practical, inexpensive, reliable and robust beam delivery

method mustfirst be developed. There are a few potential solutions to this issue. Thefirst is to have

individual compact lasers combined with an optical plug for each cylinder [143]. Anotheris to have a

single laser with the beam split and coupled into optical fibres to delivery the beamsto optical plugs

located in each cylinder [129]. The latter has the advantage of having the laser source remote from the

harsh engine environment. A third potential solution is a hybrid of the first two, which is the use of

fibre lasers for each engine cylinder. However, at present they do not have high enough output beam

energies required for ignition, although the technology is advancingat a rapid rate [145].

Optical fibre laser delivery using common multi-mode step index fibres is well established in areas

such as laser material processing (laser drilling, cutting and welding) for delivering high beam

energies to a work piece. However, to produce a laser-induced spark in air at atmospheric pressure

with a beam that has been delivered by an optical fibre is much more technically challenging. The

main reasonsfor this is that the damage threshold of conventionalsilica fibre, (© 5 GW/em’), is an

order of magnitude lowerthan laser irradiance required to produce a spark (optical breakdown)inair,

which is >100 GW/cm’[126]. Also, the beam exiting a multi-modeoptical fibre will be of a poorer

beam quality (higher ’) compared to the input beam, as many modes becomeexcited as the beam
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propagates through the fibre. This reduces the fibre output beams focus-ability to produce a small

beam spot required for optical breakdown. Therefore, the aim of the research presented in this chapter

is to compare andassessthe suitability of various optical fibres for beam delivery in a LI system, and

investigate methodsfor increasing deliverable beam energy andretaining fibre output beam quality.

To date, the only demonstration of a laser-induced spark in atmospheric pressure by optical fibre

delivery has been performed by Yalin ef al [127]. They used a cyclic olefin polymer coated 700 um

hollow core waveguide with a silver inner coating layer developed by Matsuura et a/ [128]. This was

used in subsequentresearchto laser ignite natural gases in stationary reciprocating gas engines [129]

using fibre output beam energies of 27 mJ andfocalpointlaser irradiances of 100 GW/cm’?.

Optical breakdownat atmospheric pressure by fibre beam delivery is not necessarily required for LI

of gasoline andair (or other gas) mixtures. This is because automotive engine cylinder pressures can

be up to 10 barat the time of ignition, meaning that less laser intensity is needed for combustion.

There have beenrelatively few studies on the investigation of optical fibres for the application of LI

[123,127,129-131], which are discussed in greater detail in section 2.6.11 The majority of these

studies have discarded the useof solid core optical fibres due to their damage thresholds being lower

than the LI irradiances and their poor output beam quality. However, solid core fibre delivered LI has

been demonstrated in research performed by El-Rabii and Gaborel [130]. In their work, they show

preliminary results on the ignition of n-Heptane and JP-4 mixtures initiated by a laser delivering

nanosecond pulses of 30 mJ focused to a spot of 200 yum througha solid coresilica opticalfibre.

When considering the potential use ofsilica fibres for LI, there are two conflicting issues. Thefirst

being that due to the high beam energies involved with LI, larger core diameterfibres are preferable

in order to reduce the associated laser irradiances which can damage the fibre. However, in order to

focusthe fibre output beam to a sufficiently small spot to obtain the required irradiance needed for

ignition, a smaller fibre core diameter is desirable, as these produce an output beam with less modes

and better beam quality.

There are also certain physical design constraints when designing a fibre delivered LI system for an

automotive engine. The main ones are the size of the access hole into an engine’s cylinder currently

taken up by the spark plug (which can vary depending on the engine) and the severe heat and

vibration ranges caused by the engine. These issues and concerns are addressed in the following

sections.

This chapter therefore investigates the feasibility of LI by optical fibre beam delivery, entailing

studies of: different types of fibres available, the effects of bending andvibration offibres in terms of

transmission losses and output beam quality, design and developmentof suitable optical arrangements

including launch optics and the optical plug, and a final examination ofonline optical fibre delivered

LI in onecylinder ofthe test engine.
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5.2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

The same Spectron Mini-Q Nd:YAGlaser operating at 1064 nm wasusedfor the optical fibre testing

presented in this chapter. However,its original configuration with beam pulses of 5-6 ns as used in the

experiments shown in chapters 3 and 4 had been shown in preliminary experiments onsilica optical

fibre beam delivery to be too muchforthe fibres in terms of laser irradiance. The damage thresholds

were found to be greatly lower than the generally published damaged threshold ofsilica fibre of 5

GW/cm’,which is believed to be due to the relatively short beam pulse lengths used. A review of the

literature in the field of high power fibre beam delivery, shown in Section 2.5.10, highlighted that

typical pulse lengths in the ns regime for fibre beam delivery are between 15 and 500 ns. Therefore,

the Mini-Q Nd:YAG experimental laser was reconfigured to have a longer pulse length more

favourable for fibre delivery, which is described in the following sub-subsection. The subsequent sub-

sections detail the general experimental setup and the four different sets of experiments performed on

a range ofoptical fibres.

5.2.1 Nd:YAG Laser Cavity Extension and Characterisation

The beam pulse length of the Mini-Q experimental laser was lengthened by extending the laser’s

cavity (i.e. increasing the distance between the rear and output coupling mirrors). However, alignment

of the two cavity mirrors is critical and any slight adjustment of the mirrors would result in the

oscillating cavity beam to be lost, which would be inevitable as the laser output coupling mirror

would haveto be repositioned. As the 1064 nm Nd:YAGlaser wavelength is not visible to the human

eye, re-alignment of the beam in terms of mirror positioning was quite difficult. Therefore, a

continuous wave helium-neon (He-Ne)laser, which has a wavelength of 632.8 nm andgives visible

red beam, was used to aid the re-alignment of the Nd:YAG beam. This was achieved by initially

aligning the He-Ne beam through the cavity of the Nd:YAG laser, as shown in figure 5-1, so that the

output Nd:YAG and He-Ne beamsoverlapped and followed a commonaxis. The output coupling

mirror from the Nd:YAG laser cavity was then removed and placed in an optical holder which had

three adjusting micrometer screws. This waspositioned at | m along the beam axis from its original

location. A ceramic aperture of 2 mm diameter was placed in between the cavity mirrors and was

centrally aligned with the beam axis, as can be seenin figure 5-1.

Using the He-Ne beam only (Nd:YAG laser switched off), the repositioned output coupling mirror

was finely adjusted using the micrometer screws, so that the reflected He-Ne beam off this mirror

propagated back throughthe aperture. At this point the He-Ne laser was switched off and a tube was

fitted between the repositioned output mirror and the Nd:YAG laser for safety purposes. Final

Nd:YAG beam alignment wasachieved with the aid of a laser beam analyser (LBA) charged coupled

device (CCD) camera system (Electrophysics ‘Micro-viewer’ 7290A and PC software) and an energy

meter (Gentec ED200 head and Solo PE monitor), to obtain a uniform beam intensity profile and the

maximum output beam energy.
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Figure 5-1: Setup for extending the Nd:YAG pulse length with He-Ne laser beam centrally aligned through the

cavity axis of the Nd:YAGlaser.

An oscilloscope (Agilent 5464) was used to check that the beam pulse length had been extended to 15

ns and to observe the beam pulse shape in time. This was achieved by sufficiently attenuating the

output Nd:YAG beam with neutral density filters and placing a photodiode (Alphalas UPD-300IR1 -

300 ps rise time) in the beam path.

For the characterisation of the new laser configuration, the output beam size, divergence, energy and

quality were measured for the operating range of the laser (40 to 80 % laser drive level and 10 to 50

Hz beam repetition rate) for three different cavity configurations: 1.4 mm and 2 mm diametercavity

apertures and with noaperture.

The energy meter was used to record the mean average from a 200 pulse sample, and the LBA was

used to record the cross-sectional beam sizes, which were measuredto the 1/e” limit (86.5 % of beam)

to an accuracy of + S um. The beam sizes were usedto calculate the beam quality factor, M’, using

equation 2.16, shownin section 2.3.4.

5.2.2 General Optical Arrangement

The experimental optical setup used for the majority ofthe offline and online LI opticalfibre testingis

illustrated in figure 5-2. Three different internal cavity apertures were used for the fibre experiments,

as detailed in the previous section. However, for the majority of the fibre testing, the laser was

operated with no aperture resulting in a multi-mode output beam profile and energies of up to 180 mJ

per beam pulse. An exception to this laser configuration was for the examination of the large mode

area (LMA)photoniccrystal fibre, where a 1.4 mm diameter aperture was usedin the laser cavity to

produce a near Gaussian TEMoo mode intensity beam profile. This was necessary as the fibre

required a single mode input beam in order to focus the beam downto the small core size of 35 pm

with a shallow fibre launch angle to match the NA.Forthis laser configuration, the M@” and output

beam divergence werecalculated to be 1.5 and 4 mrad, where the maximum pulse energy was 20 mJ.
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Figure 5-2: General experimental setup for the online and offline LI testing of the single optical fibres.

Asdiscussed in previous chapters, the laser output beam properties tend to change with varying pulse

energies and repetition rates, due to thermal lensing effect occurring in the laser crystal. When a beam

is focused by a lens (or numberof lenses), then the diameter of minimum beam waist produced is a

function of the beam diameter incident on the focusing lens, as shown in equation 2.16, section 2.3.4.

Therefore, if the output laser beam were to increase in size with increased energy or repetition rate,

then the focused minimum beam spot would become smaller. This would cause the laser irradiance

(W/cm?) at this point to increase and therefore could cause the damage threshold of the fibre to be

exceeded.

To reducethe effects of this issue, a variable polariser, 4 wave-plate and beam dump werepositioned

at the laser output in the setup, as illustrated in figure 5-2. The laser was driven at 90 % powerforall

experiments. The beam pulse energy was adjusted by rotating the beam’s plane of polarisation, where

the “% wave-plate would reflect a portion of the beam into a beam dump(or onto an energy meter) and

transmit the remaining beam through.
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To ensure that the same beam angles were launchedinto the fibres, a variable telescope was used in

the experimental setup before the optical fibre and launching lens, as shownin figure 5-2. Various

singlet lenses with different focal lengths (-50 to 400 mm) were used in the telescope and for the

launching the beam into the fibre, to achieve a wide range of fibre input beam angles.

Three main types of optical fibre were investigated for the application of LI: multi-mode step index

silica fibres, sapphire fibres and photonic crystal fibres (PCF), for which the choice waslargely due to

availability. All these fibres were | m in length and had variouscore sizes ranging from 35m to 600

um, with numerical apertures (NA) between 0.046 and 0.64. The details of the specific fibres tested

are shownin table 5-1, and the ends ofthe different fibre types can be seen in figure 5-3. Thesilica

and sapphire optical fibre ends were prepared by hand using the lap and polish method (described in

section 2.5.7) and the PCF ends were prepared by the manufacturer.

Table 5-1: Details of the various optical fibres tested for the application in a LI system.

 

 

Core Cladding Buffer

Optical Fibre Type Diameter Diameter Diameter NA Manufacturer

(um) (um) (um)

200 240 320 0.12 CeramOptec

200 230 400 0.22 3M

200 225 400 0.48 3M

300 330 430 0.22 GSI Group

365 400 730 0.22 3M

Pure Silica - Step Index ame ae ay os aM

400 440 540 0.12 CeramOptec

400 440 540 0.22 CeramOptec

400 425 730 0.48 3M

600 660 760 0.12 CeramOptec

600 660 760 0.22 CeramOptec

; 250 - - 0.12 Laser
Sapphire

325 - - 0.12 Components

. LMA 35 283 - 0.046
Photonic Crystal Crystal Fibre

sa 112 229 - 0.64
(Silica) MM.UH.NA A/S

200 335 - 0.64

 

A cross sectional beam diameter of approximately 90 % of fibre core diameter was launchedintoall

the optical fibres. For example, a fibre with a core diameter of 600 um would have a 540 um beam

diameter, measured to the 1/e* limit, launched into the fibre. The focused minimum beam waist

created bythe fibre launch optics was located before the input fibre face, so that the beam started to

diverge as it entered the fibre. This is commonpractice with high power fibre beam delivery in order
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to prevent the outskirts of the beam being coupled in between the fibre’s core and cladding which can

degrade the output beam profile and cause damageto the fibre [44,146].

(a) (b) (c) (d)
 

 

   
Figure 5-3: Microscope images of optical fibre ends: (a) Silica step index fibre - 400 pm core diameter,

(b) Sapphire fibre - 250 um core diameter, (c) Large mode area (LMA)photonic crystal fibre - 35 um core

diameter, and (d) Multimode ultra high numerical aperture (MM.UHNA) photonic crystal fibre - 112 um core

diameter.

The fibre output optical assembly consisted of a dual lens imaging system, which is illustrated in

figure 5-4. Various singlet lenses made of BK7 were used, which had focal lengths ranging from 9

mm to 45 mm. Whenthe optics are arranged in this way, the minimum focused beam spot diameteris

a function of the fibre core diameter and the ratio of the focal lengths of the two lenses, and can be

calculated using equation 2.25, detailed in section 2.5.9.

Collimating Focusing

lens (L/) lens (L2)

Focal
Optical fibre point

 

  Zameen
 

> <>
Focallength ofcollimating lens Focal length of focusing lens (FJz2)

(Fl)

Figure 5-4: Fibre output optical assembly usedin the optical plug for the fibre delivered laser ignition systems.

5.2.3 Investigation of Fibre Damage Thresholds

The fibre damage threshold tests were conducted offline on the optical bench. Firstly, the energy

meter waspositioned directly before and after the fibres to measure their transmission, typically using

a beam energy of around 5 mJ and taking a mean average taken from a 200 beam pulse sample.
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For the duration of the fibre damage thresholdtesting, a straight length of fibre was used where the

energy meter was positioned at approximately 50 mm from the fibre output, and the beam pulse

repetition rate was kept constant at 10 Hz. Thetests were started with a low input beam energy, which

was gradually increased using the variable polarizer and '4 wave-plate, until catastrophic failure of the

fibre occurred. This process was repeated twice more for each fibre and an average damage energy

threshold wasrecorded.

5.2.4 Investigation of Fibre Output Beam Mode and Divergence

For the application of LI, lower output beam divergences from fibres are advantageous. This is due to

the limited size of the spark hole into the engine cylinder, and the fact that smaller minimum beam

spot sizes can be achieved with larger distances between the fibre output and the first lens in the

optical plug, as shown by equation 2.25. Therefore, the angles at which the laser beam was focused

into the fibres were reduced from the fibre’s NA, which were compared with the fibre output beam

angles. A low energy beam wasused, which was well below the damage threshold of the fibre. The

LBA wasused to measure the cross-sectional beam diameters and also to capture the fibre output

beam modeintensity profiles from all the fibres.

5.2.5 Effects of Bending and Engine Vibration on Fibre Output Properties

A shallowfibre input beam angle of 4 mrad and of 5 mJ energy wasused for both the fibre bending

and engine vibrationtests.Initially for the bending testing, a straight length of fibre was examined and

used as a benchmark. A single ‘loop’ of 360° was then introduced in the fibre where its diameter was

varied from a maximum of 280 mm, down to the minimum bend diameter, which wasdifferent for

each fibre. The fibre bending experiments were taken further to include the effects of vibration from

the running engine to give morerealistic results in terms of output beam divergence. Therefore, the

fibre was given a bend and a twist from the horizontal optical bench to the vertical plane, where the

fibre output end was mounted to a section of the test engine, replicating the setup for online fibre

delivery LI testing. The LBA camera was mountedvertically at the fibre output to capture the beam

profiles, with and without the engine vibration, at various distances from the output face. The fibre

output beam divergences,intensity profiles and transmissions were recorded for both the bending and

engine vibration testing.

5.2.6 Fibre Delivered Laser Ignition Engine Testing

A different optical plug from the one used in the experiments in chapters 3 and 4 was specifically

designed and manufactured for the online fibre delivered LI engine testing. This optical plug was

similar to the previous in that the outer shell of a conventional spark plug wasused, although it had a

longer inner body and a female SMAfibre connectorat the top to secure a fibre. Various photographs

of this optical plug are shown in figure 5-5, alongside a conventional spark plug. The optical plug

alloweddifferent configurations of two lensesto collimate and refocus the beam from a fibre into one
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of the test engine cylinders. Various focal length lenses were used (which were dependent on the

fibre) which were made from uncoated BK7 and had diameters of 6 mm. An uncoated sapphire

window of 5 mm diameter and | mm thickness was used at the base of the plug to seal off the

cylinder.

 

  

 

 

Figure 5-5: Photographs of the optical plug: disassembled, with optical fibre attached and compared with a

conventionalelectrical spark plug.

The same Ford Mondeo engine (4 cylinder PFI 1.6 litre) used in the experiments from previous

chapters was used again for the LI optical fibre testing. The single fibre optical plug was used in one

cylinder of the test engine, were the remaining three cylinders used conventional spark plugs to ignite

the fuel. The laser was controlled through a dSpace DS1005 card in a bus linked expansion box using

an open loop Simulink laser timing model designed and run through MATLAB,which ensured that

the laser fired at the sametime as the spark plugs. Cylinder pressure data was collected from all four

cylinders, using Kistler pressure sensors in situ every 1° of crank angle.

5.2.7. Combining Beam Outputs from Three Optical Fibres

The experimental setup for the combined three fibres investigation is shown in figure 5-6. It can be

seen that two mirrors were positioned at the extended cavity laser output to reflect the beam along the

left side of the optical bench. These mirrors were in adjustable mountsto correctly align the beam for

the following optics.
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Figure 5-6: Experimental optical arrangement forsplitting a single laser beam into three equal beams and

launching themintothree optical fibres, with the output beams combined and focused using twolenses.

The propagating beam wassplit into three using two beam splitters. The first reflected a third of the

beam while transmitting two thirds and the second reflected and transmitted half of the beam each.

The three beams produced were then transmitted through three separate telescope optical

arrangements(labelled A, B and in figure 5-6), each containing two lenses of -25 and +50 mm focal

length at 31 mm apart. The sizes of the focused beams produced by these were recorded using the

LBA camera system, which then allowed the fibre input faces to be correctly positioned. The fibre

ends were secured on a three axes (X-Y-Z) stage which gavefine precision alignment to couple the

beamsinto the optical fibres.

Thethree fibres were combinedat their output ends in a rubberferrule, with the ends faces flush with

each other, as shown in figure 5-7. The output beam divergence from the combined fibres was

recorded, along with the individual beams from each of the separate fibres using the LBA camera

system.

Thefibre output optical arrangementcontainedtwolenses, set apart at an arbitrary distance of 30 mm.

The first had a focal length of 48 mm focal length and a diameter of 12 mm, and the second had a
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focal length of 9 mm and a diameter of 9 mm. These lenses were centrally positioned at the combined

fibres output at 48 mm to collimated and refocus the three beams, which were also measured by the

LBA camera.

Figure 5-7: Photograph of the three combined

 

optical fibre output ends in a rubberferrule.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Characterisation of Laser with Extended Cavity

The beam pulse width for the extended cavity laser was found to be, on averge across the lasers

operating range, 15 ns measured to the FWHM.This can be seen in figure 5-8, which shows the

normalised beam intensity pulse shape in time.
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Figure 5-8: Beam pulse shape for Mini-Q Nd:YAG laser with extended cavity showing a 15 ns pulse length

measured to the full width half maximum.
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Although the beam sizes were found to change with varying laser parameters, the beam intensity

profiles were similar in modestructure across these ranges. Typical three-dimensional beam intensity

profiles are illustrated in figure 5-9, for the three aperture configurations.

The average beam energies per pulse and beam radii at 1 m from the laser, for varying beam repetition

rates and laser power drive levels, can been seen in figure 5-10 to 5-15 respectively for the three

different cavity aperture configurations of 1.4 mm, 2 mm diameterand noaperture.

It can be seen from figures 5-10, 5-12 and 5-14 that despite some fluctuations, the average beam

energies per pulse are fairly consistent across the beam repetition range for the three laser cavity

aperture configurations.

The average beam sizes however, were found to vary significantly with increasing laser drive level

and beam repetition rate for all three laser cavity aperture configurations. This can be seen in figures

5-11, 5-13 and 5-15. Using the smallest aperture of 1.4 mm diameter, the beam radii were found to

reduce in size with both increasing laser drive level and beam repetition rate, as shownin figure 5-11.

This reduction in beam size was exacerbatedat the higher laser drive and repetition rates. In contrast,

the beam sizes for the 2 mm diameter cavity aperture were discovered to be reasonably constant with

the exception at 50 Hz beam repetition rate, where beam radii reducedslightly.

With no laser cavity aperture, the beam radii at repetition rates between 10 to 20 Hz are comparable

for the laser drive level range. However, after 20 Hz, the beam sizes are shownto rapidly increase in

size for greater drive levels, as illustrated in figure 5-15. All these reported changes in beam size are

dueto the nature of the resonating beam within the laser cavity, which is due to the aperture size and

the pumpenergy onthelaser crystal. This has been discussed further in chapter3.
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Figure 5-9: Cross-sectional laser beam intensity profile measured at 0.5 m from laser output, at a pulse

repetition rate of 10 Hz and laser drive level of 90 % for the laser aperture diameters of (a) 1.4 mm, (b) 2 mm

and (c) no aperture.
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Figure 5-10: Beam energies per pulse for varying laser drive levels at different beam repetition rates for the

extended pulse length laser with a 1.4 mm diametercavity aperture.
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Figure 5-11: Average beam radii at 1 m from the laser output for varying laser drive levels at different beam
repetition rates for the extended pulse length laser with a 1.4 mm diameter cavity aperture.
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Figure 5-12: Beam energies per pulse for varying laser drive levels at different beam repetition rates for the

extended pulse length laser with a 2 mm diametercavity aperture.
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Figure 5-13: Average beam radii at | m from the laser output for varying laser drive levels at different beam

repetition rates for the extended pulse length laser with a 2 mm diameter cavity aperture.
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Figure 5-14: Beam energies per pulse for varying laser drive levels at different beam repetition rates for the

extended pulse length laser with no cavity aperture.
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Figure 5-15: Average beam radii at 1 m from the laser output for varying laser drive levels at different beam

repetition rates for the extended pulse length laser with no cavity aperture.
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5.3.2 Investigation of Fibre Damage Thresholds

Initially for the fibre damage threshold experiments, the silica step index fibres ends were

permanently fixed into SMA fibre connectors (screw coupling) using adhesive, which is common

practice for industrial laser setups. The damage thresholds for these silica fibres, in terms of laser

irradiance required to cause catastrophic failure, were found to be ~ 3 GW/em’. The failure point

always occurred at the input fibre face, where surface cracks and expulsion of silica transpired.

Compared to the laser irradiances required for LI, this damage threshold was considered too low.

Therefore, in an attempt to increase the damage thresholds, the fibre ends were left free standing in a

SMA connector with a 100 mm long metal ferrule attached. The fibres were lightly clamped at the

opposite end to the SMA connectoron the ferrule, which is shownin figure 5-16.

The free standing fibre ends madea difference to the amount of beam energy that could be delivered

by the silica fibres and to the position where fibres failed. On average, the silica fibre damage

thresholds increased by at least a factor of 3, to approximately 9 GW/cm’. Similar observations have

been shownby Allison ef a/ [138], who used a similar method to clamp fibre ends. They found that

the free standing ends increases the damage threshold by reducing the stresses at the fibre face.

an Figure 5-16: Free standing fibre end ferrule

Metal ferrule Free standing fibre end | holder with SMA connector used for the

i ’ online fibre delivered LI testing.

 

For the free standing fibre ends, catastrophic fibre failure was found to occurnotat the input face, as

was observed with the fixed connectors, but at various distances along the fibre from the input face.

This is due to the fact that when the beam is launchedinto thefibre, the fibre end is suddenly exposed

to an extremely high heat input, which causes slight expansion of the fibre. This induces higher

stresses on the fibres with the constricted adhesive fixed connectors, causing catastrophic failure at the

input face. However, with the free standing fibre ends, the fibre is not constrained and therefore the

failure point was further along the fibre. As the free standing fibre ends were found to increase the

damagethresholds ofthesilica fibres, this method was used for the remainder of the experiments.

The distances from the fibre input to the point of failure were found to be dependant on the input

beam angle launchedinto the fibre, where the shallower the input beam angle, the larger the distance
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from the fibre input face to the point of failure. This effect is due to heat build upat the first internal

reflection within thefibre.

The damagethresholds for both PCF types (LMA and MM.UH.NA)were found to be slightly lower

than the solid core step indexsilica fibres at = 7 GW/cm?. However, the failure mode wasin a similar

mannertothe silica step index, where the fibre failed at a distance from the end ofthe fibre input face.

The lower damage threshold of the PCFs was thoughtto be due to the air holes running through them

producing a different damage mechanism to that of bulk silica, where the laser radiation induces

heating and creates non-uniform strains which break the thin walls of the micro-structure. Similar

observations have been reported in work on damage thresholds of PCFs performed by Michaille et al

[76].

The sapphire fibres were found to have the lowest damagethresholds of = 4 GW/cm’, ofthe three

main types of optical fibre tested. This was thought to be due to the wavelength of the laser used

(1064 nm), as the sapphire fibre is more suited for the Er:YAG laser wavelength of 2940 nm, where

the attenuation is 0.2 dB/m compared to 0.4 dB/m at 1064 nm.

Aninteresting observation of the sapphire fibre damage threshold testing with free standing fibre ends

was that damage wasonly ever noticed at the input face, where continuous plasmas formed at the

maximum damage threshold beam energies. Subsequent inspection of the fibre input face under a

microscope showeda ‘bubbled’ texture on the surface where the incoming beam hadirradiated, which

can be seen in figure 5-17. This indicates that the beam had begunto melt the sapphire surface, which

has as melting temperature of 2053 °C, which caused plasmas to occur for subsequent beam pulses.

(a) (d)
 

   

 

 

Figure 5-17: Microscope images ofthe sapphire fibre input face after damage threshold testing (a) 250 uum core

diameter, (b) 250 um core diameter, (c) 325 wm core diameter and (d) 325 ym core diameter.

Given the current fibre technology,it is not really feasible to obtain higher fibre damaged thresholds

(for a set pulse length) than those presented in this work and by other researchers. However, a few

techniques and methodsto increase the damage thresholds of fibres have been investigated by other

researchers. These include CO, laser annealing of the fibre ends [37,147], air evacuation (partial

vacuum)at the fibre launch andfilling hollow core fibres with inert gases. Although these methods
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have been shownto beeffective, the latter two are not really suitable for a fibre delivered LI system

as this would increase the complexity and cost. The CO)laser annealing offibre ends may have merit

as this was found to increase the damage threshold by an order of magnitude. This would be

beneficial for fibres used in a LI system, as they would have to last for long periods without damage.

As mentioned previously in section 5.2.1, the laser beam pulse length was increased from 5 ns to

15 ns for these optical fibre experiments in order to increase the fibre damage threshold. However, in

doing this larger amounts of energy will be required to generate a spark or plasma (for a given

pressure and temperature), as longer pulse lengths reduce the laser intensity at a focused minimum

beam spot. It is generally accepted that to produce a laser induced plasma, the beam pulse length

needs to be within or less than the ns regime [104]. The longest beam pulse length successfully used

in LI studies was 300 ns, which wasperformed by Dale et a/ [82] with a CO,laser. It may therefore

be perceivable to produce a fibre delivered LI system in the future using pulse lengths up to 300 ns.

This would increase the damage threshold of the fibres used according to the r°° dependenceof the

damagethreshold scaling rule [133], although greater beam energies will be required to be transmitted

by the fibre in order to achieve sufficient laser irradiance to produce laser induced breakdown.

5.3.3 Investigation of Fibre Output Beam Mode and Divergence

Asexpected, the 35 um core diameter LMA PCFhad the greatest output beam modequality ofall the

tested fibres. A fibre output beam intensity profile measured at 35 mm from the fibre exit can be seen

in figure 5-18, which shows the beam to be near single-mode. However, the maximum beam energy

that this fibre could transmit was 0.4 mJ, which is 10 times less than the minimum LI energy required

for combustion of gasoline and air mixtures of similar beam quality, which is ~ 4 mJ found from the

results presented in chapter3.

Figure 5-18: Beam intensity profile at 35 mm from the

output of the 35 um core LMA PCF, measured to have

 

a 1.7 mm diameter.

Asthis fibre was single-mode, the input beam angle had to match the NA ofthe fibre in order to

achieve a decent coupling efficiency. The NA ofthis fibre was 0.046 which equated to a beam input
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half angle of 46 mrad, using equation 2.22 (details given in section 2.5.4), and consequently, the

output beam half angle was the same.

The fibre output beam angles from the larger multi-mode fibres were found to be dependant on the

input beam angle, bendsin the fibre and the fibres NA. The formeris illustrated in figure 5-19, which

showsthe output beam divergence from a 365 umcoresilica fibre of 0.22 NA for various beam input

angles. This showsthat smaller output beam divergence angles can be achieved with shallower fibre

beam input angles, and hence greater fibre exit beam quality (lower M’) can be obtained. Thisis

beneficial for the application offibres in LI as smaller focal spot sizes can be achieved withinthe size

constraints of the engine cylinder access hole.
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Figure 5-19: Output beam divergence from a | m straight length of 365 um core diameter step indexsilica fibre

of 0.22 NA with varying fibre input beam half angles.

In theory, the beam angle focusedinto a straight length of fibre with end faces perpendicularto its

axis should be equal to the output beam angle. However, in reality, the fibre has manufacturing

defects and micro-bends which causes the exit beam angle to be larger. A relationship was found

between the input and output angles for straight lengths ofsilica fibre, where the output beam angles

were approximately 2.5 times that of the input angles.

The transmission losses ofthe step indexsilica and sapphire fibres were found from experimentation

measuring the input and output beam energies to be = 8 % and ~ 20 % respectively. This was
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expected as the Fresnel reflectively of the beam at both the entrance and exit faces of the fibres was

calculated using equation 3.3 to be 3.5 % and 7.9 % for the step index silica and sapphire fibre

respectively at the 1064 nm wavelength.

5.3.4 Effects of bending and engine vibration on fibre output properties

The output beam divergence of a 400 um coresilica fibre of 0.22 NA and | m length with different

bend diameters introduced into the fibre is shown in figure 5-20. It is evident that reducing the bend

diameterin the fibre, increases the output beam divergence until it reaches the NA ofthe fibre, which

therefore reduces the fibre output beam quality. Similar observations were seen in work by Kuhnetal

[38]. This was found to be true for all the step index fibres, although the smaller the fibre core, the

less the sensitivity to bends. In addition, the higher NA fibres (silica 0.48 NA and PCF 0.64 NA) were

shown to be more sensitive to very tight bends of < 80 mm diameter in terms of output beam

divergence, where it would rapidly increase towards the NA ofthe fibre.
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Figure 5-20: Output beam divergence from a 1 m length of 400 um core diameter step indexsilica fibre of 0.22

NAwith various bend diameters in thefibre.

It can also be seen from figure 5-20 that the beam divergence from a straight length of fibre is very

similar to that from a fibre with a 280 mm bend diameter. This implies that a fibre delivered LI

system can afford to have fibre bendsas longastheseare fairly large.

Ofthe three types of multi-mode optical fibre tested, the sapphire was shownto bethe least affected

by bendsin the fibre (with exception of the single mode 35 um core PCF). This is evident from figure
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5-21 which showsthe bending results for the sapphire fibre of 325 um core diameter and 0.12 NA.

However, the minimum bend diameter ofthe sapphire fibre specified by the manufacturer of 160 mm

was muchlarger than that ofthe other fibres, which were between 20 and 80 mm forthesilica fibres.
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Figure 5-21: Output beam divergence from a | m length of 325 um core diameter sapphire fibre of 0.12 NA

with various bend diametersin thefibre.

Fibre bending wasalso foundto affect the output beamintensity profile, as more modes were induced

as the beam propagated through the fibre. This effect was more apparent for the higher NA fibres,

which tended to produce an annular intensity profile as shownin figure 5-22. Moreover, all fibres

were shownto be very sensitive at both input and output ends near the clamping point on the fibre

connectors to small bends or ‘kinks’, which again typically resulted in an annular beam intensity

profile.

Bending losses were evident from the fibre testing, although for the relatively larger fibre bend
diameters (240 and 160 mm)these losses were quite low at around 1-2 %, which has been shownin

other research in the field [43]. However, beam transmission losses of up to 20 % were foundfor the

smallest permissible fibre bend diameters. These losses are due to the light rays inside the fibre

exceeding the critical angle required for total internal reflection and escaping into the fibre cladding.

Overtime this was shownto leadto catastrophicfailure at the point ofthe tight fibre bend.
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Figure 5-22: Fibre output annular beam intensity profile produced by small diameter bendsin the fibre length.

One of the most interesting results of this study was from the effects of engine vibration on the output

beam quality from the fibres. Engine vibration was foundto increase the fibre output beam divergence

angle as the engine wasexciting the fibre, which constantly produced fibre bends. More interestingly,

the extent of the divergence angle was shown to be dependent on the engine speed. The fibre output

divergence angle varied disproportionally with increasing engine speed, where the greatest output

beam angle wasfoundat a particular engine speed which wasdifferent for each fibre tested. Here, the

fibre output beam intensity profile changed from a typical multi-mode profile to a spiral pattern as

illustrated in figure 5-23, which shows the output beam profiles from a 400 um core 0.22 NA step

index silica fibre at various output distances with and without engine vibration.

Axial distance from fibre output

 

5mm 10mm 25 mm 35 mm

 

Engine off

Engine on

(1500 rpm)

 

   
Figure 5-23: Cross-sectional beam intensity profiles at various distances from a 400 um core 0.22 NA step

indexsilica optical fibre output, with and without engine vibration. The average beam diameters measured to the

1/e” limit from left to right are 0.54, 0.78, 1.77 and 2.94 mm with the engine off, and 0.89, 1.56, 3.72 and

5.02 mm with the engine on.
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This spiral mode pattern shown in figure 5-23 indicates that a possible resonant frequency of the

400 um core fibre was found at an engine speed of 1500 rpm. These resonant effects are undesirable

for a fibre delivered LI system, as the fibre output beam quality is compromised. This lead to the

development of a rubber damping system, which was employed at both ends of the fibres on the

clamping connector to retain the increased beam quality from using a shallow beam input angle and

minimum twists and bendsin the fibre. Although the fibre dampers were found to reduce the engine

vibration effects on the fibre output beam, some beam quality wasstill lost in terms of increased

output divergence.

5.3.5 Fibre delivered LI engine testing

Ofall the optical fibres tested offline, only four were really suitable for the online fibre delivered LI

engine tests. These werethe silica step index 400 and 600 um core diameters of both 0.12 and 0.22

NA.Thefocal lengths of the optical plug lenses for the 400 um core fibres were 24 and 9 mm, which

produced a minimum beam spot diameter of 150 um. The focal lengths of the lenses used in the

optical plug for the 600 um core fibres were 30 and 9 mm, which produced a minimum beam spot

diameter of 180 um. The transmission of the overall optical system (fibre and optical plug) was

measured to be = 70 % which was mainly dueto the uncoated optics and sapphire window.Thefocal

point for both the optical plug configurations was at 4 mm from the end of the plug. This was found

from previous research to be the optimum LIposition for the test engine [77], whichis also the same

position ofthe electrical discharge of the engine spark plugs.

The optical plug was placed into cylinder 4 of the test engine, where the remaining three cylinders

used conventional spark plugs. The spark timing for both fibre tests was at a crank angle of 20° before

top deadcentre. Onstarting up the engine, the laser input energy was set to nominal values of 10 and

20 mJ for the 400 and 600 um corefibres respectively, which was then ramped up to 50 and 65 mJ

over the first 300 engine cycles. This was done to ensure that the fibre did not fail due to thermal

shock from the high beam energies. Thelaser irradiances at the minimum beam spots were calculated

to be 1.32 x 10'° and 1.19 x 10'° W/cm? for the 400 and 600 um fibres respectively, taking into

consideration the optical transmissionlosses.

Combustion data was collected in 300 engine cycle samples. Three fibre delivered LI engine tests

were performed on separate days for both the 400 and 600 um core fibres. The data for these three

tests were averaged and the results can be seen in figure 5-24. This shows the percentage of

combustion events for the 400 and 600 um corefibre delivered LI tests in cylinder 4 only.It is evident

that laser-induced combustion was achieved using fibre beam delivery, despite a relatively large

percentage of misfires. It can be seen from figure 5-24 that the 600 umcorefibre LItests produced a

higher percentage of combustion events at around 35 % average, compared with the 400 um core

fibre LI tests which produced about 8 % average combustion. Lookingat the results in figure 5-24,it

may be logical to think that a fibre core size larger than 600 wm may give a higher percentage of

combustion. However, the 600 um fibre output beam divergence when subjected to engine vibration
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reached the diameter limitation inside the optical plug. Therefore, a beam from any larger core fibre

would impingeon the inner walls of the optical plug, causing large transmissionlosses.
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Figure 5-24: Percentage of combustion events for the 400 and 600 um corefibre delivered laser ignition tests in

one cylinder of the test engine, where the three remaining cylinders were ignited by conventional spark plugs.

Beam pulse energies launched into fibres were 50 and 65 mJ for the 400 and 600 sum core fibres respectively.

The self-cleaning mechanism in which the laser beam ablates combustion deposits from the optical

plug window was shownto be present for the fibre delivered LI engine tests. Observation of the

optical plug window after engine testing showed a distinctive laser irradiated spot in the deposited

combustion residuals, which is shownin figure 2-25.

Figure 5-25: Optical plug end after fibre delivered LI

engine tests showing ‘self cleaned’ area in the

combustion deposits on the sapphire window.
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Damagethresholds for the fibres were found to be lower by about 20 % for the online engine LI fibre

delivered tests, where the pointof failure was typically at the connector clamping at the optical plug

end ofthe fibre. This change in fibre failure point was most likely due to vibration fatigue stress and

heat build up caused by the running engine. Imagesofthe online damaged fibres are shownin figure

5-26, where it can seenthat the silica fibre core and cladding has beentotally disintegrated, leaving

only the remnantsofthe yellow outer Teflon buffer.

If fibre delivered LI is to compete with spark plugs in the future, then the lifetime of the optical fibres

should last at least 10,000 miles (~500 hours) of operation. Therefore, the fibres must be able to

withstand the engine heat and vibration for prolonged hours of use. Moreover, the longevity of the

optics within the optical plug (lenses and windows) should also be assured. Therefore, future studies

in the field of LI should investigate the long term effects of these optical elements in a harsh IC

engine environment,as there is insufficient researchin this area.

 
Figure 5-26: Various microscope images of the 400 and 600 ym core fibres that damaged during the online

fibre delivered LI experiments.

5.3.6 Combining Beam Outputs from Three Optical Fibres

To further the LI fibre delivery research, the laser beam wassplit into three separate equal beams, and
individually coupled into three 600 pm core fibres, which were found from the previous online

experimentto be the most suitable fibre for LI. Photographsofthis optical arrangement are shownin

figure 5-27. The reasons for combining the output beam from three relatively smaller core diameter

fibres rather than a single larger fibre are that the three fibres together have a greater flexibility in

terms of bending and that self-focusing damageis easier to avoid.
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Figure 5-27: Photographs of the optical arrangement for combining the three 600 um diametersilica fibres.

The measured beam sizes produced by the three telescopes are given in figure 5-28, where telescope

A is the closest to the laser and C the furthest. It is evident from this graph that the average beam radii

for all three beamsare similar, especially at the focal regions, which wasintentional. The approximate

fibre input beam half angle for all three fibres was calculated to be 7.5 mrad. Using the results in

figure 5-28, the fibre input ends were correctly positioned for optimal beam coupling. An axial

distance of 488 mm from the last telescope lenses to the fibre ends was chosen as this produced

approximate beam diameters of 480 um (80 % of 600 um), which wasafter the focal point.
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Figure 5-28: Beam sizes produced bythe three telescope optical arrangements (A, B and C), each containing

two lenses of -25 and +50 mm focal length at 31 mm apart.
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The output beam sizes for all of the fibres were individually measured (by blocking off two of the

other beams), along with the output of the three combined fibres, which are illustrated in figure 5-29.

As expected, the beam divergences for the three individual fibres are comparable, where the far-field

output beam half angle is approximately 65 mrad. Interestingly, the output angle from the combined

fibres can be seen from figure 5-29 to be the same as the individual fibres. The only differences

between them are the beam radii, which are larger for the combined fibres by an approximate value of

450 um for all the axial output distances. This equates to the difference in cross-sectional radius for a

single (outer diameter 0.66 mm) and the three combined fibres (outer diameter 1.56 mm).

Thecross-sectional beam intensity profiles at various distances from the output of the combined fibres

are presented in figure 5-30. It can be seen from these images that the three distinct output beams,

shownin figure 5-30 (a) and (b), begin to merge with each otheras their diverging beamsoverlap at

10 mm from the combinedfibre output, figure 5-30 (c). As the beams propagate further, figure 5-30

(d), a central intensity builds upas a result of the overlap of the three beams. Beyondan axial distance

of 20 mm,the cross-sectional profile appears asif it were of a single fibre beam output, as shown in

figure 5-30 (d) and(f). No interference fringes were observed at the point of beam overlap or beyond

due to the multi-modenatural of the beams, whichis evident from the profiles shown.
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Figure 5-29: Output beam divergences for the three combinedand individual (A, B and C) opticalfibres.
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Figure 5-30: Cross-sectional beam intensity profiles from the three combined optical fibres at various axial

distances from the output: (a) 1 mm, (b) 4 mm, (c) 10 mm, (d) 15 mm, (e) 20 mm and (f) 35 mm.

The combined fibres output was collimated and refocused by two lenses of 48 and 9 mm focal length

respectively. The resulting beam sizes were measured before and after the minimum beam waist,

which are shownin figure 5-31. The minimum beam radius for the combined three beams was found

to be 147 um, which was measured to the outer edges of the three separate beam spots. The beam

waist intensity profile can be seen in figure 5-32, which is the inverse image of the combined three

fibres output as predicted by lens theory. The radii of the individual beam waists shownin figure 5-32

were measured to be 62 pm for the each of the spots. These are slightly larger than the minimum

beam radius of 56 um produced from a single 600 um core fibre using the same focusing optics. This

is due to each of the three combined fibres being off the central axis of the lenses, due to the

concentric tessellation of three circles, and hence causing slight imaging aberrations. The distance

betweenthe central points of each of the minimum spots was found to be approximately 168 um.
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Figure 5-31: Average beam radii at various distances from the three combined fibres minimum beam waist.

Figure 5-32: Cross-sectional beam intensity

profile of the minimum beam waist of the three

 

combinedfibres.

After establishing the minimum beam sizes, the LBA camera and associated NDfilters were replaced

with the energy meterpositioned at approximately 5 mm after the beam waist. The laser wasset to a

beam repetition rate of 10 Hz, as this was found from the laser characterisation (section 5.3.1) to

produce consistent beam sizes over the power drive level range for the no cavity aperture laser

configuration. The power drive level was then slowly increased up until a beam energy of 120 mJ was

measured after the focal position. The beam energies were then measured at the each ofthe fibre

inputs and were found to be = 57 mJ, which correspondedto overall optical transmissionloss of 30 %.
This was the same transmission asthesingle silica fibre and optical plug established in the previous
section. These input beam energies were maintained at the beam repetition of 10 Hz for up to an hour
of operation without any damage occurringtothefibres.
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With 120 mJ at the combined beams focus, occasional laser-induced plasmas were observed, which

wasthought to be due dust particles in the air passing through the waist. However, placing the beam

alignment paddle, which was made from potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP), in and out of the waist,

produced a greater number of sparks, indicating a fairly high intensity. At these lasers settings, the

laser irradiance at the minimum waist for the three spots (both individual and combined) was

calculated to be 2.2 x 10'° W/cm’. Thisis higher than thelaser irradiancesused in the single fibre LI

testing, as smaller beam spots were produced for this experiment due to the longer focal length

collimating lens used of 48 mm. Thelaser irradiance however, wasstill lower than the laser-induced

air breakdown threshold of 10 x 10'° W/cm’, at approximately four times less. Although, the

advantage ofthis particular setup with respect to LI, is that the three minimum beam spots of equal

irradiance, are situated very close together at ~ 170 um from centre to centre. Therefore in a

homogenousair-fuel mixture, where gasoline droplets diameters are in the range of 10 to 100 um

[148], the probability of igniting is higher as the beam spots encompassatrelatively large area.

Unfortunately, due to financial and time constraints the combinedthree fibre LI system was not tested

online in the engine, as it required a specialist optical plug to be manufactured that could

accommodate the larger diameter lenses and securely hold and damp the combinedfibres. It is

therefore recommendedthat this system betested in an engine in future research, as it has been shown

from previousresearch [79,121,123] that multi-point LI has can be advantageousoversingle pointLI.

This concept of splitting a single laser beam and coupling the resulting beams in into a number of

optical fibres and combining the outputs and focusing the multiple beams through a pair oflenses,

could be applied to a variety of fibre types. For example, combining the outputs of eight of the single

mode PCFstudied in the previous sections could potentially create around 4 mJ of high quality beam

energy at the focal point, which was found from chapter 3 to be the minimum LI energy needed for

combustion. A diffractive optical element (DOE) could also be designed to convergeall of the fibre

output beamsto the same focal point, as apposed to having multiple spots at this focal region.

5.4 Conclusions

The cavity of the test laser was successfully extended, which produced a beam pulse length of 15 ns

compared to the original laser configuration of 6 ns. This new pulse duration was found to be much

more favourable for optical fibre beam delivery in terms of increased deliverable beam energy.

The damagethresholds of the multi-modesilica step index were found to increase by employing free

standing fibre ends in specially adapted fibre connecters, which lightly clamped the fibre at 100 mm

from the ends. This allowed greater amounts of beam energy to be transmitted by the fibres, and

hencelargerlaser irradiancesat the focal point produced bythe optical plug.

Fibre output beam divergence was found to decrease by reducing the beam input angle launchedinto

the fibres, and therefore, higher beam qualities could be obtained, meaning that the beam could be
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focused down to smaller spot sizes. However, in reducing the fibre beam input angle, the fibres

became more susceptible to bending and engine vibration in terms of increased output divergence,

reduced transmission and poorer beam modequality.

In the fibre bending and vibration testing, the smaller NA fibres were found to be less susceptible

comparedto the higher NA fibres. The sapphire fibres were shown tobe least affected by fibre bends

and engine vibration. These bending and vibration effects on the fibre highlighted the need for a fibre

damping mechanisminthe fibre delivered LI system.

Ofall the fibres tested, the 400 and 600 um core diameterfibres were shownto be the most suitable

for single fibre beam delivered LI, and were found to produce combustion in the online testing,

although not reliably. Nevertheless, the online tests demonstrated encouraging results for the

realisation of achieving 100 % combustion with fibre beam delivery.

The LI fibre delivery system was developed further by equally splitting the laser beam into three and

coupling these beamsinto three separate 600 pm core diametersilica fibres. The output ends of these

fibres were combinedin a rubberferrule, with the ends faces flush with each other. The output beams

were collimated and refocused to produce three individual beam spots of 62 uum radius at the

minimum waist. Up to 120 mJ of beam energy wassuccessfully delivered to this point via the three

opticalfibres.

Othertypesof fibres not included in this study, such as hollow core photonic band gapfibres, should

be investigated for the application of LI, as there are many different cross sections of these fibres

emerging whichare increasingly being used to deliver high powerlaser beams. However, the beam

energies currently needed for LI are somewhat higher than the damagethreshold of these single mode
photonic band gap fibres, and these would therefore need to be bundled or multiplexed in order to

deliver adequate energyto initiate combustionofair-fuel mixtures.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

A laser ignition (LI) system for igniting one of the cylinders of an unmodified production automotive

IC test engine was designed and developed. This was an open beam path optical system which used a

series of mirrors to deliver a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser beam operating at 1064 nm with a pulse

length of 6 ns, to a specifically designed optical plug. This allowed a variety of optical windowsand

lenses of different focal lengths (FL) to be tested. Successful LI of homogenousgasoline and air

mixtures was demonstrated, using the laser operating in three different beam modesassociated with

the cavity aperture diameter. For the online testing, a direct comparison of combustion stability and

performance betweena laser ignited cylinder and a conventionally ignited cylinder was made.

The results from the single cylinder LI testing showed that LI performed better than spark ignition

(SI) in terms of combustion stability for many of the focusing lenses and cavity aperture

combinations. The most successful results were obtained from using the shortest FL optical plug lens

tested of 15 mm and the 3 mm laser cavity aperture, with beam energies between 26 and 51 mJ. The

lowest minimum laser energy required for misfire free combustion was found to be 4 mJ per pulse,

taking into account the transmission loss of the optical plug which was approximately 25 %. This

minimum LI energy is much lowerthan that of a spark plug which is 30 mJ in a 1 mselectrical pulse.

The minimum laserirradiance required for LI was found to reduce when longer FL lenses were used,

while improved combustion performanceandstability was achieved by using higher laser energies.

Beam size and energy variation from pulse-to-pulse were found to be important factors which can
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affect the performance of LI, whereas beam quality in termsofintensity profile, mode and M” were

shownto beless significant. The results of the work support the view that, with the availability of

pulsed laser sources of increasingly high pulse-to-pulse stability, the laser energy could act as a

primary control parameter for LI in IC engines.

The LI system for a single cylinder was developed further into an open beam path multi-cylinder LI

system using the optimal laser parameters found from the initial testing. Misfire free LI of

homogeneousgasoline and air mixtures has been demonstratedin all four cylinders of the unmodified

production automotiveIC engine, which is the first demonstration of a multi-cylinder LI system. The

test engine was successfully ignited from a cold start using two Nd:YAGlasers operated at 1064 nm,

whichcreated twolaser-induced sparks per cycle in each cylinder.

A reduction in cycle-to-cycle variations (CCV) was observed with multi-cylinder LI system for a

range of engine speeds, loads, ignition timings and air-fuel ratios (AFR). This demonstrated that

improvements in an engine’s performance and stability can be achieved with a LI system.

Furthermore, there was evidencethat a shorter (faster) combustion duration occurs with LI compared

to the SI system. One of the principal findings of this work was that by using a LI system it was

possible to ignite leaner air-fuel mixtures, while achieving lower cyclic variation than conventional

SI. This was demonstrated for a range of engine speeds and wasespecially evident in the engine load

testing, where LI gave similar CCV when run at a 10 % leaner AFR, compared to SI over the same

load range.

Susceptibility to engine vibrations was the mainlimitation of the multi-cylinder LI system, which was

due to the open beam optical arrangement causing misalignment of the engine mirrors after prolonged

testing. Another disadvantage of the test system wasthe use of flashlamp pumpedlasers, which result

in variation in the output beam properties across the operating range. However, an advantage of the

multi-cylinder LI system was the additional laser-spark on the exhaust stroke of the cycle, which

aided the self-cleaning mechanism to ablate combustion deposits from the optical plug window.

Analysis of the mass fraction burned air-fuel mixtures over a wide range of engine operating points

has shown LI to produce faster combustion burn rates when compared with conventional SI. Full LI

of the test engine was found on average to produce ignition delays that were 4.2° of crank angle

quicker than SI. The combustion durations obtained from using LI were also foundto be shorter than
SI, particularly at engine idle speeds. These faster combustion rates are an explanation for LI’s

superior performance over conventional SI. The fundamental reasons behind this are thought to be

due to the fact that laser induced sparks have much higher energy intensities, shockwaves and

temperatures than those created by spark plugs. These attributes would increase the turbulence ofthe

air-fuel mixture in the cylinder and hence produce faster advancing flames in the combustion process.

Three types of optical fibres (silica step index, sapphire and photonic crystal) of various core
diameters weretested offline to investigate their suitability for a fibre delivered LI system. The cavity
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of the test laser was extended prior to this study, which produced a beam pulse length of 15 ns

comparedto the original laser configuration of 6 ns. This new pulse duration was found to be much

more favourable for optical fibre beam delivery in terms of increased deliverable beam energy.

Specially adapted fibre connecters were used in the optical setup, which lightly clamped the fibre at

100 mm from the fibre ends. By employing these, the damage thresholds of the multi-modesilica step

index tested were found to increase, compared with conventional adhesive connecters. This allowed

greater amounts of beam energy to be transmitted by the fibres, and hence larger laser irradiancesat

the focal point produced by an optical plug specifically designed for the fibre delivered LItesting.

Reducing the launching beam input angle from the numerical aperture (NA) of the fibres was shown

to decrease the fibre output beam divergence. This therefore gave higher fibre output beam qualities,

which meant that the beam could be focused down to smaller spot sizes. However, in reducing the

fibre beam input angle, the fibres became more susceptible to damage due to bends and engine

vibration in terms of increased output divergence and decreased beam mode quality. In the fibre

bending and vibration testing, the lower NA fibres were found to be less susceptible than the higher

NAfibres, where the sapphire fibres were shown to be least affected. These bending and vibration

effects on the fibre highlighted the need for a fibre damping mechanism in the fibre delivered LI

system, which was employed for the online testing.

Ofall the fibres examined offline, the 400 and 600 um core diameter fibres were found to be the most

suitable for single fibre beam delivered LI. These were shown to produce combustion in the online

testing, although not reliably, where the 600 um core fibre performed the best, igniting the air-fuel

mixtures around 30 % of the time. However, these tests demonstrated encouraging results towards the

realisation of achieving 100 % combustion with optical fibre beam delivery.

The single fibre beam delivery LI system was developed further to increase the total amount of

delivered beam energy to the cylinder. This was achieved by equally splitting the laser beam into

three and coupling these beams into three separate 600 um core diametersilica fibres. The output

endsof these fibres were combined in a rubber ferrule, with the ends faces flush with each other. The

output beams werecollimated and refocused to produce three individual beam spots of 62 1m radius

at the minimum waist. Up to 120 mJ of beam energy was successfully delivered to this point via the

three optical fibres.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Thestate of the art review andthe discussion of the research results presented in the previous sections

this thesis have highlighted areas in the field of LI on which there has been little or no work

performed. These recommendationsfor future work are detailed in the following paragraphs.

Only a few discrete laser wavelengths have been investigated in previous LI studies.It is possible that

there is an optimum LI wavelength for a given fuel in terms of the minimum beam energy required for
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combustion.It is therefore recommendedthat future LI research should examine a sweeping range of

wavelengths using an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), which would provide an improved and

moredetailed analysis of the wavelength dependenceonLI.

The multi-point LI research to date hasonly investigated multiple ignition points in space, which have

shown improved combustionin various air-fuel mixtures. The effects of multiple ignition spaced in

time mayalso prove to be beneficial for combustion, as this could be a method for controlling the

development of the propagating combustion flame, and should therefore be studied in future LI

research.

If a LI system is to becomea viablealternative to the conventional coil and electric spark plug system,

then the durability and longevity of the LI system’s optics must be investigated. It is proposed that

high quality optics should be examined, as an optical plug should last as long as a conventional spark

plug,i.e. for around 100,000 hours.

It is recommendedthat the multi-cylinder LI system as presented in chapter 4 of this thesis should be

tested in a next generation spray guided direct injection (SGDI) gasoline automotive engine. This is

because these engines have the potential of being up to 25 % more efficient when operated in

stratified mode, compared to conventional port fuel injected (PFI) engines [5]. This increase in

efficiency cannot currently be achieved with conventional spark plugs, mainly due to their fixed

ignition location and energy.

The three combinedfibre LI system presented in chapter 4 should also be tested and investigated in a

SGDIgasoline engine. This would therefore require a specialist optical plug to be manufactured that

could accommodate the larger diameter lenses and securely hold and damp the combinedfibres.

Othertypes of optical fibres that were not included in this study, such as hollow core photonic band

gap fibres, are recommended for future investigations for the application of LI, as there are many

different cross sections of these fibres emerging which are increasingly being used to deliver high

powerlaser beams. However, the beam energies currently required for LI are somewhat higher than

the damage threshold of these single mode photonic band gap fibres, and these would therefore need

to be bundled or multiplexed in order to deliver adequate energy to initiate combustion ofair-fuel

mixtures.
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